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BIDEN’S “AMERICA LAST” ENERGY POLICY

During one of President Trump’s final weeks in office (Dec. 27 – Jan. 2), the U.S. did not import crude oil from Saudi Arabia for the first time in 35 years, marking newfound American energy independence. Unfortunately, in his first week in office, President Biden undermined America’s economy, our energy security and national security and our Canadian confidence in the U.S. as a energy partner with his executive order to cancel the Keystone XL Pipeline.

• The immediate impact of Biden’s decision to shut down construction of the Keystone XL pipeline project was that more than 1,000 men and women lost their jobs. Longer term, over 10,000 jobs and $1.6 billion in gross wages that were planned will now not come to fruition.

• Ron Berringer, a second-generation pipeline worker from Clarinda, Iowa, was one of those immediately laid off. He said his future looks "gloomy.”

  ➢ As a result of the layoff, he can no longer afford to replace his work truck, and will have to reduce the financial help he sends to his two adult daughters.

• Tyler Noel, from Aberdeen, South Dakota, is another worker fired because of Biden’s actions, and finds John Kerry’s suggestion that “they can make solar panels” or other renewables hollow.

  ➢ Tyler said, “I'm a foreman. My trade is in labor. The money is so much better running a crew. I wouldn't be anywhere near that doing a wind turbine, which I've never done.”

• In addition to the damage to America’s job market, Biden’s actions have killed jobs in Canada and strained ties with one of our closest allies.

  ➢ Alberta Premier Jason Kenney has called for "proportional economic consequences” and called the decision, “a deeply disturbing precedent for any future projects and collaboration between our two nations.”

• Russia and the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), on the other hand, are the beneficiaries financially and politically in their regions. Because of Biden’s energy policies Russia has also gained serious political leverage over the European nations that are now more dependent on Russian natural gas.

Unless Biden’s moratorium on federal oil and gas leasing are overturned and his plans to ban hydraulic fracking stopped, the U.S. will return to its position of energy dependence weakening our national security and undermining our economy.

• Due to the shale revolution and lifting the ban on oil and gas exports, the U.S. has gone from on oil exported from the Middle East to the world’s largest oil and gas producer.

• Banning fracking, as Biden has promised to do, would eliminate 19 million jobs between 2021-2025, according to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

• The American Petroleum Institute estimated that banning oil and natural gas development on federal lands would cause nearly 1 million Americans to lose their jobs and that the U.S. would spend $500 billion importing gas from places like Russia.
Americans are already experiencing the financial burden of Biden’s policies as they face skyrocketing gas and energy prices that is helping drive inflation. Rather than take action to lower energy costs, U.S. Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm doubled down on the Administration’s bad decisions by suggesting that the U.S. might consider reinstating the ban on exporting U.S. crude oil which would cause prices to rise even higher. President Biden’s order to release 50 million barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the equivalent of about three days supply of gasoline, was more about trying to improve his poll numbers than it was about lowering energy costs.

Under Biden’s policies, American families will face significantly higher household energy costs this winter and be much more susceptible to cold-related illnesses because they can’t afford to keep their homes adequately heated. Higher energy costs mean higher inflation, leaving American families facing higher costs for food, medicine, rent, clothing and other goods and services. President Biden should reverse these poor decisions, streamline the oil and gas development permitting process which will spur U.S. economic growth, create new jobs, lower the cost of living for all Americans and enhance our national security while continuing to lead the world in reduction of green house gas emissions.
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ENERGY POVERTY AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE

Even before President Biden took office, the phrase “environmental justice” was at the heart of his climate plan. Americans soon found out that “environmental justice” meant destroying jobs and increasing energy prices through policies such as canceling the Keystone XL pipeline and stopping new oil and gas leases on federal land.

Although Democrats often mention the importance of “environmental justice,” their energy polices hit the pocketbook and health of low-income families the hardest. These policies have raised overall energy costs, including gasoline that has driven an increase in broader consumer prices and led to thousands of Americans in the energy sector being out of work. If California is any example, Americans can expect this “energy injustice” to rise if Biden Administration continues pursuing an “America Last” energy policy.

- **Minorities and Low-Income families disproportionately carry the burden of bad energy policies.**
  - While the U.S. does not lack access to energy supplies like many other parts of the world, over 30 million households face a high energy burden, which is defined as spending more than 6% of one’s income on energy bills. Also, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) latest energy consumption survey, nearly one-third of U.S. households had difficulty paying energy bills or maintaining adequate heating and air.
  - One study found that Black households spend 43% more and Hispanic households 20% more on their energy bills than White households. Furthermore, low-income households dedicate three times more of their income to energy bills than other households.

- **Unaffordable energy prices can have detrimental consequences to health and safety.**
  - When the United Kingdom decided to shut down coal power plants and replace them with wind and solar energy sources, energy prices skyrocketed to unaffordable rates. Consequently, energy poverty increased, and the U.K. had nearly 17,000 excess winter deaths attributable to cold housing conditions in the winter of 2017/18.
  - If the U.S. were to enact proportional measures, those deaths would number in the tens of thousands.
  - One study found that excess winter deaths kill more residents in Vermont than car crashes.
  - As shown in Figure 1, high energy prices lead families to make decisions detrimental to their health and safety. This is a direct result of government restrictions on free market energy innovation.
  - COVID-19 has presented even more challenges for low-income Americans with 22% of households reporting they had to reduce or forgo basic needs, such as food or medicine, to pay an energy bill.
  - EIA forecasts energy bills this winter will increase for those using propane by 46%, for natural gas by 29%, for electricity by 6%, and for heating oil by 39% from last winter.
  - Numerous studies have found that households facing energy poverty or energy insecurity are more
likely to face poor physical and mental health, ranging from asthma and chronic bronchitis to depression and anxiety. In addition, children growing up in energy poverty could be even more vulnerable than adults to these health impacts, since very young children spend more time indoors.

- Living without energy can also lead to more severe outcomes such as going hungry from food spoilage when refrigeration is inadequate, house fires when resorting to candles or other fire sources for heat and light, or even fatalities for the young and elderly from either hypothermia or heat waves.
- The best way to protect low-income households and minorities from the outcomes of energy poverty is to enact policies that allow access to reliable and affordable energy.

- **Democrats’ policies will lead to spiraling costs and higher rates of energy poverty and injustice.**
  - California, where Democrat policies like high fuel-taxes, Cap-and-Trade Program, and Low Carbon Fuel Standard have been implemented, leads the country in highest gasoline prices, which are currently over a dollar more per gallon than the national average.
  - In addition to fuel prices, California has one of the highest residential electricity rates. This is particularly alarming since cost increases for residential electricity also have the most regressive impact on the poor compared to other basic needs.
  - In addition to high fuel and electricity prices, the building energy codes in California have regressive impacts. In a National Bureau of Economic Research study, the stricter energy codes were found to hurt the home values of the poor, while increasing the home values of wealthier households. Despite the justification of the codes to reduce energy use, the study says there is debate about whether the codes reduce energy consumption at all.
  - These policies are why a coalition of civil-rights leaders called The Two Hundred sued the California Air Resources Board for enacting policies that were “driving up the cost of housing, worsening poverty and particularly victimizing minority communities.”
  - Enacting these terrible policies at the federal level will only further inflict “energy injustice” on to more American families.

Any energy policy that needlessly raises prices on families under the guise of “environmental justice” is hypocritical and destructive. Therefore, it is important for Congress to reject Biden’s energy policies that put American’s out of work and raise the energy burden on families. Instead, we should enact policies that lead to domestic economic opportunities and increase access to reliable and affordable energy for all Americans.

Publ. June 16, 2021 (Updated December 3, 2021)


THE GREEN NEW DEAL

Congressional Democrats have included many Green New Deal (GND) provisions in their Infrastructure package and the House-passed Build Back Better Act.

- Bipartisan Infrastructure Package
  - $21.5 billion green-energy venture-capital fund administered by the Department of Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm;
  - $7.5 billion for electric vehicle (EV) charging stations with a focus on rural and disadvantaged communities, even though these areas have extremely low EV purchases because lower income families and individuals cannot afford to buy EVs; and
  - Gives Secretary Granholm the power to designate “national interest electric transmission corridors” so that federal regulators can overrule state wishes on power lines.

- Build Back Better Act
  - More than $300 billion in subsidies for unreliable renewables and EVs at a time of record inflation;
  - A natural gas tax that could add up to 30% a year to household energy bills;
  - Billions of dollars for government funded environmental activism in the form of a "Civilian Climate Corps"; and
  - Over $12 billion in taxpayer money for the wealthy to get rebates for electrifying their homes.

In addition to these provisions, the Democrats continue to push to add other onerous provisions in the GND through legislation and Biden Administration agency actions.

- The GND proposal calls for the U.S. to rely 100 percent on “renewable” energy in just 10 years. It has 103 cosponsors in the House and 12 cosponsors in the Senate, and calls for free college, guaranteed employment, government run healthcare, and many other non-climate related policies.

- Saikat Chakrabarti, then-Chief of Staff to Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the bill’s sponsor, revealed the true motive of the bill when he said, “[I]t wasn’t originally a climate thing at all...we really think of it as a how-do-you-change-the-whole-economy thing.”

- The GND represents a socialist takeover of America under the facade of climate policy. It would bankrupt America, bankrupt families, and crush the poor, while not having any noticeable impact on global climate change.

- The GND is estimated to cost over $90 trillion according to separate studies by the American Action Forum and American Enterprise Institute (AEI). That puts the GND costing almost four times more than all the goods and services produced in the United States in 2019.

- Families can expect to pay between 43 and 286 percent more for electricity under the GND. In addition to higher household utility costs, the GND would result in higher long-term inflation causing serious financial hardship for American families.
• Consumers in states with renewable energy mandates paid $125 billion more for electricity in the seven years after the enactment of those mandates.\textsuperscript{12} Forcing all states to implement the same mandates would crush the economy.

• Germany’s misguided GND style Energiewende plan, only resulted in billions of government spending, household energy prices that broke records as some of the highest in the world, and an increase of emissions as coal plants had to be retooled to makeup for the unreliable renewables.\textsuperscript{13}

• The drastic increase in energy prices would crush the poor who already pay a disproportionate amount of their income for energy bills. Households that make less than $30,000 a year spend 23 percent of their income on energy costs, while households that make above $50,000 spend only 7 percent.\textsuperscript{14} The National Black Chamber of Commerce opposes the GND due to the disparate negative impact it would have on minorities.\textsuperscript{15}

• Even if the GND were fully implemented, it would have no noticeable impact on global temperatures. The difference in current temperatures and those in 2100 would be 0.173°C—virtually nothing.\textsuperscript{16}
EXTREME WEATHER

- After extreme weather events, climate alarmists try to connect climate change to the event and its damage. Despite the claims of Democrats and the media, science does not support the claim that “climate change” is increasing the frequency or intensity of weather events.

- There is no evidence for human activity causing more hurricanes or floods.
  - According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, “[c]urrent datasets indicate no significant observed trends in global tropical cyclone frequency over the past century and it remains uncertain whether any reported long-term increases in tropical cyclone frequency are robust, after accounting for past changes in observing capabilities.”
  - According to the U.S. Global Change Research Program, “[a]nalysis of 200 U.S. stream gauges indicates areas of both increasing and decreasing flooding magnitude but does not provide robust evidence that these trends are attributable to human influences.”

- There is no connection between “man-made climate change” and drought in the U.S.
  - “… there has not yet been a formal identification of a human influence on past changes in United States meteorological drought through the analysis of precipitation trends.”

- Since 2000, the area of the U.S. free from drought has actually increased.

- The wildfires in California are a result of years of forest mismanagement, not climate change.
  - In 2018, the California independent state oversight agency the Little Hoover Commission found, “that California’s forests suffer from neglect and mismanagement, resulting in overcrowding that leaves them susceptible to disease, insects and wildfire.”

- The costs of extreme weather events are not increasing due to the severity of the events. They are increasing because more people are building more expensive properties in susceptible areas.
  - “Long-term trends in economic disaster losses adjusted for wealth and population increases have not been attributed to climate change…”

- Globally, disaster losses have actually decreased as a percentage of GDP.
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Critical minerals are necessary for the modern economy, with applications in manufacturing, defense, renewable energy, advanced technology, and many other sectors. Congress must ensure that the U.S. is less dependent on foreign nations to meet its demand for these materials.

BACKGROUND

The Department of Interior finalized a list of 35 materials that are considered critical for America’s economic competitiveness, modernization of infrastructure, national security, and advanced technological development, including renewable energy technologies necessary for the expansion of solar, wind, energy storage, and electric vehicles. Despite the existence of substantial reserves of these resources in the United States, most critical minerals are not mined in the U.S. In fact, the U.S. has become increasingly dependent on foreign nations – China in particular – to meet demand for these essential commodities.

For example, in 2019, the United States had a 100 percent net import reliance on other nations for 17 minerals, including gallium, indium, and rare earth elements. Among other uses, gallium, indium, and rare earth elements are components of smartphones, satellites, semiconductors, solar panels, and electric vehicles. China was the top import source for all three of these elements.

Critical minerals are required for many modern defense systems, including aerospace applications. Another mineral with high relevance to our defense interests, uranium, was imported at a rate of 97 percent in 2018. The world’s largest uranium producer is Kazakhstan, with Russia and Uzbekistan also as major producers. China is signaling an interest in the uranium market, as well, buying large mines in Namibia.

Given the serious need to maintain a stable supply of critical minerals, encouraging domestic production is in the nation’s best interest. Moreover, since the United States has some of the best environmental and human labor standards in the world, it is preferable – as well as safer for the supply chain – to maximize domestic production of these resources.

One major obstacle to domestic mineral development is the long, confusing, and overly burdensome permitting process in the United States. Mining projects require years of environmental studies, permitting, bonding, and stakeholder engagement, both at the state and federal level. All told, a mining project in the United States may spend 7 to 10 years waiting for final permitting approval. In comparison, countries like Canada and Australia have illustrated a capacity to follow specific permitting timelines while maintaining environmental protections. Both countries’ permitting timeframes average around two years, and both nations rank as the top two countries for mining investment.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

As demand grows for renewable energy technologies, electric vehicles, and high-tech devices, such as smart
phones, the need for critical minerals will continue to increase. The United States lacks resources in many stages of the minerals supply chain, with very little mining or processing of these materials occurring domestically. Congress should:

- Streamline the federal permitting process to boost access to critical minerals in a reliable and timely manner. The United States can promote domestic mineral independence by reducing delays and duplicative reviews while also maintaining robust environmental standards.

- Incentivize enough domestic refining capacity to meet demand. Much of what is mined in the U.S. must be shipped overseas to be refined and processed. Increasing the number of refineries in the U.S. would help prevent a chokehold at the processing stage of the supply chain.

- Prioritize mineral assessments at the federal level to identify valuable deposits across the country, allowing for more efficient and targeted development. Many potential domestic mineral reserves remain undiscovered. In fact, less than 18 percent of the U.S. has been adequately geologically mapped. The exploration phase of a mining project takes many years, potentially a decade or more.

---

3 Mining the Future, Foreign Policy Analytics Special Report (May 2019).
4 USGS, supra, note 1.
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Democrats want to use the budget reconciliation process to massively expand Medicare by covering care for vision, dental, and hearing.¹ This is seen as a top priority for Senator Bernie Sanders and no doubt the first step toward his ambition to have Medicare for All.²

- **Expanding the scope of Medicare would undermine Medicare Advantage.**
  - Medicare Advantage Plans (Part C), which are insurance plans offered by private companies approved by Medicare, often cover additional benefits, such as dental, vision, and hearing.³ These plans already give seniors options for additional coverage depending on varying needs.
  - In just ten years, the enrollment in Medicare Advantage has more than doubled and now covers 26 million people, accounting for 42% of individuals covered by Medicare.⁴ Of these beneficiaries, 89% have preventative dental services, 90% have hearing exams, and 98% have vision exams covered in their plans.⁵ Therefore, this Medicare expansion would undermine the options for coverage that seniors already use.

- **Socialized healthcare systems result in rationed care.**
  - In countries like the United Kingdom and Canada, care is defined by longer wait times, rationed care, fewer choices, and physician flight, among other poorer care compared to the U.S. (*See RPC’s brief titled “High Costs of Socialized Medicine” for more information.*)⁶
  - The Fraser Institute found that average wait times between a referral from a general practitioner to receiving treatment in Canada continued to increase in 2020 to over 22 weeks.⁷ A 2014 report found these increased wait times may be associated with over 44,273 female deaths between 1993 and 2009.⁸
  - Although expanding Medicare may increase coverage on paper, often it does not translate to access to care. For example, many doctors and hospitals refuse to see Medicare or Medicaid patients because the programs pay out less to providers than other insurers, and that difference is growing.⁹ Government programs are also plagued with administrative problems, which are found to cost physicians to lose far more on billing problems with Medicaid and Medicare than with private insurers.¹⁰

- **Medicare is already bankrupt and relies on deficit spending.**
  - Although working individuals pay payroll taxes (FICA) that go toward Medicare, the program is not fully financed this way, unlike Social Security.
  - Medicare Part A, which covers Hospital Insurance, is primarily funded through payroll tax revenue. On the other hand, Medicare Parts B and D, which cover Medical Insurance and prescription drug coverage, are primarily funded through general tax revenue.¹¹
  - Medicare outlays totaled nearly $1 trillion in 2020, of which only $345 billion was covered by payroll tax receipts coming from the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund.¹² Further, according to the latest Trustees report, the Medicare Hospital Trust Fund will become insolvent in 2026.¹³
  - The Congressional Budget Office estimates expanding Medicare to cover vision, dental, and hearing would cost $358 billion over 10 years, which will become even more expensive over time as enrollments rise and costs of care increase.¹⁴ This proposal could put the Medicare program as a whole on an even more unstable financial footing, harming the seniors it is intended to help.
POLICY SOLUTIONS

Expanding an already bankrupt Medicare program to cover additional benefits is simply an attempt by Democrats to enact Medicare for All in a piecemeal fashion. Congress should instead focus on solutions to bring down costs, increase access, and improve care for all Americans. For example, creating greater flexibility and expanding access to Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) could empower individuals to save for these future expenses.

Publ. August 20, 2021

HIGH COSTS OF SOCIALIZED MEDICINE

U.S. healthcare premiums continue to rise, draining household earnings. Accordingly, Americans reportedly favor adopting an increasingly socialized health system, in pursuit of systemic reform.

As debate continues, it is essential to review patient outcomes across international models of socialized medical care. Decision-making between patients and physicians is generally based on individual circumstances or critical medical need. Socialized healthcare systems distance that relationship. Instead, socialized treatment plans are predetermined by bureaucrats, based on broad categorizations. Cost savings for individuals are achieved in exchange for rationed services, long wait times, and controversial ethical standards.

A World of Socialized Medicine

Comparing global healthcare models is difficult, as there is wide variety between the countries grouped under the same categories. The Manhattan Institute categorizes eight nations’ healthcare systems into four broad models, listed below.

- Single-payer (U.K. and Canada): the government is the predominant purchaser of medical services, with restrictions on private insurance.
- Dual-payer (Australia and France): the government is the primary purchaser of medical services, supplemented by private insurance whose premiums are publicly subsidized.
- Competing-payer (Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland): the government subsidizes the purchase of private insurance.
- Segmented-payer (U.S.): a patchwork of employer-sponsored insurance, public entitlements, and individually purchased insurance.

U.S. Medicare for All (M4A) proposals represent a larger government takeover than any current international model. According to the Mercatus Center, doubling U.S. taxes would not be sufficient to pay for the high costs of implementing M4A. Further, the Netherlands and Nordic countries are gradually adopting more market-based approaches, such as private, employer-based insurance, to address access to care, rationing, and waiting lists.

As debate over healthcare reform continues across the U.S., Americans should review global patient care outcomes before enrolling in socialized medical treatment. The following chart lists select examples and outcomes across the U.K., Canada, and the Netherlands.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Care</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment of Women’s Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ “Only 81% of [U.K.] breast cancer patients...live[d] at least five years after diagnosis” from 2005-2009, compared to 89% in the U.S.⁶</td>
<td>➢ The U.S. has the highest 5-year breast cancer survival rate out of 11 countries, as of 2019.⁸ The U.S. also performs the second-highest percentage of breast cancer screenings for female patients aged 50-69.⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ A 2014 report found that between 1993-2009, increased wait times in Canada may be associated with over 44,273 female deaths.⁷</td>
<td>➢ The U.S. ranked as the second highest of six nations in a separate study where patients visited an OB/GYN at least once in the previous year, with the U.K. the second-lowest.¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The “Big C”: Rationed Cancer Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ 18% of U.K. patients requiring urgent cancer care do not receive treatment within 2 months of referral.¹¹</td>
<td>➢ 83% of U.K. prostate cancer patients lived at least five years after diagnosis from 2005-2009, compared to 97% in the U.S.¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ The U.K.’s National Health Service (NHS) withdrew funding for up to 25 cancer drugs in 2015, impacting an estimated 8,000 U.K. patients.¹²</td>
<td>➢ The NHS is facing thousands of lawsuits from cancer patients after canceling critical care due to backlog during the U.K.’s COVID-19 lockdown in 2020.¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wait Times &amp; Other Rationed Care Examples</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ 2016 data shows primary care doctors in the Netherlands only spend about 10 minutes with the typical patient, less than half the length of care that U.S. patients receive.¹⁵ Having more time per patient is linked to greater patient satisfaction with care.¹⁶</td>
<td>➢ The Foundation for Government Accountability reports 21,904 U.S. Medicaid recipients died due to long waiting lists since the Obamacare expansion. Over 650,000 Medicaid recipients are on waiting lists for home and community-based services.¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Canadians can expect long wait times for diagnostic technologies such as a CT scan (4.8 weeks), an MRI (9.3 weeks), or an ultrasound (3.4 weeks), as of 2019.¹⁷</td>
<td>➢ 104 of 195 local NHS commission panels ration cataract surgery across their respective U.K. regions, deeming it a “procedure of limited clinical value.”²⁰ This category is normally reserved for complementary or cosmetic treatment with “little evidence” for clinical health or cost-effectiveness.²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Canadians experience most difficulty scheduling an appointment with a specialist out of 8 countries with varying health care models.</td>
<td>➢ Local NHS panels similarly ration glucose monitors for diabetes patients, hernia surgery, and hip and knee replacement.²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Pay caps contribute to 50% of senior U.K. physicians considering reduced working hours; 60% of specialists intend to retire by age 60; 100,000 medical staffing vacancies strain the workforce of 1.2 million.¹⁸</td>
<td>➢ The U.S. performs the second-highest rate of hip replacement procedures for seniors 65 and above out of 10 countries, with Canada and the U.K. the lowest.²³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ A <em>British Medical Journal</em> investigation reported a 45% increase in hip or knee surgery denials by local NHS panels between 2017-2018.²⁴ These requests were submitted by general practitioners on behalf of their patients and denied by bureaucrats – some of whom have no medical background.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Physician Flight, Technology Drain, & Other Issues

- 2016 data shows primary care doctors in the Netherlands only spend about 10 minutes with the typical patient, less than half the length of care that U.S. patients receive.\textsuperscript{xv} Having more time per patient is linked to greater patient satisfaction with care.\textsuperscript{xxvi}

- Canadians experience most difficulty scheduling an appointment with a specialist out of 8 countries with varying healthcare models.

- Pay caps contribute to 50% of senior U.K. physicians considering reduced working hours; 60% of specialists intend to retire by age 60; 100,000 medical staffing vacancies strain the workforce of 1.2 million.\textsuperscript{xxvii}

- Overall, the Canadian medical system “provides the least hospital care, delivers consistently fewer outpatient procedures, and provides much less access to modern diagnostic technology” compared to 8 other countries.\textsuperscript{xxviii}

- The Netherlands’ system forces general practice doctors to work longer hours\textsuperscript{xxix,xxx} for less pay\textsuperscript{xxi} than primary care physicians in the U.S. High administrative workload hurts the productivity of Dutch primary care doctors.\textsuperscript{xxxii}

- The U.S. has the third-highest rate of MRI scans and specialized scans of 9 countries.\textsuperscript{xxxiii}

- Medicare For All would cut payments to U.S. hospitals and physicians by an estimated 40%.\textsuperscript{xxxiv}

- The Netherlands legalized “default” adult organ donation in 2018 to address donor shortages. Under the law, all adults are presumed organ donors unless they specifically file paperwork opting out.\textsuperscript{xxxv}

---

3 https://www.wsj.com/articles/even-doubling-taxes-wouldnt-pay-for-medicare-for-all-1533163559
5 https://www.heritage.org/health-care-reform/commentary/socialist-nordic-countries-are-actually-moving-toward-private-health
15 https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/7/10/e017902
REDUCE PREMIUMS BY CODIFYING ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLANS

As U.S. healthcare spending continues to outpace inflation over time, Congress should codify association health plans (AHPs) as an effective mechanism to provide quality health insurance at a lower cost to consumers.

BACKGROUND

AHPs have been around for decades and generally refer to “a wide spectrum of arrangements that provide health coverage through different types of organizations, including but not limited to trade associations, professional societies, and chambers of commerce.” Presently, there is no singular definition of AHPs used by all federal regulatory agencies. AHPs permit individuals or employers to shop for coverage as a larger group in an effort to obtain more favorable coverage and pricing from insurers.

The Department of Labor (DOL) regulates AHPs as multiple employer welfare agreements (MEWA) that amount to two or more employers providing benefits to their employees. The majority of AHPs have historically provided individual or small group coverage. In most cases, DOL has concluded that the association is not an employer for regulatory purposes.

On June 18, 2018, DOL finalized a rule increasing access to AHPs by expanding the ability of small businesses and self-employed workers to associate by geography or industry and be treated as a single large employer. Under the rule, “AHPs may not charge higher premiums or deny coverage as a result of pre-existing conditions, or cancel coverage because an employee becomes ill.” AHPs, “like any other group health plan, cannot discriminate in eligibility, benefits, or premiums against an individual within a group of similarly situated individuals based on a health factor.”

Following the rule, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimated that nearly 5 million people would enroll in AHPs in 2022. Additionally, the CBO report estimated that roughly 400,000 people, who would otherwise be uninsured, would receive AHP coverage over the 2019 to 2028 period. Most importantly, “CBO and JCT estimate[d] that premiums for AHPs sold under the new rules will be, on average, roughly 30 percent lower than premiums for fully regulated small-group coverage.”

In March 2019, a federal judge in the District of Columbia struck down the final rule after determining that the DOL’s interpretation of “employer” was unreasonable and exceeded the statutory authority delegated by Congress through the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). Following the Department of Justice’s appeal in April 2019, the DOL announced that it would not pursue enforcement actions against employers who relied in good faith on the AHP rule’s validity.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Congress should amend ERISA to provide smaller employers and self-employed individuals access to large-group coverage by permitting AHPs to function as “employers.” Legislation should include nondiscrimination provisions which prohibit an AHP from basing membership, eligibility for health benefits, and premiums on health factors.
Congress should also exempt AHPs from certain state insurance requirements when association members reside in different states. Enacting H.R. 4547, the Association Health Plans Act of 2021, would accomplish many of these objectives.

---
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HEALTHCARE FREEDOM THROUGH HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Americans are spending more on healthcare than anytime in American history. Despite Obamacare’s promise to lower healthcare costs, from 2010 to 2018, household health insurance expenditures almost doubled. Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) present a path for Americans to expand healthcare options while reducing costs and saving for retirement. HSAs give people power over their healthcare dollars and decisions, thereby incentivizing healthcare providers to compete on cost and quality. Congress can enact policies that allow more Americans to take advantage of their numerous benefits.

BACKGROUND

- An HSA is a tax-advantaged savings account that can be used for medical expenses.
- HSAs are available to patients enrolled in high-deductible health insurance plans. The annual deductible must be at least $1,400 for individual coverage and at least $2,800 for family.
- HSAs offer numerous benefits to patients:
  - They are tax-advantaged accounts: they are funded with pre-tax income, growth earnings are tax-deferred, and withdrawals are not taxed if they are used for qualifying medical expenses. Qualified expenses include deductibles, copayments, and coinsurance, among other expenses.
  - Any contributions made to HSAs rollover each year, remaining in the account until they are used.
  - They are portable accounts that may be kept even when changing employers. HSAs may also be transferred to a spouse after the owner’s death.
- HSAs serve as both savings and investment account for vital healthcare expenses. Because these tax-advantaged funds rollover each year, they can be saved to cover gaps in medical costs during retirement.
- As of December 2020, there were 11.4 million HSA accounts with assets totaling $32.9 billion, an increase from $28.1 billion in December 2019. In 2019, individual account balances averaged $3,221. The Employee Benefit Research Institute’s analysis found that HSA holders who hold their account longer are likely to use it as an investment and be prepared against unexpected medical bills.
- Because patients are allowed to keep their unused HSA funds, they have a strong financial incentive to utilize medical services when they are truly needed and to make healthy lifestyle choices that reduce overall medical visits and improve outcomes, which will reduce healthcare costs.
- Some improvements have been made to HSAs: In 2019, former President Trump signed an executive order that expanded opportunity for patients with chronic health problems to utilize HSAs. The order allows insurers to provide pre-deductible coverage for chronic health treatments and maintain eligibility for HSAs.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

More steps can be taken to improve usability and availability of HSAs.
- HSAs have an annual contribution limit of $3,550 for individuals and $7,100 for families. Congress may consider increasing the contribution limit. Individual and families should be given the opportunity to save an amount that works best for their personal health needs.
• Congress may consider detaching HSAs from high-deductible health insurance plans so more Americans utilize their benefits.
• Congress may also consider expanding qualified uses for HSA funds including: premium payments for additional health insurance after retirement, gym and health club memberships, direct primary care, over-the-counter medication, payments for nursing homes and long-term care, and other health related expenses.
• Members of Congress may consider supporting bills that have been introduced with these reforms. For example, H.R. 2808, Health Freedom and Flexibility Act, would repeal certain limitations on contributions, among other provisions. Also, H.R. 8032, Health Savings Account for All Act of 2020, would eliminate the requirement for HSA owners to be enrolled in a high deductible health plan, as well as repeal contribution limit and allow HSA fund to be used for insurance premiums.

Publ. January 05, 2022
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EXPAND HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

Employer-sponsored health insurance covers more than half of the American population.¹ For those employees, health insurance is often limited to a few options selected by a corporate administrator. Congress should codify the rule implemented under the Trump administration that expands access to employer-sponsored Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRA).

BACKGROUND

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires certain large employers – those with 50 or more full-time employees – to offer employees “minimum essential coverage under an eligible employer-sponsored plan” or risk paying a penalty to the IRS.² The “employer mandate” entrenches employer-sponsored group insurance and places health insurance decisions in the hands of corporate human resources personnel, rather than employees.

According to 2020 data from the Census Bureau, 54.4 percent of the population, or 177 million Americans, received health insurance through employers.³ While some employers may want to offer group health insurance as a means of retaining employees, others may see a competitive advantage and potential cost savings in giving employees control over their health care decisions.

Many employers have little negotiating power over group insurance products. As employees age, have children, or contract significant illnesses, those health care costs are distributed to the rest of the employee group in the form of higher premiums.

Employees often bear a significant portion of any premium increase. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, “Premium contributions by covered workers average 18% for single coverage and 30% for family coverage.”⁴ If higher premiums or paying an increased premium share creates financial hardship for employees, they are powerless to negotiate directly with the group insurer or take their health insurance business to another provider.

Under the 21st Century Cures Act of 2016,⁵ employers with under 50 full-time employees who do not sponsor a group health plan may fund employee health reimbursement arrangements (HRAs) to pay for nongroup plan health insurance premiums. These new HRAs, known as qualified small employer health reimbursement arrangements (QSEHRA), cap maximum reimbursement and must generally be offered on the same terms for all employees.

In 2019, the Trump administration finalized a rule that provides more flexibility to HRAs for all employers by creating two classes of HRAs, each funded with pre-tax dollars.⁶ The first HRA class allows employees to purchase ACA-compliant individual-market insurance coverage. The other permits employers to give employees up to $1800 tax-free dollars in order to purchase “excepted” policies such as dental or vision care and short-term insurance. On January 28, 2021, President Biden signed an executive order revoking the Trump administration’s rule on HRAs.⁷
POLICY SOLUTIONS

Congress should enact legislation consolidating the types of HRAs permitted by current law and the former Trump administration regulation. HRA access should include all employers (rather than just the small businesses covered under the 21st Century Cures Act), satisfy the ACA’s employer mandate, and be fully deductible to the employer and excludable from employee income.

Congress could also pass H.R. 4123, the Increasing Health Coverage through HRAs Act of 2021, codifying the Trump administration’s final rule which would permit employers who offer group coverage to also contribute to an HRA to reimburse employees for medical expenses, dental and vision premiums, and premiums for short-term health insurance.

---
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EXPANSION OF SHORT-TERM HEALTH PLANS

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), or Obamacare, imposed high costs on health insurance markets and premium prices. To address these adverse impacts, the Trump Administration finalized a rule in October 2018 that expanded access to short-term, limited duration insurance (STLDI). On January 28, 2021, President Biden signed an executive order directing agencies to reexamine certain policies affecting health care, but have yet to issue a rule reversing the Trump STLDI policy.

- **Obamacare Premiums are Expensive and Non-Competitive.**
  - Obamacare individual health plans are expensive. In 2017, the average premium in the 39 states using the federal Exchange more than doubled the premium recorded in 2013.
  - This is exacerbated by a lack of competition in healthcare markets. In 2018, 26 percent of enrollees living in 52 percent of counties had access to only one insurer on the Exchange.
  - As premiums rose, major private insurers began to offer STLDI plans. Enrollment in these plans increased by 121% from 2012 to 2016, even as enrollees were subject to the former Obamacare individual mandate penalty.

- **STLDI Policies Are Affordable, Flexible, and Competitive.**
  - These policies create competition by providing a short-term alternative to Obamacare and are an estimated 50 to 80 percent cheaper than Obamacare plans.
  - Enrollment may only require responses to “yes/no” questions and can take effect as early as the next day.
  - STLDI plans are excluded from the definition of “individual health insurance coverage,” and not required to provide all 10 categories of benefits mandated for such plans. Instead, individuals can choose plans with coverage that aligns with their needs.
  - They are also exempt from Obamacare’s “community-rating” regulations which impose uniform premium levels across broad demographic groups, regardless of healthcare costs.
  - STLDI plans may not be the best option for every individual. However, expanding STLDI plans provides an option that returns power to people, and not Washington.

- **The STLDI Rule Expanded Short-Term Insurance Policies.**
  - Previously, STLDI policies had a maximum length of under three months. The Trump Administration amended the definition of short-term, limited duration insurance to mean health coverage, with a:
    - Specified end date of less than 12 months after the contract’s effective date; and
    - Duration of up to 3 years total, with renewals or extensions.
  - The rule did not change or eliminate existing rules governing plans under Obamacare.

2 ACA plans further drove up premiums by forcing some individuals to pay for coverage and services they did not need or could not afford. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/10/17/2017-22677/promoting-healthcare-choice-and-competition-across-the-united-states
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A small portion of the population accounts for a disproportionately high percentage of health care spending. When included in group insurance coverage, these individuals drive up costs for all enrollees. The Federal Government should support reinsurance for the costliest utilizers of health care to reduce premiums for the remaining population.

BACKGROUND

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires private health insurers to provide coverage to individuals regardless of health status, medical history, and preexisting conditions. Under the ACA, insurers can adjust premiums based solely on certain ACA-specified factors (i.e., individual or family enrollment, geographic rating area, tobacco use, and age).

Democrats and Republicans have supported such policies despite polarizing disagreements over the ACA. Regardless of the future status of the ACA law, the federal government will likely continue to mandate coverage for preexisting conditions in a manner that fails to account for their comparably high health care spending.

According to the Peterson-Kaiser Health System Tracker, “5% of the population accounted for half of all health spending [in 2019].” The dollar figures attached to the highest health care spenders are significant. “The 5% of people with the highest health spending had an average of $61,000 in health expenditures annually; people with health spending in the top 1% have average spending of over $130,000 per year.”

Under the terms of the ACA, the federal government imposes a mandate on private companies to provide benefits to a population which might otherwise be denied coverage or exhaust lifetime policy limits. Because health insurers may not charge increased premiums for various health conditions under the law, those additional costs are spread across their respective enrollees in the form of higher premiums. In short, the preexisting condition coverage requirement and ban on lifetime policy limits are essentially unfunded government mandates.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

One option to end the ACA’s unfunded coverage mandates is to simply repeal the mandates outright. Alternatively, Congress should reinsure against risk of loss from the costliest enrollees to reduce insurance premiums for most Americans. If the federal government insists on mandating coverage, it should share a corresponding portion of increased premium costs due to preexisting conditions.

The Fair Care Act of 2019 contained a program known as the Invisible High Risk Pool Reinsurance (IHRPR) Program. An actuarial study of the IHRPR program found that a reinsurance program covering risk beyond $10,000 of benefits per year would reduce “average premiums in the new risk pool in the individual marketplace” between 12 to 31 percent.
The Foundation for Research on Equal Opportunity suggests the funds could be administered through: federal reinsurance program, block grants to states, or a combination of each “under which states could have the option to take the funds in a block grant form, or leave the reinsurance program to the federal government.”

Congress should consider basing the reinsurance premium amount and risk retention for insurers on the relative year-over-year health care spending by the covered high-risk individual. Doing so would ensure that health insurers retain an incentive to create downward pressure on health care spending.

To ensure the reinsurance program doesn’t exceed Medicare payment rates, Congress must ensure that the negotiated reinsurance policy payment rate for items and services is equivalent to the Medicare reimbursement rate under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act. If the underlying health care policy covers items and services not covered by the Medicare program, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services should determine a payment schedule.

---
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As a major direct and indirect purchaser of prescription drugs, Congress must analyze the current federal drug purchasing system, ensure that the drug marketplace is competitive, and protect taxpayers.

**BACKGROUND**

As of 2019, 90 percent of prescriptions filled in the United States are low-cost generics which account for roughly 20 percent of total drug spending. Most increases in prescription drug spending are driven by brand-name drugs, biologics, and specialty drugs.

The Federal Government purchases prescription drugs through a wide range of programs. In 2018, the Federal Government spent about $152 billion on prescription drugs through Medicare, Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) alone. That amount represents over 45 percent of the $335 billion in total national expenditures on prescription drugs.

From 2008 to 2018, federal prescription drug spending across the aforementioned federal programs increased 94 percent, but spending growth wasn’t spread equally across the programs. For example, Medicare drug spending increased 111 percent from 2008 to 2018, and the federal portion of Medicaid drug expenditures increased nearly 74 percent. Over the same period, other federal prescription drug spending increased by only 31 percent.

Many variables contribute to the discrepancy in prescription drug spending across different federal programs, but, ultimately, the Federal Government pays different prices for many of the same prescription drugs depending on the federal program:

- **Medicare Part D** is a voluntary drug benefit offered through private health care plans that contract with the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The Part D program relies on market competition to limit spending. Plan sponsors, which compete for enrollees, negotiate rebates, discounts, and other price concessions with manufacturers. The Affordable Care Act (ACA) amended Part D to require additional price discounts from manufacturers.

- **Medicare Part B** covers, among other services, injectable or intravenous drugs administered as part of a service in a doctor’s office or hospital outpatient department. Part B also covers specific drugs, such as immunosuppressant products, vaccines, transplant drugs, and oral end stage renal disease medications. Under Part B, physicians who purchase prescription drugs for administration are reimbursed by Medicare for the average sales price of a drug, plus an additional 6 percent.

- **Medicaid** prescription drug coverage is an optional benefit covered by all states. Manufacturers that choose to sell their drugs to state Medicaid agencies must enter into a national rebate agreement with the HHS Secretary and provide information on their lowest or “best” drug prices. Manufacturer rebates vary depending on the specific product. States may limit formularies and require use of generic drugs when possible. Drug manufacturers that participate in Medicaid must sell their products at a discounted price to health providers covered by the 340B program.
The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) reduces variability in access to pharmaceuticals by using a national formulary process. The VA uses multiple contracting mechanisms to acquire pharmaceuticals supplies including the federal supply schedule (FSS), performance-based incentive agreements, or blanket purchase agreements (BPAs), temporary price reductions, pricing under the Veterans Health Care Act of 1992, and national standardization contracts. On a drug-by-drug basis, the VHA selects the mechanism that offers the best value at the lowest price.

Medicare prescription drug purchasing is notably distinct in that the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA), which created Medicare Part D, contains a “noninterference provision.” This provision prohibits the HHS Secretary from intervening in negotiations between Part D plan sponsors, drug manufacturers, and pharmacies or from requiring a specific Part D formulary. Federal law also requires Medicare Part D plans to purchase six categories of drugs regardless of price or value.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

All prescriptions are not created equally. Some have been around for decades, are effective treatments, and are quite affordable in generic form. Others represent cutting-edge biotechnology, treat relatively small populations, and are exceptionally expensive branded drugs and biologics. Congress may consider the following options to address drug prices:

- Require cost transparency for prescription drugs and biologics purchased by the Federal Government. Because of various rebates and discounts, determining the actual cost of a given unit of a specific therapy often proves difficult. The Federal Government should standardize this formula for federal purchases and provide a price-per-unit cost under each federal program that purchases prescription drugs.
- Allow reimportation of drugs that meet FDA standards. Significant price differences for the same drugs and biologics sold inside and outside of the United States are well documented. Allowing the safe reimportation of drugs purchased from foreign countries should result in cost savings for consumers. In 2019 and 2020, six states enacted laws to promote the importation of prescription drugs.
- Address practices that unnecessarily delay generic alternatives coming to market. Whether it’s limiting frivolous petitions against generic drug approvals, ensuring generic manufacturers’ access to drug samples, or curbing reverse-payment settlements which delay generics coming to market, Congress has many options to make lower-cost generic drugs and biologics available as soon as patents expire.
§1860D-11(i) of the Social Security Act states, “In order to promote competition under this part and in carrying out this part, the Secretary (1) may not interfere with the negotiations between drug manufacturers and pharmacies and PDP sponsors; and (2) may not require a particular formulary or institute a price structure for the reimbursement of covered Part D drugs.”

The categories are antidepressants, antipsychotics, anticonvulsants, immunosuppressants for treatment of transplant rejection, antiretroviral drugs (such as those used to treat HIV), and anti-cancer drugs.


According to Critical Race Theory (CRT) advocates, Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream that his children would “one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character” is a “dangerous” idea that needs to be opposed.¹ Proponents of CRT are working to insert a racist and dangerous, anti-American worldview into every American institution.

Critical Theory, the intellectual foundation of CRT, is a theory developed from the writings of Karl Marx who taught that the central feature of society is a power struggle, a conflict between the oppressed and the oppressor.² It is a deliberate rejection of all western norms and traditions.³

CRT expands critical theory by framing the power struggle as one between races, with minorities as the oppressed and white people as the oppressors.⁴ Unlike MLK, CRT advocates believe that everyone should be judged by the color of their skin, not “the content of their character.”

WHAT CRT IS:

- CRT proponents claim that America is systemically racist.⁵ CRT teacher Derrick Bell explains that “whites” often created policies that “sacrifice the rights of blacks.”⁶
- Therefore, CRT supporters oppose the rule of law because, as they claim, the law “systematically privileges subjects who are white,” while ignoring the reality that the law aims to create a just and peaceful society for all.⁷
- CRT advocates also call for eliminating capitalism, marriage, traditional family structures, religion, and a republican form of government, which they believe promote white supremacy.⁸

WHAT CRT IS NOT:

- CRT is not an honorable revamp of the Civil Rights movement.
  - As noted earlier, proponents of CRT say the goal of the Civil Rights movement to treat people equally, regardless of race, is “dangerous”.⁹
- CRT is not about knowledge or healing. Instead, it is about state-sanctioned racism.¹⁰
- CRT is not a call to treat everyone equally.
  - Ibram X. Kendi, a CRT influencer, calls for a different kind of discrimination saying, “The only remedy to past discrimination is present discrimination.”¹¹

Critical Race Theory, despite its name, is a racist, damaging ideology that is antithetical to the America ideals of freedom and equality. Any ideology showing discrimination based on skin color should be condemned by Americans of all races. America continues to make progress in living up to the ideals of our Founding that, “all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”¹² Americans should continue working to this end without using the harmful framework of CRT.¹³
Tragically, CRT is becoming accepted dogma in our schools, businesses, military, governments, and culture.

- For instance, the U.S. Navy published their list of summer reading books available for free including How to be an Anti-Racist by Ibram Kendi, a CRT leader and teacher.  
- In San Jose, California, 3rd graders were asked to deconstruct their racial identities and rank their “power and privilege” as a part of math class.  
  Meanwhile, in Seattle Public Schools, teachers were instructed during training that America is a “race-based white-supremist society” and white teacher should acknowledge and deny their privilege. Also, in Loudon County, Virginia, parents have created advocacy groups and attended school board meetings decrying CRT.  
- The Biden Administration has made the way for federal employee training to include CRT indoctrination. President Trump signed Executive Order 13950 on September 22, 2020, which would prohibit any federal workforce training from teaching any anti-American race and sex stereotyping ideology like CRT. However, on January 20, 2021, President Biden revoked the order.  
- The National Education Association (NEA), the nation’s largest union, approved a plan to promote CRT in K-12 curriculum. The plan includes a promise to have a national day of action to “teach lessons about structural racism and oppression.”  
- At an elementary school in Manchester, Connecticut, teacher Jennifer Tafuto resigned after she was required to teach students to identify literature characters based on the color of their skin rather than by their names. She was also asked during teaching training to reflect on the racial aspects of daily activities like brushing teeth.  
- The U.S. Conference of Mayors adopted a resolution in September 2021 stating, “the nation’s mayors support the implementation of CRT in public education curriculum.”  
- At Wake County Public Schools in North Carolina, teachers were counseled to evaluate the “norms of whiteness” in their schools and pursue a “transformative” restructuring of schools.

Congress should work to prevent our country from being destroyed along racial lines by an ideology that is inconsistent with reality. Republicans have introduced bills including H.R. 3163, the Combatting Racist Teaching in School (CRT) Act, H.R. 3134, the Combatting Racist Training in the Military Act, H.R. 3179, the Stop CRT Act, and H.Res. 397, Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that CRT serves as a prejudicial ideological tool. Additionally, Congress is working to restate Executive Order 13950 with H.R. 3235, To restrict executive agencies from acting in contravention of Executive Order 13950 and H.R. 3249, To codify the policy of Executive Order 13950. Each of these bills seek to rid our schools, military, and federal employee trainings of this destructive theory.

Publ. August 21, 2021
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The 26 words that created the Internet state, “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”

– Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act

Social media platforms have repeatedly canceled and censored political candidates and popular political commentators whose opinions reflect the views of millions of Americans. President Trump’s permanent Twitter and extended Facebook ban in 2021 represent the most high-profile examples of such de-platforming. Moreover, Facebook repeatedly engaged in censorship by displaying so-called “fact-check” warnings and removing posts from users that challenged mainstream media narratives regarding the origin of COVID-19. Facebook only stopped censoring certain COVID-related posts once the Biden Administration announced it would launch an investigation into the origins of COVID-19 in May 2021. Since then, the White House admitted to working with Facebook to censor posts it views as “problematic.”

These actions have prompted calls for Congress to hold Big Tech accountable, with options ranging from critical reforms to an outright repeal of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA) of 1996. While Section 230 shields online service providers from certain liability regarding content posted to their platforms by users, this protection is widely misunderstood.

BACKGROUND

Prior to Section 230, federal courts regularly recognized that distributors were not liable for content created by third parties unless they had reason to know the content was illegal. The 1995 Stratton Oakmont Inc. v. Prodigy Services Co. case strayed from this norm and set the precedent for Section 230 standards. In this case, the New York Supreme Court ruled the defendant, Prodigy, was a publisher and not a distributor after a third-party user posted defamatory content on its platform, even though Prodigy was unaware of the content. The New York Supreme Court found this circumstance was different from similar previous cases because the company moderated user content more than its competitors, which Prodigy engaged in to provide a family-friendly service in accordance with its company values.

At the time, there was bipartisan support in Congress for content moderation, particularly regarding Prodigy’s decency-based moderation of objectionable user content. Following the outcome of the Prodigy case, the sponsors of Section 230 sought to ensure that platforms were not disincentivized from moderating content due to the fear of being held liable for all content on their platform. Beyond the Prodigy case, researchers have argued that courts had already narrowed liability for publishers and distributors during the years leading up to the passage of Section 230, and that Section 230 just accelerated that process and enshrined the precedent that already existed in common law trends.

WHAT IS SECTION 230?

In 1996, Congress established “Good Samaritan” protections for internet platforms under Section 230. Within Section 230, there are two main liability provisions. The first provision, Section 230(c)(1), states that “no provider
or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”¹⁰ This text is credited as “the 26 words that created the internet,” and represents the centerpiece of Section 230.¹¹ An example of this is if a user posted defamatory language on Facebook, Facebook would not be liable for it. Although this provision protects the platform when it refrains from censoring content, it does not protect the user from being sued. This protection is where the vast majority of litigation benefits fall for internet platforms and was the centerpiece of the bill.¹²

The second provision, Section(c)(2), states that internet platforms will not be held liable for removing or restricting material posted by a user if in “good faith” the provider finds the material “obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected.”¹³ For example, this protection allows platforms to create technology allowing parents to filter content their children can view on the internet.¹⁴ Some critics argue this provision allows platforms to moderate too much content. Despite this provision’s intended protection for user content, courts have ruled in favor of platforms, as the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment applies to government, not private companies.¹⁵ Furthermore, courts have ruled that the First Amendment protects content moderation by private companies, a right that extends to digital media and websites, as well as newspapers and broadcast media.¹⁶

OPTIONS FOR CONGRESSIONAL REFORM

The following list includes the major reforms to Section 230 that have been introduced in Congress:

- Repeal Section 230 entirely.
  - As exhibited in the Prodigy case, providers would have incentive to remove and censor even more content if Section 230 were to be repealed, as they would be held liable for content posted by third-party users.
  - Repeal would increase litigation and compliance costs for all companies, not just the large, incumbent ones, who have far more resources to comply with the change. Therefore, this would disproportionately target smaller companies.
  - Even if Section 230 were to be repealed, many critics argue private companies may retain their ability to remove user content due to First Amendment protections.¹⁷

- Narrow Section 230’s liability shield, such as by defining or clarifying the terms “good faith,” “otherwise objectionable,” or “internet content provider” in the law.¹⁸

- Remove Section 230 liability protections for more types of content, such as speech that violates civil rights or cyberstalking laws.¹⁹ In doing so, Congress should clearly define what speech violates such standards.
  - Courts have held online providers liable for third-party user content in circumstances where such content involved inducing illegal content, breach of contract, failure to warn users about illegal activity, or failed to act in good faith.²⁰ In such cases, the courts decided Section 230 liability protections did not apply.
  - In June 2021, the Texas Supreme Court ruled that Facebook was liable for sex trafficking recruitment on its platform under the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA), a Section 230 carve out President Trump signed into law in 2018.²¹

- Require increased transparency from platforms regarding their content moderation policies to keep Section 230 protections.²²

- Establish different conditional liability standards ranging from when a platform is not moderating in a politically neutral manner to when a platform is not removing or stopping illegal content or activity on its service after being notified of such content.²³


PROTECT SUPREME COURT INDEPENDENCE

The Constitution gives the President power to nominate justices to the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) and the Senate to “Advise and Consent” for confirmation of that nomination. On September 26, 2020, then-President Trump nominated Judge Amy Coney Barrett to succeed the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg to the Supreme Court. Due to the timing of the nomination being months before the election, opponents to the nomination called it an “illegitimate power grab” and launched public discussions of court packing that continue today. These discussions ignore important lessons from the long history of the Court.

- At least 11 candidates were open to packing the Court during the 2020 Democratic Presidential primary. Vice President Kamala Harris, for example, stated in 2019 that, “We are on the verge of a crisis of confidence in the Supreme Court,” and, “everything is on the table” to combat this challenge.
- On April 9, 2021, President Joe Biden announced the formation of the Presidential Commission on the Supreme Court of the United States to analyze the need for expanding the Supreme Court, among other reforms.

**SCOTUS Nominations During Election Years**
- The current nomination process is abnormally long and difficult. For the first three-quarters of the Court’s existence, nominees waited a median of one week to receive either confirmation or rejection. Public, televised hearings attended by the nominee, the most significant cause of recent time delays, did not occur until 1981.
- Judicial nominations also took place in election years throughout the country’s history. Many of these nominations, including 90% of those made through 1968 before an election in an election year, were confirmed.
- Supreme Court vacancies occurred 29 times during presidential election years or a lame-duck session before the next inauguration. These have taken place under the administrations of 22 different presidents, each of whom made a nomination to fill the vacancy.
- Between 1796 and 1968, 19 nominations occurred in an election year when the same party held the Senate majority and the presidency. 9 of the 10 pre-election nominations were confirmed.

**Court Packing**
- Court packing is the process of expanding the size of the Supreme Court past the current 9 justices in order to, as the late Justice Ginsburg said, “have more people who will vote the way you want them to.”
• The Constitution does not require that the Supreme Court have a specific number of justices. Instead, Congress sets the number via statute.\(^\text{12}\)
  ➢ Court packing is not a new concept. The most notable attempt to pack the court came from President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1937. After the Court repeatedly overturned his New Deal, he introduced a plan to appoint a new judge in all federal courts for each judge older than 70 that chose not to resign or retire.\(^\text{13}\) The Senate Judiciary Committee found that the purpose of the legislation was, “to increase the number of Justices for the express purpose of neutralizing the views of some of the present members.”\(^\text{14}\)

• Attempts to influence the Court through court packing have been unsuccessful for over 150 years\(^\text{15}\) and widely condemned as a significant threat to the independence of the Court.

• Court packing would destroy the critical independence of the judicial branch.
  ➢ It would serve as a means for Congress to reverse the Court’s rulings by enlarging the Court.
  ➢ It would transform the Court into a highly partisan institution\(^\text{16}\) and limit the Court’s ability to provide a check on Congress’ power.\(^\text{17}\)

• The Biden Commission’s October 2021 discussion materials highlighted concerns with expanding the Court, stating, “[T]he risks of Court expansion are considerable, including that it could undermine the very goal of some of its proponents of restoring the Court's legitimacy.”\(^\text{18}\)

Publ. 2020 (Updated Nov. 18, 2021)

---

1 U.S. Const. art. 2 § 2 cl. 2 Accessed 09/23/20 at https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/
5 https://www.whitehouse.gov/pcscotus/
6 From the appointment of the Supreme Court’s first justices in 1789 until 1966, a median of 7 days passed between when a nomination was first sent to the Senate and a final action was taken on the nomination. “Supreme Court Nominations, 1789 to 2017” by Barry McMillion and Denis Steven Rutkus. Accessed 09/23/20 at https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL33225
8 Id.
9 Id.
10 Associate Justice Abe Fortas was nominated by President Lyndon Johnson to be elevated to Chief Justice in 1968. His nomination was rejected. Justice Fortas later resigned amid an ethics inquiry in 1969.
12 The Judiciary Act of 1869 set the court at nine justices and that has been the case for over 150 years. “An Act to Amend the Judicial System” Accessed 09/29/20 at https://www.loc.gov/law/help/statutes-at-large/41st-congress/session-1/c41s1ch22.pdf
BIDEN GUN CONTROL ORDERS

In the wake of mass shooting tragedies, Democrats and gun control activists often call for reactive federal policies that target legal gun ownership and fail to address the underlying causes of such homicides.

In April 2021, President Biden announced six executive actions on gun control, which included: 1) classifying pistol-stabilizing braces as short-barreled rifles; 2) directing the Department of Justice (DOJ) to review state red flag laws and develop model legislation; and 3) cracking down on “ghost guns.”

Stabilizing Braces Are Accessories, Not Rifles
- The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) issued a proposed rule to reclassify firearms with stabilizing braces, also known as pistol braces, as short-barreled rifles. Short-barreled rifles are rifles with a barrel length under 16 inches and are subject to taxation, identification, and registration requirements under federal law. Under ATF’s rule, firearms with a stabilizing brace accessory would be subject to these same requirements, as if they were a rifle.
- Stabilizing braces are often used to assist disabled gun owners, including combat veterans. An estimated 10 to 40 million Americans own stabilizing braces. Under ATF’s proposed rule, most owners of these accessories would be subject to a $200 tax per weapon.
- Even under the Obama administration, ATF affirmed stabilizing braces did not convert a firearm into a short-barreled rifle. To date, 48 Senate Republicans and 141 House Republicans oppose ATF’s proposed rule.

“Red Flag” Laws Raise Due Process Concerns
- Red flag laws, also known as Extreme Risk Protection Orders (ERPO) or Gun Violence Restraining Orders, allow certain persons – generally, family members or law enforcement officers – to petition a court to order the removal of firearms from an individual alleged to pose a risk to himself or others. These orders are issued ex parte, which is done without the individual’s knowledge or opportunity to respond. Such confiscation orders can often be issued regardless of whether that person has committed any crimes or been diagnosed with mental illness. 19 states and D.C. have red flag laws.
- An April 2020 report by the RAND Corporation found the effects of state red flag laws inconclusive to the outcomes of shootings. In fact, the report “found no qualifying studies” showing that state red flag laws decreased mass shootings, violent crime, officer-involved shootings, and other outcomes, based on their criteria.
- Violations of the Second Amendment and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights to due process suggest red flag laws are unconstitutional and subject to abuse. Advocates claim these laws do not violate due process, as noncriminal individuals can appeal to courts to reclaim their seized firearms. However, as economist Raheem Williams notes, this argument implies “the Second Amendment is a privilege, not a right.”
- The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has opposed red flag laws and legislation as an overbroad violation of civil rights that require little to no “proof of dangerousness,” are founded in speculation rather than evidence-based measures, and reinforce negative stereotypes and privacy violations.
- Red flag laws can pose a danger to law enforcement and the individual, who is often unaware that confiscation orders have been issued or petitioned. In 2018, two Maryland police officers shot and killed a 61-year-old man in his home after tensions escalated during a 5:17 a.m. firearm seizure.
• As one state attorney in Windsor County, Vermont, stated, “…I believe the mention of red flag laws in response to what happened in El Paso and in Dayton is a bit disingenuous. It’s intended to be a distraction…To say that red flag laws would solve the problem of mass shootings would be to suggest that all you need to do surgery is a scalpel.”

**Tracing “Ghost Guns”**

• Ghost guns broadly refer to privately made firearms by an unlicensed manufacturer without a traceable serial number. Private individuals can order kits online to assemble these homemade guns with simple tools. DOJ issued a proposed rule to crack down on “ghost guns” in May 2021, which would target gun kits as if they were the same as fully functional firearms, and “80% receivers” as if they were finished receivers.

• California implemented a ban on “ghost guns” in 2018. Within two years of the ban, however, a special agent with the ATF Los Angeles division claimed that 41% of the guns they encountered were the guns that were banned, further proving that criminals do not care about laws or bans.

Baltimore is ground zero for gun control failure. It is one of many cities that experience high levels of violence despite having the strongest gun control laws across the country.

• Baltimore, Maryland was counted among the highest murder rates of all major reporting populated cities in the U.S. in 2019, according to Statista.

• The *Baltimore Sun* found that 2019 was the state’s second-deadliest record in its history, with a total of 348 homicides. Baltimore has consistently experienced more than 300 homicides per year over the past six years.

• Gun control advocates claim that high violence rates in states and cities with strict gun laws occur because of surrounding areas with lax gun laws and restrictions. Thus, they call for federal gun control. However, this argument fails to address that violence occurs due to the actions of law-breaking criminals – not law-abiding citizens who own firearms – who defy the law regardless of whether it is enforced on a federal, state, or local level.

Federalism and civil liberties, including the right to keep and bear arms, are founding principles of the United States. The Republican Policy Committee has released a companion brief, entitled *The Gun Control Glossary*, to further define and provide more background on these issues.

---

1 The other 3 executive actions included: d) A comprehensive DOJ report on firearms trafficking across the U.S.; e) Directing $1 billion in taxpayer dollars to “evidence-based community violence intervention programs;” and f) Nomination of David Chipman to serve as ATF Director. FACT SHEET: Biden-Harris Administration Announces Initial Actions to Address the Gun Violence Public Health Epidemic | The White House

2 Stabilizing braces “are devices that can be attached to the rearward portion (breech) of a handgun or other pistol grip firearm’s frame or receiver.”

3 Federal law defines short-barreled rifles as “a rifle having one or more barrels less than sixteen inches in length and any weapon made from a rifle (whether by alteration, modification, or otherwise) if such weapon, as modified, has an overall length of less than twenty-six inches.”
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DISHONEST DEMOCRAT GUN GRABS

In the wake of mass shooting tragedies, Democrats regularly advocate for reactive gun control policies that range from misinformed to dishonest to unconstitutional. These proposals rarely address the underlying causes of gun-related homicides. In an April 2021 address, President Biden called on Congress to pass such misguided legislation, including a ban on so-called “assault weapons” and high-capacity magazines, and to pass two bills expanding background checks.1

Assault Weapons are Broadly Defined. Bans are Futile and Unconstitutional

- An assault weapon is broadly defined across a patchwork of federal and state laws. The gun industry typically considers firearms with “select fire capabilities” to be assault weapons. In some states, a paintball gun is considered an assault weapon.2
- Despite advocating for a ban on assault weapons, Biden’s former Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) nominee, David Chipman, was unable to provide a concrete definition for assault weapons during his Senate confirmation hearing, before his nomination was withdrawn in September 2021.3
- The Assault Weapons Ban Act of 1994, which expired in 2004, posed as no serious deterrent to criminals with multiple studies finding the law had little effect on decreasing firearm homicides.4 Therefore, the law only restricted the rights of those who chose to abide by it.
- California’s 32-year assault weapons ban was overturned in federal district court on June 4, 2021 with the judge declaring the ban unconstitutional.5 The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has temporarily blocked the ruling as the court awaits the outcome of another case.6

The AR-15 is not a “Weapon of War”

- AR-15s are a prime target of gun control activists, who often falsely claim an AR-15 is a “weapon of war.”7 According to Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH), “The fact is, the AR-15…that’s a weapon of war…Somebody who is buying that kind of a weapon isn’t buying it for target shooting. They’re not buying it to go out and hunt deer…They’re buying it to do bad things.”8
- AR-15s are the most popular civilian rifle in America and are often used for shooting sports and recreation, hunting small game, and personal defense.9 Contrary to popular belief, AR-15s are not “weapons of war,” or military-grade weapons,10 or an assault rifle.11 The AR-15 is a semi-automatic rifle named after its original distributor, the ArmaLite, Inc., rifle model 15. AR-15s and other similar semiautomatic rifles conservatively represent about 4% of 393 million civilian firearms in the U.S., according to available industry estimates.12
- U.S. District Judge Roger Benitez of the Southern District of California compared AR-15s to a swiss army knife in his June 2021 ruling, stating, “Like the swiss army knife, the popular AR-15 rifle is a perfect combination of home defense weapon and homeland defense equipment.”13
- Handguns, not AR-15s or other rifles, are the most common firearm used in shooting-related deaths. However, none of the Biden Administration’s gun control proposals directly address handguns, as the Supreme Court ruled handguns are protected under the Second Amendment.14 Vice President Harris reportedly owns a handgun for personal defense.15
Universal Background Checks are Ineffective

- All firearm transfers between distributors and private citizens, as well as any interstate transfer of a handgun, must include a background check. Any person “engaged in the business” of selling firearms must run a background check through the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) to sell a firearm to an individual.\(^{16}\)
- Straw purchases are already illegal and constitute a felony under federal law. However, criminals may still use straw-buyers to circumvent any universal background check system.\(^{17}\)
- Dr. Garen Wintemute, a professor and self-described gun control advocate at University of California, Davis (UC Davis), authored a 2018 study that found background checks did not have an effect on gun-related deaths in Indiana and Tennessee in 2016,\(^{17}\) consistent with other findings on background checks. A 2019 study by Dr. Wintemute yielded the same conclusion for California in 1991 during the state’s first decade with universal background check laws.\(^{18}\)
- Background checks would not have prevented the Sandy Hook shooting, as the firearms were owned by the shooter’s mother, who would have passed a background check. The shooter’s mother also registered 5 firearms with the state of Connecticut in her home, three of which were stolen by her son.\(^{19}\)
- Background checks would not have prevented other high-profile mass shootings – such as the 2019 shootings in El Paso, TX, and Dayton, OH—due to the lack of a significant criminal record.\(^{19}\)
- Even if America had stricter background check laws, people often lie on their forms. For example, Politico reports Hunter Biden may have lied on his background check form regarding substance abuse in order to purchase a handgun.\(^{20}\)

High-Capacity Magazine Bans are Red Herrings

- President Biden has called on Congress to ban high-capacity magazines, which is a term of art that generally refers to a magazine that can hold over 10 rounds of ammunition.\(^{21}\) On June 24, 2021, Biden claimed owning high-capacity magazines was unnecessary, “unless you think the deer are wearing Kevlar vests or something.”\(^{22}\)
- A three-judge panel of the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals overturned California’s ban on high-capacity magazines in 2020, ruling the ban was unconstitutional.\(^{23}\) However, the full 9th Circuit overturned this decision, reinstating the ban on November 30, 2021.\(^{24}\)
- A high-capacity magazine ban is unlikely to prevent mass shootings. A Columbine shooter, for example, used a Hi-Point 995 carbine rifle that used 10-round magazines, however, he had 13 of them. Similarly, this magazine ban would not have affected the Virginia Tech shooter, who used handguns with 17 magazines.\(^{25}\)
- In 2013, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) claimed “…it’s legal to hunt humans with 15-round, 30-round, even 150-round magazines,” while calling for a ban on high-capacity magazines.\(^{26}\) It is illegal to hunt human beings, regardless of the weapon of choice.

Less than 1% of Firearm Deaths are Mass Shootings

- 60% of gun-related deaths are suicides in an average year;\(^{27}\)
- About 30% of firearm deaths are homicides that do not meet the FBI’s definition of an “active shooter” incident, such as domestic and gang violence episodes;
- 1% are unintentional shootings;\(^{28}\) and,
- Less than 1% of the nearly 40,000\(^{29}\) gun-related deaths in 2019\(^{30}\) were caused by mass shootings. UC Davis reports that mass shootings accounted for 0.2% of all total firearm-related deaths in 2019.\(^{31}\)

Federalism and civil liberties, including the right to keep and bear arms, are founding principles of the United States. The Republican Policy Committee has released a companion brief, entitled The Gun Control Glossary, to further define and provide more background on these issues.
FACT SHEET: Biden-Harris Administration Announces Initial Actions to Address the Gun Violence Public Health Epidemic | The White House, Apr. 7, 2021; H.R. 8, the Bipartisan Background Checks Act of 2021, 117th Congress, has 210 cosponsors at the time of this brief.
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Often-cited abortion data compiled by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) may be misleading, underreported, or incomplete. This leaves Congress and the public with inaccurate information about the current state of abortions in America.

BACKGROUND

In recent years, states have enacted a wide array of new abortion laws. CDC abortion data, which is often featured in press articles and used to justify the passage of such laws, may be misleading, underreported, or incomplete.

Currently, the CDC produces an annual Abortion Surveillance report comprised of abortion data requested from 52 “reporting areas,” which include all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and New York City. According to the report, nine states and the District of Columbia have no absolute gestational age limit when abortions may be performed prior to birth.

However, the figures featured in this report do not provide a full account of abortions in America. Currently, federal law does not require state data standardization or reporting to the Federal Government. As a result, some of the data, which could materially alter statistical information, is absent. For example, the CDC’s 2015 report states that about 1.3 percent of abortions occurred at or after 21 weeks of gestation. This figure is regularly featured in news articles and media reports as a representation of late-term abortions nationwide. Those reports are misleading because the CDC report includes data from only 39 states and New York City. At least 12 states, including the District of Columbia, either did not report statewide gestational age figures or did not meet reporting standards. The CDC has largely attributed this gap in data to the existing system of voluntary disclosure by each individual state through “their independent surveillance systems.”

According to the CDC, because the “collection and reporting of abortion data are not federally mandated,” many states have developed their own data collection forms, and “therefore do not collect or provide all of the information or level of detail” included in the CDC’s report.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Congress should pass legislation requiring state disclosure of abortion data—including information related to the gestational age of aborted fetuses and the number of children who survive an attempted abortion—in a standardized, machine-readable format as a condition of receiving certain federal awards.

H.R. 581, the Ensuring Accurate and Complete Abortion Data Reporting Act of 2021 would accomplish these objectives.
1 Anna North, *While some states try to ban abortion, these states are expanding access*, Vox, June 12, 2019, https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/6/12/18662738/abortion-bill-illinois-maine-laws-new-york.


4 See supra, note 2, at Table 7.


6 Jatlaoui, Boutot, Mandel, Whiteman, Ti, Petersen, and Pazol, supra, note 2.


8 Jatlaoui, Boutot, Mandel, Whiteman, Ti, Petersen, and Pazol, supra, note 2.
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10 https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/hr581/BILLS-117hr581ih.pdf
VOTING RIGHTS ACT

Congress enacted the bipartisan Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA) to eliminate widespread practices that suppressed Black Americans from exercising their right to vote. In addition to providing nationwide voting rights protections, it established federal government oversight of jurisdictions that, at the time, engaged in egregious voting discrimination.

The VRA is regarded as one of the most successful pieces of legislation ever passed by Congress, resulting in the eradication of barriers that blocked minority participation in elections. Widespread voting suppression no longer exists in America and minority participation continues to increase:

- In the 2012 presidential election, Black Americans (66.2%) voted at a higher rate than White Americans (64.1%).
- According to the Census Bureau, 63% of Black Americans of voting age turned out in the 2020 elections, compared to 61% in 2016.
- Asian American participation increased 10 percentage points to result in a 59% participation rate in 2020, compared to 49% in 2016.

BACKGROUND

**Section 2.** The heart of the VRA is Section 2, which prohibits every state and local government from imposing any voting law that results in racial discrimination, including literacy tests and poll taxes. The original language in this section mirrored the language of the Fifteenth Amendment. Congress amended this section in 1982, after the 1980 Supreme Court decision in *City of Mobile v. Bolden* that held anyone seeking injunctive relief under Section 2 had to prove the laws were written intentionally with racial bias. The revised statute takes a more comprehensive approach to determining if voting practices have a discriminatory effect; banning laws that “result” in an unequal “opportunity” to vote “on account of race or color” whether or not discriminatory intent can be proven. The 1986 Supreme Court case of *Thornburg v. Gingles* laid out a threshold test, that when combined with analyzing historical and social circumstances, results in a more comprehensive approach to determining if a law violates Section 2.

Recent litigation has attempted to push the limits of Section 2 by focusing on neutrally written laws that result in certain minority groups being impacted more than others. The 2021 U.S. Supreme Court decision in *Brnovich v. Democratic National Committee* addressed this issue by raising the bar for Section 2 federal cases to prove restrictions on minorities from being able to participate in the election process. Since Arizona provides vote-by-mail and month-long early voting, it was difficult to prove a discriminatory effect.

**Section 3.** This section established federal court oversight to prevent “the erection of new and onerous discriminatory voting barriers” in jurisdictions not covered by Section 5. Courts have the authority under Section 3 to enforce state and local government compliance with the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and can appoint federal observers to monitor election practices. The court can also require preclearance procedures similar to those in Section 5.
Section 4. Section 4 establishes the coverage formula that determines which states and local governments are subject to additional Department of Justice (DOJ) oversight under Section 5. This section also authorizes the U.S. Attorney General to send federal observers to these jurisdictions.

In *Shelby County v. Holder*, the Supreme Court held the coverage formula in Section 4(3) to be unconstitutional. Chief Justice John Roberts, writing for the majority, stated:

“History did not end in 1965 … yet the coverage formula that Congress reauthorized in 2006 … keep[s] the focus on decades-old data relevant to decades-old problems, rather than current data reflecting current needs.”

Section 5 and “Preclearance.” Section 5 was designed as a temporary provision to effectively freeze election laws in certain states until federal officials could review them for discriminatory purpose or effect. It resulted in forcing nine states to obtain pre-approval, or “preclearance,” from the U.S. Attorney General or the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia before making any changes to their voting laws. This section was intended to be temporary, but since its initial five-year authorization, it has been extended four times. The most recent extension was approved in 2006 and set for 25 years.

In 2009, Chief Justice Roberts wrote for the majority in *Northwest Austin Municipal Utility District Number One v. Holder*, stating:

The historic accomplishments of the Voting Rights Act are undeniable... Things have changed in the South. Voter turnout and registration rates now approach parity. Blatantly discriminatory evasions of federal decrees are rare. And minority candidates hold office at unprecedented levels... The statute’s coverage formula is based on data that is now more than 35 years old and there is considerable evidence that it fails to account for current political conditions.

DOJ has continued to veto state-level decisions. Reports have emerged in recent years that suggest biased enforcement by politically motivated bureaucrats, including:

- A 2013 report from the DOJ’s Inspector General documents how the Department passed on hiring nonpartisan qualified attorneys and instead hired the majority of lawyers from five progressive organizations: the ACLU, the National Council of La Raza, the NAACP, the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, and the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund.
- DOJ rejected the annexation of two white residents into the small town of North, South Carolina, over concerns that they would dilute the African American share of the vote.
- Predominantly Black Kinston, North Carolina, was not permitted to switch to nonpartisan elections for City Council. DOJ bureaucrats claimed it would be discriminatory to do so, on the basis Black voters would not know who to vote for if “Democrat” was not listed next to a candidate’s name.

In *Shelby County v. Holder*, the Court did not rule on the constitutionality of Section 5 itself. However, without the Section 4 formula, jurisdictions covered under Section 5 are effectively no longer subject to federal oversight.

Other major sections:
- Section 8 authorizes the Attorney General to assign federal observers to monitor voting and vote tabulations.
- Section 11(b) prohibits intimidation, threats, or coercion toward voters or anyone aiding voters. This section demonstrates how the VRA is a colorblind statute and includes protections for all voters, not just minorities.
- Requirements to provide voting notices, forms and other materials in minority languages is addressed in Section 203 and Section 4(3).


4 The Fifteenth Amendment states that the “right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged … on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” U.S. Const. amend. XV.


15 Section 5 most recently applied to Texas, South Carolina, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Virginia, and Alaska. It also applies to parts of Florida, California, New York, North Carolina, South Dakota, Michigan, and New Hampshire.


Ensuring voter registration lists are accurate is one of the foundational first steps to protecting the integrity of America’s electoral system. The 2020 general election had a record-breaking 228 million registered voters. This magnifies the need to properly maintain voter registration lists, since more registered voters increase the possibility for lists to include duplicate registrations, deceased voters, and other ineligible registrants. The impact of poorly managed voter rolls is compounded as more states adopt policies to automatically mail vote-by-mail ballot applications and actual ballots to their full registration lists.

**BACKGROUND**

Although the U.S. Constitution gives states the responsibility of overseeing federal elections—including registration—two federal laws, the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA) and the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), established minimum standards states must follow to maintain voter rolls.

**National Voter Registration Act of 1993**
- Commonly called the Motor Voter Act.
- Requires states to offer voter registration at state agencies, such as their department of motor vehicles (DMV), public assistance, and disability offices.
- Specifies that states must offer mail-in applications.
- Addresses cleaning voter rolls and restricts states from removing a registrant solely because they fail to vote.
- Stipulates states must make reasonable efforts to remove deceased voters from their registration lists, but does not specify the procedures.
- Establishes processes to remove voters based on change of residency.
- Imposes a cut-off date for general list maintenance of 90 days prior to the date of a federal primary or general election.

**Help America Vote Act of 2002**
- Requires states to maintain a statewide voter registration list, either by adopting a single statewide platform that local jurisdictions can access or by gathering and aggregating local voter-registration databases.
- Directs states to coordinate their registration lists with state agency records on felony status and deaths, along with sharing certain data with the state’s DMV.
- Instructs states to have a voter-registration applicant provide a driver’s license number, the last four digits of his or her Social Security number, or a state-assigned ID number.
- Clarifies some of the maintenance provisions in NVRA, namely laying out a process by which states may remove registrants if they don’t respond to an address confirmation mailer and fail to vote in the two following federal elections.

**Impact of Poor Maintenance**

The importance of clean voter rolls is magnified as more states adopt policies to automatically mail every registered voter a vote-by-mail application or the actual ballot. Eleven states adopted emergency COVID-19 procedures to
either directly mail or authorize counties to mail vote-by-mail ballot applications to every registered voter. A total of nine states and the District of Columbia automatically mailed ballots.\(^6\) Several states made those temporary COVID-era policies permanent, for a total of eight states and the District of Columbia\(^7\) to continue automatically mailing ballots.

Even though federal law requires states to make a “reasonable effort” to maintain accurate voter rolls, many ignore the requirements or do the bare minimum of maintenance. Some examples of poorly maintained registration lists include:

- A “system error” was cited by election officials as the reason why 83 ballots for the 2016 general election were sent to a single apartment address in San Pedro, California.\(^8\)
- In 2019, California settled a federal lawsuit with Judicial Watch and began the process of removing 1.6 million inactive names from the Los Angeles County voter rolls.\(^9\)
- The nonpartisan Wisconsin Legislative Audit Bureau identified that between 2016 and 2020 the Wisconsin Election Commission never compared voter rolls against a national database that tracks deaths and registrations in other states.\(^10\)
- A September 2020 Judicial Watch study\(^11\) found that Michigan’s voter registration rate was 105% of eligible voting-age citizens and 16 counties had registration rates at or about 110%.
- Pew Center on the States’ Election Initiatives research in 2012 concluded that one of every eight voter registrations in the United States is no longer valid or has significant inaccuracies.\(^12\)

Enforcement is mainly reliant upon the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) through monitoring compliance, conducting investigations, and litigating in federal court. Private parties can also challenge maintenance issues in federal court.\(^13\) Unfortunately, DOJ rarely addresses these types of issues, with most of their litigation driven by progressive staff focused on challenging state voter registration clean-up efforts and addressing lack of access to registration.\(^14\)

**Voter Roll Maintenance Best Practices**\(^15, 16, 17\)

Americans are a highly mobile society, with approximately 23 million American adults changing residences in 2020.\(^18\) Therefore, the task of keeping voter rolls accurate and up to date is an ongoing effort that requires adhering to comprehensive data management best practices. The NVRA was developed in a paper-based world, so although the Act could be modernized to reflect new technology, many states have moved beyond those minimum standards and use automation and a wide variety of data sources to regularly update voter rolls. Best practices include:

- **Database interoperability** - Designing statewide voter registration lists to be interoperable with other state databases, such as the DMV, so election officials can be notified when a registered voter changes his or her address at the DMV.
- **Multiple sources of data** - Requiring the use of multiple sources of state data on a frequent basis, such as tax records, corrections departments, returned jury notifications, and public assistance agencies.
- **Residential verification** - States can use county tax records to ensure an address in the voter rolls is a residential property, and to flag multiple registrations going to the same address for additional investigation.
- **Interstate data-sharing** - Additional multistate data should be used to track individuals who move outside a jurisdiction or die. Examples include the U.S. Postal Service’s National Change of Address system, Social Security Death index, Social Security Administration’s Master Death File, and commercial data companies such as credit agencies.
- **Cooperative agreements** – States can enter agreements with other states to compare voter lists.
- **List transparency** – Since many voter roll anomalies have been identified by independent research organizations, rather than mainly relying on the Department of Justice to enforce NVRA list-maintenance requirements,\(^19\) voter registration lists should be accessible to the public with confidential information redacted.
- **Adherence to state law** – For states that have local voter-registration databases, additional oversight of local clerks to adhere to maintenance processes may be justified.
States are the laboratories of democracy,1 established to address their citizens’ specific and unique needs. State and local election officials are responsible for administering elections for over half a million federal, state, and local races, plus statewide and local ballot measures.2 That responsibility extends to implementing election laws that ensure legal residents can register to vote and that votes are correctly counted and secure. Election integrity is particularly important as the country emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, during which many temporary and experimental voting processes were hastily put in place.

While many states are passing commonsense election integrity reforms, Congressional Democrats in Washington continue to advocate for federalizing elections to unfairly stack the deck in their political favor. Such a federal power grab over election administration would subvert the duties of state legislatures established by Article I, Section 4, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution.3

States have always updated their election laws and procedures to address changing needs and utilize new security technology. For example, between the 2000 and 2020 elections, the State of Florida made more than 80 changes to its statutes and regulations governing elections.4

The following chart captures election integrity reforms that states have passed in 2021.5 Many states continue to work on reforms and several more are expected to be adopted during 2022 legislative sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Absentee/ Mail-In Voting Security</th>
<th>Early In-Person Voting Reforms</th>
<th>Voter ID and Other Integrity Measures</th>
<th>Limiting Outside Groups Funding Elections</th>
<th>Poll Place, Machine and Drop Box Security</th>
<th>Expand Poll Watcher Access and Increased Transparency</th>
<th>Improving Accuracy of Voter Rolls and Registration</th>
<th>Vote Tabulation and Post-Election Audits</th>
<th>Election Official Integrity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Absentee/Mail-In Voting Security</td>
<td>Early In-Person Voting Reforms</td>
<td>Voter ID and Other Integrity Measures</td>
<td>Limiting Outside Groups Funding Elections</td>
<td>Poll Place, Machine and Drop Box Security</td>
<td>Expand Poll Watcher Access and Increased Transparency</td>
<td>Improving Accuracy of Voter Rolls and Registration</td>
<td>Vote Tabulation and Post-Election Audits</td>
<td>Election Official Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampshire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ELECTION INTEGRITY – TRUTH ABOUT FLORIDA

Following the presidential election “hanging chads” debacle of 2000 and other issues in 2018, Florida leaders made significant improvements to election procedures. Changes included simplifying the ballot design, updating equipment, and pre-processing mail ballots to get timely election results.\(^1\) This resulted in an effective and transparent 2020 election with no major problems reported.\(^2\)

Before the 2021 state legislative session began, Governor Ron DeSantis (R-FL) urged state lawmakers to prioritize legislation that would strengthen election integrity protections, including outlawing ballot harvesting and mass mailing of unsolicited ballots. At a February 2021 press conference he stated, “The result of 2020 from an administrative perspective was that Florida had the most transparent and efficient election anywhere in the country. Other states took days, weeks, and even months to count their votes.”\(^3\) But the Sunshine State “can’t rest on (its) laurels.”\(^4\)

On May 6, 2021 Governor DeSantis signed SB 90 into law. The bill improves Florida elections through the following methods:\(^5\)

- **Encouraging voter registration while improving the accuracy of the rolls.**
  - Adds cybersecurity and other protective measures to ensure the online voter-registration system is operational during periods of peak usage and secure against malware and other types of attacks.
  - Extends the deadline for third-party groups running voter-registration drives; they now have 14 days to return completed registrations instead of 48 hours.
  - The last four digits of the voter’s Social Security number, Florida driver’s license number, or Florida identification card number must be submitted with a registration application or when requesting changes to existing registration.
  - The supervisor of elections must update voter-registration records when voters change the residence address on their driver’s license or identification card.

- **Expanding ways voters can return their ballots while preventing ballot harvesting.**
  - Requires a driver license number, identification card number, or last four digits of a Social Security number to request a vote-by-mail ballot.
  - Requires voters to request an absentee ballot for each election instead of automatically mailing ballots, unless voters have a disability or an overseas address.
  - Prohibits mass mailing of ballots.
  - Expands the list of people that can pick up vote-by-mail ballots for an elector to include grandchildren.
  - Standardizes drop box locations so they must be located someplace geographically central that all voters can access, such as early voting sites, and adds safeguards such as in-person monitoring and restricting use to early voting hours.
  - Drop box locations need to be finalized 30 days before an election.
  - Addresses ballot harvesting by making it a misdemeanor for anyone to distribute, order, request, collect, deliver, or possess more than two vote-by-mail ballots but provides an exemption for supervised voting at nursing home facilities.
- **Expanding voting ease and access, standardizing processes, and increasing transparency.**
  - Promotes uniformity of election operations funding between counties by prohibiting outside money from being used to pay for election-related expenses.
  - Prohibits actions “with the intent to influence or effect of influencing a voter” within the already-established 150-foot no-solicitation zone but clarifies that supervisor office employees and volunteers can provide nonpartisan assistance such as distributing water.
  - Counties can begin canvassing returned mail-in ballots as soon as tabulation equipment has been tested, giving counties the option of having more days to process ballots but ensuring they cannot release results until polls close.
  - Ensures party affiliation is not disclosed during signature-match verification process of vote-by-mail ballots.
  - Guarantees access for election observers to monitor the duplication of ballots and expands the ability for candidates and other party officials to inspect ballot materials.
  - Improves access to real-time voter turnout data by requiring each supervisor of election to release voter turnout and vote-by-mail counting data every hour on Election Day and transmit that data to the state supervisor of election for uploading on a state-wide dashboard.
  - Bolsters legal standing of the Florida Legislature in challenges to state election law.

---

5. [https://www.flSenate.gov/Session/Bill/2021/90/BillText/er/PDF](https://www.flSenate.gov/Session/Bill/2021/90/BillText/er/PDF)
Georgia Governor Brian Kemp (R-GA) signed SB202 into law on March 25, 2021. This was the second state in 2021 to pass comprehensive reforms. Democrats’ response to the bill was swift and riddled with inaccuracies. President Joe Biden called the reforms an “atrocity” and ordered the Justice Department to review the bill.

The Washington Post gave Biden “four Pinocchios” for the incorrect statements he made about the new law. Biden alleged it reduces voting hours and that polls would close at “five o’clock when working people are just getting off work.” Experts claim that the net effect of the bill will actually expand voting hours and adds an additional Saturday to early voting. It also requires that large polling places or precincts that had voters waiting in line more than one hour in the previous general election to either hire more staff, purchase more equipment, or reduce the size of the precinct.

The bill addresses the following issues:

- **Improves the security and accuracy of mail-in ballots.**
  - Changes timeline voters can request a mail-in ballot from 180 days to 11 weeks before an election.
  - To provide enough time to process them accurately, mail-in ballot applications must be returned two Fridays before an election, instead of one Friday.
  - Counties will begin mailing ballots four weeks before the election, streamlining the process by three weeks.
  - Prohibits state and local governments from sending unsolicited applications.
  - Third-party groups can only send mail-in ballot applications to voters who have not requested one and must clearly identify the application as an unofficial publication.
  - Requires absentee ballots to be printed on special paper, and voters must provide an ID number and signature.

- **Requires voters to use ID to ensure election integrity.**
  - Requesting and returning a mail-in ballot requires ID (driver’s license number, state ID or other approved ID) and can be done through a new online system that will be launched by the Secretary of State.
  - In-person voting also requires ID along with name, date of birth, and address, plus voters must sign an oath swearing that information is correct.

- **Expands the ease and access to voting, standardizes processes, and increases transparency.**
  - Early voting will be expanded in most areas. Hours can be 7:00 am to 7:00 pm or 9:00 am to 5:00 pm and adds an additional mandatory Saturday, with Sunday voting hours optional.
  - Prohibits mobile voting.
  - Requires large signage to notify voters of polling place changes or closures.
  - Large polling places with line waits of more than an hour and more than 2,000 voters are required to hire more staff or split up precincts.
➢ Adds food and water to the list of gifts and campaign material that cannot be handed out to voters in line but allows unmanned water stations to be set up and groups to hand out water if they remain outside the specified buffer area.
➢ Improves daily reporting of absentee ballots received and early voting.
➢ Provides county officials with more flexibility to choose equipment for smaller, lower turnout races.
➢ Promotes uniformity of election operations funding between counties by prohibiting outside money from being used to administer elections.
➢ Georgia’s run-off period shortened to four weeks instead of nine weeks.
➢ In case there is a run-off, military and overseas voters will be mailed an instant ranked choice run-off ballot with their regular ballot.

- **Prevents ballot harvesting.**
  ➢ Legalizes absentee ballot drop boxes
  ➢ Requires drop boxes to be located inside voting sites and capped at one per 100,000 active voters.

- **Improves vote processing accuracy and timeliness.**
  ➢ Officials can begin processing absentee ballots (not counting) two weeks before the election.
  ➢ Counties must finish tabulating all the votes by 5:00 pm the day after election.

- **Provides more oversight of election officials to ensure adherence to the law.**
  ➢ Removes the Secretary of State as the chair of the State Election Board.
  ➢ Expands oversight of local election officials.
  ➢ Prohibits the Board and staff from entering into any settlement agreements without notifying lawmakers first.

---

**Publ. April 13, 2021**

3 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/03/30/biden-falsely-claims-new-georgia-law-ends-voting-hours-early/
4 *Id.*
5 *Id.*
ELECTION INTEGRITY—TRUTH ABOUT IOWA

Article I, Section 4, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution empowers both Congress and state legislatures to regulate the “times, places and manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives.” Local and state election officials are responsible for administrating elections for over half a million federal, state and local races, plus statewide and local ballot measures. Because of this complexity, state legislatures should handle election laws so they can address the unique needs of the state while ensuring the security and integrity of the election process.

Due to COVID, many states adopted temporary changes to absentee and mail-in voting procedures. These emergency procedures, coupled with record turnout, exposed problems in state election processes that need to be addressed. On March 8, 2021 Governor Kim Reynolds (R-IA) signed Senate File (SF) 413, the first comprehensive election reform bill of 2021. SF 413 improves voter list maintenance, secures absentee ballots and standardizes election administration across the state. Highlights of the reform include:

- **Improves the accuracy of voter registration rolls.**
  - The bill requires the state registrar to cross-reference voting lists in other states and use U.S. Postal Service change-of-address data.
  - The status of voters who do not vote in a general election is changed to “inactive.” They must miss two more general elections after being deemed “inactive” to have their registration canceled.
  - *Iowa permits same-day voter registration.* Eligible voters that have been removed from registration rolls due to a long period of inactivity can still reregister to vote on a future election day.

- **Increases the security of absentee ballots.**
  - Prohibits absentee ballot applications and ballots from being prefilled and automatically mailed to voters who have not requested them.
  - Changes the date absentee ballot requests can be processed from 120 to 70 days prior to the election.
  - Changes the date ballots can begin to be mailed out from 29 to 20 days before the election.
  - Requires legislative approval to automatically send out applications during a public health emergency.
  - Requires that mail-in ballots arrive by the time polls close to be counted.
  - Improves reporting on absentee ballot requests and completed ballot submissions.

- **Expands ways voters can return their ballots while preventing ballot harvesting.**
  - Legalizes ballot drop boxes by adding them to the law governing how absentee ballots can be returned.
  - Mandates that ballot drop boxes be located within a commission office or on adjacent property.
  - Requires video surveillance of drop boxes and additional security measures.
  - States that absentee ballots must be signed; if not, voters are given an opportunity to use a replacement ballot or vote in person no later than the time polls close on Election Day.
  - Mandates that only the voter, an individual living in the voter’s home, immediate family, or a caretaker may return a ballot.
- Standardizes how elections are administered across the state while improving transparency and accountability.
- Requires that voters be directly notified when a change is made to their precinct polling place.
- Gives the attorney general and county attorneys greater oversight to investigate election misconduct.
- States that county election officials who violate election laws can be fined up to $10,000.
- Prohibits officials from interfering with election observers. Those who violate this will be guilty of election misconduct in the third degree.
- Sets standardized procedures for establishing satellite voting stations by petition.
- Limits in-person early voting to start 20 days, instead of 29 days, before the election.
- Changes the poll closure time from 9:00 pm to 8:00 pm, which is the same or later than 48 other states.\(^6\)
- Requires private employers whose employees’ schedules do not permit them to vote must provide two, rather than three hours, of paid time to participate in the election.

Publ. April 13, 2021

1 https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution-transcript
3 https://ballotpedia.org/Changes_to_absentee/mail-in_voting_procedures_in_response_to_the_coronavirus_(COVID-19)_pandemic,_2020
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“Suppose an Article had been introduced into the Constitution, empowering the United States to regulate the elections of the particular States, would any man have hesitated to condemn it, both as an unwarrantable transposition of power, and as a premeditated engine for the destruction of the State Governments?”

– Alexander Hamilton, Federalist No. 59

Following the 2020 elections, Texas and other states passed reforms to restore public trust in the integrity of our election systems. Democrats nationwide have been advocating to federalize elections, in an attempt to seize power by subverting the duties of state legislatures established by Article I, Section 4, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution.¹

Texas Democrats attempted to stall commonsense reforms toward the end of the 87th Texas Legislature, Regular Session by walking off the floor and denying votes on several key pieces of legislation, including the election integrity package.² In an unprecedented final stunt, during Texas’ first special session, they fled to Washington, D.C. on a private plane to deny a quorum required for a vote. Remaining in Washington, COVID-exposed Democrats called on Congress to intervene – and boost their political interests – by passing H.R. 1, which would impose a federal power grab over their state’s elections.³

Three Democrats testified at the July 29, 2021 House Committee on Oversight and Reform’s Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties hearing on the Texas bill. Congresswoman Nancy Mace (R-SC1) questioned Texas Representative Senfronia Thompson about ID laws in Texas. She admitted they needed to show ID to board their private plane to Washington.⁴

After 38 days of blocking a quorum, enough legislators returned home to hold the vote.⁵ Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed SB 1, the Election Integrity Protection Act, into law on September 7, 2021.⁶

Texas’ law includes the following reforms:⁷

- **Standardizes election procedures across counties and provides more opportunities to vote early.**
  - Extends early voting hours and mandates that workplaces permit employees to make a trip to vote either during early voting or on Election Day.
  - Standardizes hours that counties can offer early voting, requiring polls to be open a minimum of nine hours no earlier than 6:00 a.m. and no later than 10:00 p.m.
  - Rolls back COVID practices, such as drive-thru voting, that are irrelevant post-pandemic, unless a voter is physically unable to enter a polling place.
  - Adds criminal penalties for election officials and others that violate election state laws.

- **Improves the integrity of mail-in ballots.**
  - Prohibits officials from mailing out unsolicited applications and ballots.
- Adds an ID requirement for mail-in voting. Voters have a choice to include their driver’s license number, election identification certificate, or the last four digits of their Social Security number.
  - Approximately 72% of registered Democrats support Voter ID.\(^8\)
- Requires voters to sign their mail-in ballots to be verified with a previously filed signature.
- Creates a process for voters that submit ballots with issues to be notified and given an opportunity to correct the problem.

**Curbs ballot harvesting and illegal voting.**
- Protects vulnerable voters by requiring individuals helping them to take an oath that defines how they can assist a voter, including a statement that they did not “pressure or coerce” the voter.
- Individuals that help a voter complete their ballot will need to disclose their information, relationship to the voter, and if they were paid by a campaign or political committee.
- Mail-in ballots must be received by an election official, rather than an unmanned drop box.
- Requires the Texas Secretary of State’s office to run its voter registration list against the Department of Public Safety database to remove non-citizens.

**Increases transparency of the election process and protects poll watchers.**
- Ensures poll watchers have “free movement” around the voting facilities and can “sit or stand” close enough to see or hear all election activities, other than voters casting ballots.
- If movement is restricted there is a legal avenue for poll watchers to seek a court order against the election official restricting access.
- Classifies a Class A misdemeanor if an election official rejects an appointed poll watcher.
- Counties with more than 100,000 people must record and livestream ballot counting.
- Poll workers must complete training before they begin their duties and swear an oath they will not harass voters.
- In order to track potential fraud, all cases of improperly cast ballots must be referred to the state attorney general.

The Texas legislature also passed HB 2283, which addresses private dollars funding election administration. The bill caps private donations at $1,000. If an individual seeks to donate more, they need written consent from the Secretary of State, joint election commission, county election commission, and county election board.\(^9\)

---


A FAILING GRADE FOR REMOTE LEARNING

When the COVID-19 pandemic began spreading across the U.S., many schools made the tough decision to temporarily close and shift to virtual classes. By April 17, 2020, 43 states and Washington D.C. had required schools to close, and seven states recommended it. Many schools also remained closed for the majority or entirety of the 2020-2021 school year. In December 2020, 56% of school districts were still fully remote. By May 2021, only 2% of school districts were fully remote. Education is a vital part of a child’s development and essential to preserving a free society, and so the losses resulting from the school closures and remote learning are devastating.

- **Loss of learning in reading and math.**
  - Many students failed to gain proper understanding in reading and math during remote school. By comparing the reading and math scores from 2021 to 2019, the Texas Education Agency found that remote teaching resulted in a loss of learning. In reading, 34% of students grades 3 through 8 met their grade-level’s expectations compared with 39% in 2019. In math, only 28% of students grades 3 through 8 met their grade-level’s expectations compared with 40% in 2019. Similarly, high school students’ Algebra I test scores show only 41% met expectations compared to 62% in 2019. It is evident that school closures hurt, but the student scores were not excellent to begin. School closures made a bad situation worse.
  - A Gallup survey in Massachusetts found that 41% of high-school students who are in person, full-time “strongly agree that they learn a lot every day,” while only 16% of students in full-time remote school said so. Also, 8% of in-person students said they were falling behind, while one third of fully remote or hybrid students said they were. Full-time remote students missed out on the best opportunity to learn.
  - NWEA’s, formerly the Northwest Evaluation Association, survey of 4.4 million students found that in grades 3-8, grades fell an average of 5-10% in math from fall 2019 to fall 2020. Students consistently lost math skills while attempting to learn while fully-time remote.

- **Loss of attendance.**
  - In addition to performing poorly on tests, many students failed to attend virtual school altogether. For example, Los Angeles Unified School Districts reported that an average of 32% of high-school students did not log into virtual classes each day. The superintendent is concerned that some of these students are those who are in foster care or living in poverty.
  - In fall 2020, at Provide Public Schools in Rhode Island, students who were fully remote attended class less often and received lower grades for incomplete classwork than students who attended in-person classes. Also, a study of 33 California school districts showed that the chronic absence rate doubled to 16% in sixth grade and 21% in seventh grade.

- **Loss of support for low-income and high-need students.**
  - From reduced school services to limited access to electronics and broadband, students who live in poverty face the greatest disadvantages from remote instruction. The lack of school opportunity during pandemic harms students, especially in low-income Black and Hispanic communities where they rely on education for opportunities to build a future out of poverty. Further still, students who depend on
mental health care at school, come from food insecure households, or live at risk of abuse or neglect at home faced additional challenges during school closures.\(^\text{12}\)

- Students who were already behind in their classes now face more difficulties catching up. For example, in fall 2019, 47% of at-risk D.C. students were more than 2 grades behind in math, and the amount increased to 55% in 2020.\(^\text{13}\) Experts are united in announcing that students will struggle to progress without in-person instruction.\(^\text{14}\)

- **Loss of opportunity for mental and emotional growth.**
  - School provides more than just instruction—it offers opportunities for social, physical, and behavioral activities. Virtual instruction fails to offer these activities that support mental and emotional growth and health.\(^\text{15}\) A 2020 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) study shows that virtual instruction poses more risks to mental health and wellness of children than in-person school.\(^\text{16}\)
  - Some educators are most concerned about the impacts of school closures on kindergarteners because social and emotional learning is especially important at this age. Kindergarten is where students “learn the building blocks of how to be students.”\(^\text{17}\) Keeping them at home impedes these key developments.

- **Loss of healthy minds and bodies.**
  - During school closures and social isolation, eating disorders increased among students. For example, the number of eating disorder patients at Boston Children’s Hospital tripled and requests for eating-disorder treatment has increased from 6 cases per week to 23 cases.\(^\text{18}\) Dr. Tracy Richmond called the mental-health problems of adolescents “like a second pandemic.”\(^\text{19}\)
  - In May 2020, just after school closures began, 29 percent of parents with school age children said their child’s mental and emotional health was worse than before the pandemic, and by October 2020, it rose to 31 percent of parents.\(^\text{20}\) These parents often sited that it was a major challenge to be separated from classmates and teachers during school closures.\(^\text{21}\)
  - Young girls have been particularly vulnerable to lost resources and opportunities at school. Emergency room visits room for potential suicide attempts for girls ages 12 to 17 increased 50 percent from February to March in 2021 compared to 2019.\(^\text{22}\)

School closures and remote learning have received a resounding F. Department of Education Secretary Miguel Cardona said he expects school to open for full time, in-person instruction this fall.\(^\text{23}\) Also, the American Academy of Pediatrics (APP) reports, “Opening school generally does not significantly increase community transmission,” especially when appropriate health safety measures are followed.\(^\text{24}\) AAP encourages schools do “everything possible” to keep students in-person for school.\(^\text{25}\)

For the sake of students’ mental and emotional well-being, schools should work to open for fully in-person instruction for the duration of the 2021-2022 school year. If schools don’t, the consequences will negatively affect a generation of students for a lifetime.
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AN ASSAULT ON WOMEN AND GIRLS IN SPORTS

Biological boys, identifying as transgender, are replacing girls in the winner’s circle at female sporting events. This is not only unfair competition; in some sports it is dangerous.

- **There are biological differences between men and women, and so separating men’s and women’s sports creates a level playing field.**
  - Differences between men and women are recognized at “biochemical and cellular levels.”  
  - Males have circulating testosterone concentrations 15- to 20-fold greater than children or women at any age, resulting in greater muscle mass, strength, and hemoglobin levels. These differences impact athletic performance.
  - Endocrinologist Dr. Ramona Krutzik explains that “women just do not have the ability to produce the same muscle mass that men do.” Muscle mass established in the “body’s developmental years” simply “cannot be undone.”
  - Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 was enacted to ensure both men and women are given opportunity to participate in sports. Title IX requires schools to provide opportunities for both women’s and men’s sports.

- **Democrats and the Biden Administration conveniently ignore proven science and insist on stripping women of their rights to equitable competition.** On January 20, President Biden signed an executive order (EO) requiring women’s sports, bathrooms, and locker rooms to accept biological men, under the guise of non-discrimination.

- **Allowing biological men to compete with women hurts the very athletes it claims to help.**
  - President Biden’s EO effectively ends privacy, fairness, and competition for women and girls in the name of equality.
  - Connecticut high school track athletes Chelsea Mitchell, Alanna Smith, and Selina Soule, for example, used to win state championships. The Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference allows biological males identifying as girls to compete with biological girls. As a result, Chelsea, Alanna, and Selina have each lost various high school championships to biological males.
  - Martina Navratilova, an American tennis champion who identifies as part of the LGBTQ community, has requested a separate provision to be made for elite women’s sports following Biden’s executive order. She claims the physical advantages for transgender women athletes are clearly not a level playing field.
  - Also, women are at greater risk for physical injury when forced to compete against biological men. World Rugby recently instituted a rule prohibiting transgender men from participating in women’s rugby after finding that the risk of injury is at least 20-30 percent higher when women compete against males that have gone through puberty.

- **Congress should support fair competition and participation for female athletes.**
➢ There are other ways to accommodate athletes suffering from gender dysphoria. However, President Biden’s EO forces all students to embrace an extremist understanding of gender while silencing all disagreement and alternatives.¹¹
➢ Misleading children and students on the basics of biology for political gain is cruel. Congress should oppose Biden Administration efforts to promote false assumptions about biology, or women and children are destined to pay the price. H.R. 426, the Protection of Women and Girls in Sports Act of 2021, would ensure fair competition by prohibiting federal funds from being used for athletic activities in which post-puberty males compete in an activity designated for women or girls.

Publ. August 25, 2021

President Biden is working on a scheme to expand the reach of the federal government into American family life. Under the guise of a desire to increase the quality and affordability of child care, President Biden’s American Families Plan will be a pledge to increase child care costs and a step towards government-run child care.

The American Families Plan includes a proposal to subsidize the cost of child care for low and middle-income families for children under 5 years old above 7 percent of a parent’s income. This subsidy would apply to parents whose combined income is up to 1.5 times their state’s median income. It also requires child care providers and educators to be paid a $15 minimum wage, among other mandates.

- The plan promises to make child care affordable.
  - Instead, child care costs will increase under the plan. By creating an arbitrary limit on what families pay for child care and having the taxpayer bear the remainder above that arbitrary limit of 7 percent, child care providers have an incentive to raise prices. For example, since the government began issuing endless student loans in higher education, the price of tuition has continued to rise over—400% increase from 1985-6 school year to 2018-2019. In the same way, American parents and taxpayers can expect costs to increase if Biden’s plan is enacted.
  - Not only will a subsidy raise costs, so will mandating a minimum wage increase. The Heritage Foundation estimates that a $15 minimum wage in child care will increase costs by 21 percent. As costs of child care inevitably rise, the government will be incentivized to subsidize child care for even more families and become a step toward wholly government-run child care.

- The plan promises to invest money in high-quality child care and in the child care workforce.
  - Government subsidies are not the solution to helping families find quality child care. Rather, the government should allow for an environment in which child care options are increased and families can flourish by reducing regulations on providers. The current high child care costs are caused in part by burdensome regulations that have little to do with safety but result in pushing out small family child care providers. Early Childhood National Centers reported that the number of family child care providers and child care centers declined from 2011-2017, including a 35 percent decline of small family child care providers. During the same period, child care licensing requirements increased. Federal and state governments should recognize their overregulation is contributing to the crisis of affordability.
  - Some of the money invested will be redirected to unions through dues skimming. In some states with unionized child care providers, unions deduct fees from payments they receive from Temporary Assistance for Needy Families or Child Care Development Fund. Similarly, money in the American Families Plan for some child care providers will be paid first to unions.
  - Faith-based organizations, who have a history of providing high-quality child care, would be vulnerable with these government subsidies. President Biden’s plan would give federal financial assistance to directly to providers. This practice creates more opportunities for the government to oversee these providers and impose requirements that may be against their deeply held religious beliefs.
• The plan predicts these changes will allow one million more parents to enter the labor force.
  ➢ President Biden’s plan ignores the truth about why parents choose child care. While the cost of care is a factor, parents most common reasons to use or not use child care relate to outside job options and childrearing priorities. Thus, providing a subsidy will likely not change a parent’s decision whether or not to use child care.
  ➢ Further, this plan imposes a one-size-fits-all arrangement for American families. Families may choose to exchange potentially higher income for time at home with their children, because this arrangement is best for them. Instead, the government should support strong families and their ability to raise their children as they choose. Those without children and families that choose to have one parent stay at home should not be required to fund the child care of those who make a personal choice to both work outside the home.
  ➢ Lastly, there are already opportunities for low-income families to receive child care assistance. The Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) provides federal funding for child care for low-income families as a safety net. This includes child care funds through the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) Act, the Child Care Entitlement to States, state maintenance-of-efforts and matching funds, and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). Furthermore, Head Start is an early childhood education for low-income children administered by the Department of Health and Human Services. The program provides grants and services for children ages 3-5 at no cost to low-income families. Early Head Start also provides similar grants and services for pregnant women and children ages 0-2.

While the Biden Administration will hide behind the promise of helping children, government subsidized child care will only further extend the government’s hand into families’ decisions regarding how to raise their children. If Congress and state governments truly want to help families who are hardest hit by high child care costs, they will reduce unnecessary regulations to create space for good paying jobs and more child care options.
THE INEQUITY OF STUDENT LOAN FORGIVENESS

Student loan forgiveness is regressive, inequitable, and it will not stimulate the economy. Instead, it will create an incentive for students to accumulate more debt and award as much as $192 billion to the top 20 percent of income earners.\(^1\) Forgiveness is fundamentally unfair because it will ultimately be paid by taxpayers—many who have faithfully paid off their student loans, worked hard to pay for college, or chose not to go to college at all.

- **Outstanding federal student loan debt currently totals $1.7 trillion and is disproportionately held by the wealthy.**\(^2\)
  - Of 255 million adult Americans, 45 million have student loan debt. Those in the top fifth of household income hold $3 in student loans for every $1 held by the bottom fifth of household incomes.\(^3\)
  - Graduate students hold 40 percent of student loan debt, and the fields of study with the largest student loans include high income dentistry, medicine, and law.\(^4\)

- **Though Democrats claim student loan debt cancellation will aid the COVID-19 pandemic recovery, cancellation does nothing to help the 210 million Americans without student debt who are also suffering.**
  - In fact, those without college degrees have faced unemployment rates 1.75-2 times higher than those with college degrees during the COVID-19 pandemic.\(^5\) Student loan debt cancellation would require these hard-working Americans who have been hurt worst by the pandemic to pay for the debt of those who are still employed or able to find jobs.
  - Furthermore, students already have loan-payments and interest accrual suspended until September 30, 2021.\(^6\) That is to say, the argument for canceling loan payments which are already temporarily canceled to aid in the pandemic recovery is meaningless.

- **Programs already exist to aid students in re-paying their loans through income-driven repayment (IDR) plans. As of 2019, 40 percent of borrowers are enrolled in an IDR plan.**\(^7\)
  - These plans allow students to repay their loan at a speed that works for their income level, and these plans offer full forgiveness after 20 or 25 years.\(^8\) Those who continue to promote student loan forgiveness need to answer why forgiveness is a better alternative to the existing generous repayment plans.
  - Additionally, for borrowers already enrolled in income-driven repayment plans, their monthly payment would be unaffected by forgiveness. Their payments are already set at the rate of their income, not the amount left to be paid.

- **An underlying reason for excessive student loan debt is increasing higher education costs.**
  - From 1980 to 2016, average yearly tuition has increased a whopping 238 percent, an increase greater than the rate of healthcare prices. When the government subsidizes tuition cost through loans and grants, it “creates artificially high demand for colleges degrees, driving tuition prices higher and increasing the overall cost for students and taxpayers.”\(^9\)
  - The Federal Reserve Bank of New York found that for every additional dollar of subsidized federal student loan, tuition increases 60 cents.\(^10\)
Thus, cancelling student loans will only serve to exacerbate the problem of higher education costs, which is one of the driving factors of student loan debt.

Congress should resist calls for loan forgiveness and instead focus on market driven solutions that bring down the cost of higher education, including reducing the government’s role in the student loan market.\footnote{Gillen, Andrew, Ph.D. “Unleashing Market-Based Student Lending.” \textit{Texas Public Policy Foundation}. May 2020. \url{https://files.texaspolicy.com/uploads/2020/05/01102229/A.Gillen-Market-based-Student-Lending.pdf}} Congress should encourage colleges and universities to recruit students to study subjects that will lead to quality jobs. Moreover, Congress should focus on re-starting student loan payments as the economy reopens, improving income-based repayment plans, and ending any loan forgiveness. By doing this, Congress can strengthen the value of higher education for this generation and those to come.
Students who are denied the opportunity to obtain a high-quality education are faced with the dire consequences of attending failing schools, a greater risk of exposure to crime, and lost earning potential.

- Students that complete high school have life-long opportunities to provide for themselves and their families. Alternatively, the lack of a quality education presents life-altering disadvantages.
  - Those without a high school diploma are more likely to end up in prison. The Bureau of Justice Statistics’ reports that 75% of inmates in state prisons, 59% in federal prison, and 69% in jails did not complete high school.\(^1\) Failing high schools have created a school-to-prison pipeline.
  - A male high school graduate that works until age 65 will earn on average nearly $333,000 more over his life than a male student without a high school diploma.\(^2\)

- Some school districts in the United States have found success in reducing crime and increasing education quality by giving parents the ability to choose a school that is best for their child.
  - For example, in North Carolina, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg school system ended their decades-long program to bus children to other schools in order to maintain racial balance and, instead, instituted a school choice system. The results after 7 years: Every student experienced an increase in quality of education and fewer students ended up in prison.\(^3\)
  - A joint Harvard and Princeton study found that winning a New York charter school lottery reduced likelihood of male incarceration by “essentially” 100% and female teen pregnancy by 59% from the study’s control average.\(^4\)

- Parents should have the choice to use their portion of the $709 billion taxpayers spend on education to send their children to schools that are prepared to educate their students.\(^5\)
  - 69% of registered voters support giving parents the right to use the tax dollars set aside for their child’s education to send them to a school that best meets their child’s needs.\(^6\)

- Empowering parents to choose schools provides students with the best opportunity to achieve the American Dream. House Republicans are committed to providing opportunities for students to attend the school that is best for them.
  - Former President Trump took steps to reduce federal overreach in education and supported STEM education. The Trump Administration was committed to assisting charter schools and improving the D.C. Opportunity Scholarship Program.\(^7\)
Under current law, 529 savings plans allow parents and students to save and use money for college without the earnings being subject to federal taxes. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)\(^1\) expanded 529 plans to include K-12 private school tuition.

Parents should have maximum flexibility in choosing where their children are educated. As such, 529 plans should be expanded to also include homeschooling expenses.

**BACKGROUND**

529 college savings plans,\(^2\) named after Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code and considered a Qualified Tuition Program (QTP), were created in 1996 to encourage savings for future higher education costs. These plans are sponsored by states or educational institutions and enjoy federal tax-free earnings and withdrawals.

There are two types of 529 plans, prepaid tuition plans and education savings plans:

- **Prepaid tuition plans** are generally sponsored by state governments and have residency requirements.

- **Education savings plans** are investment accounts for the beneficiary’s future qualified education expenses at any college or university.

All states and the District of Columbia have at least one type of 529 plan. Some states also allow taxpayers to deduct any contributions when they file their yearly taxes.

Because of the TCJA,\(^3\) families can now use up to $10,000 per year per child of their 529 savings plans for “tuition in connection with enrollment or attendance at an elementary or secondary public, private, or religious school.”\(^4\)

During Senate consideration of TCJA, Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) offered an amendment to expand 529s to include K–12 public, private, and religious school tuition, as well as homeschool expenses. Vice President Pence cast the tiebreaking vote during adoption of the Cruz amendment. Ultimately, Senators Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Ron Wyden (D-OR) challenged the homeschool portion of the amendment under the Byrd Rule\(^5\) and succeeded, thus stripping out the 529 expansion for homeschool expenses.

530 savings plans\(^6\), also known as Coverdell Savings Accounts, do permit spending on homeschooling expenses, but they must be funded with after-tax dollars and contributions may not exceed $2,000 annually. Further expanding 529s to cover homeschooling expenses would make 530 plans unnecessary.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Congress should pass Student Empowerment Act (H.R. 605) which would include expenses in connection with a homeschool as eligible expenses under a 529 plan.
Now that 529 accounts can be used for K-12 expenses, Congress should streamline the tax code by eliminating Coverdell Savings Accounts.

---

3 TCJA, supra, note 1.
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LABOR SHORTAGES HIT SMALL BUSINESS

While businesses across the board are struggling due to worker shortages, surveys show that small businesses, who have less ability to offer more generous pay and benefits, have been hit the hardest. Although businesses may need to employ new methods to attract workers as the economy reopens, businesses should not be hindered in these efforts by the federal government.

- **Over a year into the pandemic, small businesses are still struggling to find workers.**
  - Rather than workers filling open positions as the economy has continued to reopen, job openings have climbed to new highs month after month.\(^2\)
  - According to a National Federation of Independent Business survey, fifty percent of small business owners reported job openings in August 2021 that they were unable to fill, a 48-year record high.\(^3\)
  - Additionally, surveys found half of small businesses have found it harder to find qualified workers compared to a year earlier and 28% identify this as their single most important problem.\(^4\)

- **Challenges are widespread and persistent.**
  - Although business closure rates are falling across the U.S. from levels last year, closure rates remain elevated compared to pre-pandemic times. Further, minority-led small businesses were at least 50 percent more likely to report being closed than other small businesses.\(^5\)
  - Sales overall are rising, but the majority of consumer-facing small businesses in retail and hospitality reported a reduction in sales compared to the same period last year.\(^6\)
  - Small businesses in the U.S. continue to report reduced employment since the beginning of the year, including those in the transport and hospitality sectors who have been hit worst.\(^7\)

![Small Business Challenges](chart.png)

Source: Facebook Global State of Small Business Report - September 2021

- **Small businesses are turning to technology and overtime to make up for shortages.**
  - Although 26 percent of small businesses plan to raise compensation in the next three months to attract workers, some experts say it isn’t enough.\(^8\)
  - Consequently, one survey finds nearly one in three small businesses adopted new systems or technology to sustain operations amid this worker shortage.\(^9\)
➢ Other businesses are turning to their existing workforce to pick up extra hours.  

**The government shouldn’t continue to suppress labor force participation.**  
➢ While labor force participation has been trending downwards for years as the working population has aged, the pandemic caused it to free fall. The labor force participation rate fell roughly 3 percent from 63 to 60 percent in early 2020 and still hasn’t fully recovered, leveling out at 61.7 percent in August 2021.  
➢ Despite claims to the contrary, research from the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco found that the enhanced and extended unemployment insurance (UI) benefits disincentivize returning to work. States that cut UI benefits earlier also have lower rates of unemployment on average.  
➢ Multiple rounds of stimulus payments also contributed to record high levels of disposable personal income and personal savings during the pandemic, allowing individuals to delay going back to work.  
➢ The Biden Administration has argued extending the enhanced child tax credit payments and subsidizing child care are necessary to get many parents back into the workforce, but simply giving parents money will not change the limited supply of care due to burdensome regulations that is dwindling further during the pandemic. (Read more in RPC’s brief entitled “The Truth About Biden’s Child Care Takeover.”)  
➢ Further, research from the University of Chicago’s Becker Friedman Institute finds Biden’s American Families Plan proposal to extend and further enhance the child tax credit, which was temporarily enhanced under the American Rescue Plan Act, would create sizable work disincentives and lead to 1.5 million workers leaving the labor force.  
➢ Despite continued pain felt by businesses experiencing worker shortages, the Biden administration announced it would establish vaccine mandates on businesses with more than 100 employees. As a result, 7 million affected employees across the country report that they will not get the vaccine even if the mandate is implemented.

Whether enhanced child tax credits, UI benefits, or stimulus payments, government handouts can lead to or exacerbate worker shortages, because Americans learn to rely on government checks instead of those earned on their own. Burdensome government mandates coupled with handouts only make finding workers more difficult. Small businesses across the nation will be forced to close their doors or permanently turn to technology to replace workers if this trend continues.
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According to the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO), raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour would impose numerous unintended consequences, such as 1.4 million in job losses, higher prices of goods and services, and a permanent class of unemployable workers. Congress should focus on helping Americans get back to work, not taking more jobs away.

- President Biden has released a plan that supports increasing the federal minimum wage from the current $7.25 level to $15 per hour. Accordingly, Democrats reintroduced S. 53, the Raise the Wage Act, on January 26, 2021.
  - Currently, 29 states have a higher minimum wage than the federal level. The state and regional levels are where these matters should be addressed.

- Instead of federal intervention, with a one-size-fits all mandate, Congress should allow states and municipalities to address the issue of minimum wage to reflect regional differences. For example:
  - The cost of living index in Washington, D.C. is 152.1, and 75.9 in Ozark, AL. Given that it is 50% cheaper to live in Ozark, AL, a $15 minimum wage is likely unsustainable.
  - The Montgomery County, MD, City Council passed a $15 wage increase with a divided vote 5-4. The County Executive vetoed the bill and required a study to assess the implications of the wage increase. The 2017 report summary states the minimum wage was ultimately not increased because, “In short, the benefits from a minimum wage increase have the potential to be significant. However, workers who lose their jobs or are not hired as a result will not experience them.”
    - The study projected close to 47,000 job losses by the year 2022 to mostly low-income wage earners, with the county experiencing a projected income loss of almost $400 million.

- The underlying reason low-skilled, low-wage earners will likely lose their employment is automation, according to a study by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).
  - The study concluded, “increasing the minimum wage decreases significantly the share of automatable employment held by low-skilled workers and increases the likelihood that low-skilled workers in automatable jobs become nonemployed or employed in worse jobs.”
  - A separate NBER study also found that minimum wage increases “also lead to lower bank credit, higher loan defaults, lower employment, [and] a lower entry and higher exit rate for small businesses.”

- The findings of the Montgomery County and NBER studies can be seen playing out in daily life, from substituting self-service checkout to cashiers, to automated menu ordering in restaurants. Examples include:
  - Flippy, the Burger-Flipping Robot, can work all day at a Pasadena CaliBurger restaurant without getting tired. According to restaurant management, Flippy “doesn’t mess up as much” and can perform certain tasks “better than my average employee.”
    - A Flippy robot can cost fast food chains as low as $3 an hour, or $2,000 per month, and requires no additional benefits, such as workers’ compensation.
  - Meanwhile, in Washington State: Simone Barron, a self-identified progressive, considers herself a victim of the unintended consequences related to Seattle’s $15 minimum wage hike. Prior to the hike,
Ms. Barron, a waitress, worked four shifts to provide for her family. After the wage increase, Ms. Barron’s employer restructured employee compensation, effectively eliminating tips, in order to keep the restaurant in business. Ms. Barron now has to work six shifts instead of four to maintain a comparable level of income, even though her salary was “increased.”

- An estimated 22 million Americans lost their jobs during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. President Biden’s $15 federal minimum wage plan would send another million Americans to the unemployment line. Congress should focus instead on reopening the economy, eliminating burdensome regulations, and supporting pro-growth reforms to the tax code. An honest discussion requires us to address the positives – increased earnings for some, and the negatives – unemployment, perhaps permanent, for others. Rushing this process on a party line vote, does not amount to honest discussion.

Publ. August 08, 2021

2 While this is the minimum allowed under federal law, states are free to pursue their own wage laws in excess of $7.25, and many states have adopted minimum wage laws above the federal level. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/legislation/2021/01/20/president-biden-announces-american-rescue-plan/
4 https://www.bestplaces.net/cost-of-living/washington-dc/ozark-al/50000
6 This is demonstrated from a recent study by the National Bureau of Economic Research, People Versus Machines: The Impact of Minimum Wages on Automobile Jobs. https://www.nber.org/papers/w23667
7 Small, young, labor-intensive establishments located in competitive and low-income areas also experience higher financial stress. https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w26523/w26523.pdf
8 The Employment Policies Institute’s (EPI) “Faces of $15” website features stories of workers and businesses harmed by minimum wage hikes across the country. https://www.facesof15.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrP1rCt7gIVA5KGCh3uDwGDEAAYASAEgJV-.D_BwE
11 Prager University, accessed at https://assets.ctfassets.net/qqesrjodfi80/6bZ7XbQwRZsBFBVpDVTBbD/f52de5e5c911c1bc89c21378b819b192/Barron-%20Minimum_Wage_Cost_Me_My_Job-Transcript.pdf
Currently, 23 states force employees to surrender their hard-earned dollars to union lobbyists. Meanwhile, 27 states have passed Right-to-Work laws, which protect workers’ rights by allowing them to choose whether to join a union.

BACKGROUND

Union membership across the U.S. has steadily declined over the last 50 years. In 1983, 20 percent of American workers, or 17.7 million workers, were union members. In 2020, just 10.8 percent of workers, or 14.3 million workers, are union members.

Democrats have a storied history of supporting union bosses instead of protecting workers’ rights. On March 9, 2021, for example, House Democrats passed H.R. 842, the Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act. The PRO Act would invalidate existing Right-to-Work laws and prohibit states from shielding workers from mandatory union dues. The bill would also require all workers’ contact information to be shared with union leaders during organizing campaigns, undermine secret ballot union elections by authorizing a card check system, ban voluntary arbitration, and prohibit workers from decertifying unions in certain circumstances.

Union Claim: Right-to-Work laws represent a political attack to destroy labor unions.
Response: Right-to-Work laws make sense even for employees who support unions. Workers gain power when they have a choice.

- Federal law already protects employees’ right to organize.
- Employee choice incentivizes unions to improve services for their members. Right-to-Work laws do not prevent an employee from voluntarily joining a union or paying union dues.

Union Claim: Workers only choose to opt-out of unions because they are ignorant of membership benefits.
Response: Workers are aware of the unions’ claims about benefits. But, they are also aware of the risk. Workers are able to make decisions that are best for their families. Workers should not be forced to pay union dues if they determine that union membership will not represent their interests.

- An Alabama Amazon employee recently expressed her concern with the risk of paying union dues, stating, “I work hard for my money, and I don’t want any of it going to a union that maybe can get us more pay, or maybe can get us longer breaks.” Amazon employees in Bessemer, Alabama, voted to reject unionization in April 2021. On November 29, 2021, the National Labor Relations Board overturned the results, requiring a second election on unionization.
- Workers at a Tennessee Volkswagen plant rejected a unionization bid in 2019. According to one employee, “We felt like we were already being treated very well by Volkswagen in terms of pay and benefits and bonuses.” He adds that, based on the poor track record of the union, he did not want to join a sinking ship.
- Politico reported union leaders unsuccessfully “worked for months to sell their [rank-and-file] members” on supporting Biden over Trump in the 2020 election, favoring political interests over representing their members’ positions.
Union Claim: Right-to-Work laws wrongly enable non-union members to benefit from the representation afforded to members.  

Response: Unions are not required by federal law to represent workers who do not pay for membership.  
- While union leaders prefer to claim exclusive representation of employees, they are not required to represent non-union members.  
- Employees should not be denied freedom of association based on the method of representation unions choose to employ.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Right-to-Work laws restore employees’ freedom to associate with unions. Congress should pass H.R. 1275, the National Right-to-Work Act. This bill would protect workers’ rights by prohibiting employers from compelling employees to join a union as a condition of employment.
Despite President Biden’s promise to not raise taxes for anyone making under $400,000, his fiscal year 2022 budget proposal does exactly that. According to the left-leaning Tax Policy Center, over 60% of all filers and 75% of middle-income filers would see a tax increase under his budget. Between higher inflation and proposed tax hikes, the middle-class, not just wealthy Americans, are paying the price for President Biden’s broken promises to finance his high-priced agenda.

The following charts show how an average filer’s tax burden would change on a state-by-state basis under the Biden Administration’s fiscal year 2022 budget, American Families Plan, and American Jobs Plan.

Congress should reject President Biden’s plan to raise taxes on middle-income households. With the hidden tax of inflation already increasing costs and reducing real wages, Congress must not impose additional costs on hardworking Americans as we recover from the pandemic. As shown in the chart below, over the next ten years taxes will go up for the average filer in every state but Mississippi under President Biden’s tax proposals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Average Tax Change per filer (2022-2031)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>$1,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>$5,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>$5,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>$4,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>$14,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>$12,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>$17,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>$5,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>$8,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>$4,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>$6,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>$4,034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>$10,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>$5,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>$4,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>$6,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>$3,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>$3,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>$2,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>$9,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>$19,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>$6,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>$9,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>-$1,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>$4,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>$5,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>$2,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>$11,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>$10,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>$13,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>$2,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>$17,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>$2,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>$7,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>$6,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>$1,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>$8,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>$6,788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>$7,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>$2,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>$6,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>$3,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>$6,818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>$6,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>$7,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>$7,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>$22,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>$14,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>$1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>$5,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>$11,275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Greater small business access to global trade can improve international supply chains and increase United States economic competitiveness. Congress must assert its role in negotiating and implementing free trade agreements including the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) and advocate for small business needs throughout the lifecycle of all trade agreements. Additionally, Congress must also exercise oversight authority over multi-agency federal trade activities.

BACKGROUND

Nearly 98 percent of exporting firms are small businesses; 280,496 small exporters generate $460 billion of known export value. However, small exporters represent only one percent of American small businesses and represent only 31.6 percent of total American export value.

Public and private small business advocates have hailed the USMCA as a major win; The USMCA is the first U.S. trade agreement to include a chapter specifically for small and medium size exporters (SMEs). The chapter establishes a Committee on SME Issues comprised of government officials, and an annual SME Dialogue to facilitate stakeholder communication and participation. American small businesses will rely on Congress to ensure implementation of SME provisions within USMCA.

The road to export markets is complex, and existing programs to reduce trade barriers for small businesses should not add to the confusion. The Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee (TPCC) is an interagency task force comprised of twenty agencies that administer and regulate federal trade promotion and financing programs. Six member agencies, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce), Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im), U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), and the U.S. Department of State provide direct assistance to small businesses exporting overseas.

Streamlined cooperation between TPCC member agencies, state trade agencies, and private sector partners would improve service delivery and simplify processes for small business clients. Increased oversight of overlapping and duplicative trade promotion and financing activities would reassert congressional budget authority and conservative spending principles.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

To maximize global competitiveness, proactive trade policies and services should prioritize small business access to international markets. Congress may consider policies to alleviate trade burdens and barriers, which may include:

- Streamlining regulations to ensure that domestic industries experience as little operational disruption and additional costs as possible, while complying with various environmental, labor, and health safeguards.

- Clarifying authorities, resources, and services offered by trade promotion agencies to prevent duplication and overlap.


CREATE A SIMPLIFIED AVERAGE TAX

Filing taxes is unnecessarily complicated for most Americans. While higher income earners employ tax accountants to take advantage of every complicated provision in the tax code, most filers are left to fend for themselves. Developing a simplified tax filing system would reduce compliance burdens for most taxpayers while preserving the traditional filing process for those who prefer to utilize it.

BACKGROUND

The Federal Government forces most Americans to hunt for tax deductions and credits if they wish to pay the correct amount of taxes owed. If a taxpayer misses filing a provision he or she is legally entitled to take, the taxpayer may end up overpaying. Incorrect credit and deduction claims may result in substantial fines and penalties.

The internal revenue code currently requires higher-income earners to calculate their tax liability through a simplified tax filing system called the alternative minimum tax (AMT) as well as their traditional filing.\(^1\) The AMT compels filers to pay the higher of the two resulting tax bills.

Tax simplification shouldn’t be exclusive to the wealthiest Americans — either through the AMT or the employment of accountants. According to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the adjusted gross income (AGI) floor for the top 20 percent of individual income taxpayers was $50,464 in 2017.\(^2\) In other words, developing a tax simplification option for taxpayers with AGIs less than $50,464, would cover roughly 80 percent of taxpayers.

From 2001 to 2017, the average tax rate for the bottom 75 percent of AGIs was 5.88 percent.\(^3\) The bottom 50 percent of AGIs pay an even lower average rate of 3.46 percent.\(^4\) While the average tax rate appears much lower than the marginal rate brackets published by the IRS, it reflects the taxes Americans actually pay to the Federal Government when various income exclusions, deductions, and credits apply. Using these rates as a starting point for tax calculations could radically simplify taxes.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Legions of lobbyists currently protect the myriad complexities of the current tax code. Rather than tinkering with the existing code, Congress should pass a simplified average tax (SAT) which would operate parallel to the traditional income tax system, much like the AMT, to make tax filing easier for most Americans.

Under a SAT, filers with AGIs below a certain threshold set by Congress (such as the $50,464 mentioned previously) could calculate their tax liability by applying an IRS-published average tax for their AGI quartile to their current tax year AGI. Taxpayers filing the SAT would exchange the below-the-line deductions and credits for a significantly lower tax rate.

Unlike the AMT, which requires taxpayers to calculate tax bills under both systems and pay the higher amount, the SAT would serve as an optional simplified alternative for most taxpayers that would save time and might result in a lower tax bill as well.
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OSHA – REGULATOR OF THE AMERICAN WORKPLACE

President Biden has weaponized the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to compel Americans to receive the COVID-19 vaccine. While OSHA began as an attempt to create safe workspaces, it has become a bureaucratic machine to regulate the entire American workplace.

BACKGROUND

- **OSHA was established within the Department of Labor (DOL) by Congress in 1970 with the goal of ensuring safe and healthy working conditions.**
  - OSHA sets and enforces safety and health standards along with training, outreach, education, and assistance. Federal OSHA standards apply to private sector employees, the United States Postal Service, and federal government employees. These employers are required to create workspaces that are free from hazards according to the standards OSHA sets. OSHA may assess fines of up to $13,600 per violation for failing to comply with the standards.
  - A state or territory may preempt federal standards if the state creates its own standards that are approved by OSHA, “at least as effective” as OSHA’s, and monitored by OSHA.

- **The Biden Administration issued two OSHA Emergency Temporary Standards (ETS) related to the COVID-19 pandemic.**
  - An ETS allows OSHA to bypass the normal rulemaking process, including circumventing the public notice-and-comment period.
  - OSHA may issue an ETS if two conditions are met:
    1. Employees are exposed to grave danger; and
    2. An ETS is necessary to protect employees from the danger.
  - An ETS is effective until OSHA creates a standard through the rulemaking process, which they must do within 6 months of publishing the ETS. OSHA has issued a total of nine ETSs, six of which were challenged in court—four were overturned and one was partially vacated.
  - On June 21, 2021, OSHA published an ETS for healthcare workplaces. It requires covered healthcare institutions to create a “COVID-19 plan” that explains protocols for keeping track of COVID-19 cases and policies for preventing spread of COVID-19, including physical distancing, ventilation, and personal protective equipment.
  - On November 5, 2021, OSHA published an ETS for all employers with more than 100 employees. The ETS requires these employers to implement mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations by January 4, 2022. The ETS outlines an option for regular testing and wearing a face covering instead of getting a vaccine. It also allows expectations for medical reasons, for harms to sincerely held religious beliefs, for those who work exclusively outside, and for those who work exclusively at home.
    - The American Action Forum estimates this mandate will cost $3 billion over six months.
    - Many industries have expressed concern about the severe negative impacts that this ETS will cause. For example, many trucking companies, who are already spread thin due to driver shortages, will be forced to add this mandate to employees who often work alone. Also, in this industry, a testing option is effectively unavailable because of nature of their responsibilities.
Multiple lawsuits have been filed against OSHA’s most recent ETS challenging OSHA’s authority to issue a vaccine mandate. On November 6, 2021, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals placed a temporary hold on OSHA’s mandates due to “grave statutory and constitutional issues.” OSHA agreed to suspend implementation and enforcement of this ETS.

- **OSHA has become all powerful over the American workforce without adding substantial value.**
  - The vaccine ETS unconstitutionally intrudes in the private contracts between employees and their employers. The vaccine mandate does not meet the conditions for promulgating an ETS because the mandate is not necessary to prevent employees from “grave danger.” In fact, over 66% of Americans have already received the vaccine against COVID-19. The vaccine ETS serves only to coerce those who have chosen not to receive the vaccine for various legitimate reasons.
  - Workplace fatalities, injuries, or illnesses have steadily decreased in the last 50 years, yet OSHA is not the major cause. This decrease began before OSHA and continues afterwards. Many factors have contributed to this decline including worker’s compensation insurance, the ability to sue for work-related injuries, and the market of employees who want safe work.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Congress should consider reforms that ensure safe work environments by giving authority back to the states and reigning in the power of OSHA.

- Congress may consider reversing OSHA’s vaccine ETS through the Congressional Review Act.
- Congress may consider eliminating OSHA’s authority to create emergency standards. OSHA has demonstrated that its ETS authority is primarily a means to make decisions for huge portions of the American workforce without consulting Americans. Congress created the ETS authority, and Congress can take it away.
- Congress may also give greater autonomy to the states regarding health and safety standards for their unique industries. The 10th amendment requires that all power not delegated to the federal government by the Constitution are reserved to the states or to the people, and this includes workplace safety standards.
PANDEMIC UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE FRAUD

The prevalence of unemployment fraud and overpayments during the pandemic has been widespread – from using the identities of the deceased to those who are incarcerated to higher-profile individuals such as the Governor of Arkansas. In just one case, a Nigerian fraud ring known as “Scattered Canary” extracted hundreds of millions of dollars in unemployment insurance from at least 11 different states in 2020. While the improper payment rate for the regular unemployment insurance (UI) program was already as high as 10 percent pre-pandemic, which would amount to $89 billion over the past year, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Office of the Inspector General’s initial audit suggests the improper payment rate, including fraudulent payments, during the pandemic was higher.

BACKGROUND

- The CARES Act temporarily expanded eligibility for unemployment benefits:
  - While states have extensive flexibility in determining their regular unemployment insurance benefit levels, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, which was signed into law by President Trump on March 27, 2020, provided funding for states to expand UI to many workers who were impacted by COVID-19 but not normally eligible for unemployment benefits.
  - Under the CARES Act, these workers who were not normally eligible for UI, such as self-employed workers, could apply for benefits through their state under the new federally-funded Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program. The American Rescue Plan Act extended the availability of PUA through the week ending September 6, 2021.

- Unemployment claims and benefit payments reached record highs during the pandemic:
  - As unemployment rose to the highest levels since the Great Depression and Congress expanded eligibility for unemployment benefits, the Treasury Department reported $93.7 billion spent by the states and federal government on unemployment insurance in May of 2020 alone, compared to $2.1 billion spent in the same month the year prior.
  - $130 billion was disbursed by the DOL for the PUA program specifically with hundreds of billions in federal dollars going to unemployment insurance broadly during the pandemic.

- With the expansion of eligibility and high unemployment rates, fraud and overpayments exploded:
  - As unemployment claims and disbursements reached record highs during the pandemic with an unprecedented infusion of federal funds, fraud also exploded. According to the OIG, the PUA program is particularly susceptible to fraud due to claimants’ self-certification. Consequently, numerous states have partnered with cybersecurity firms such as ID.me to provide identity verification for the PUA program to reduce fraudulent claims. According to ID.me, at least 30% and as many as 50% of the new claims under the PUA program were fraudulent, and they prevented over one million fraudulent claims. In one example, Idaho’s Department of Labor reports that before it contracted with ID.me in December 2020, more than half of the initial claims filed were fraudulent. In addition, the DOL reported that states made over $3.6 billion in PUA overpayments, which do not even include all fraudulent payments, between March 2020 and February 2021.
POLICY SOLUTIONS

• The COVID-19 Relief and Fiscal 2021 Omnibus, which was signed by President Trump on December 27, 2020, included some helpful measures toward preventing fraud in the PUA program. It required that individuals provide documentation substantiating employment or self-employment within 21 days of being approved to receive PUA. Also, it required states to have procedures in place for identity verification or validation to administer the PUA program. Although an improvement, applicants should have provided this documentation prior to approval. Additionally, the DOL should have ensured that states were complying with all applicable PUA requirements to ensure PUA was going to those who are truly in need. As the Attorney General of Rhode Island, Peter Neronha, noted after a joint state-federal investigation uncovered a $1.2 million fraud operation perpetrated by only four individuals, “When people collect benefits they aren’t entitled to, as is alleged here, they reduce the amount of benefits that are available to those who are eligible and who really need them.”

• While these recently enacted prevention measures were desperately needed, Congress can do more about overpayments. The December 2020 COVID-19 Relief and Fiscal 2021 Omnibus allows states to waive the requirement to retrieve PUA overpayments when the individual is not at fault. Congress should consider amending this authority to ensure states proactively correct overpayment problems in their systems. Whether improperly paid funds are by retrieved from recipients or pulled from a state’s general tax revenue, states should be required to reimburse the federal government for overpayments. Whether by mistake or malicious intent, Congress should ensure valuable taxpayer dollars are not going to waste. In addition, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) also recommends that the DOL “collect data from states on the amount of overpayments waived in the PUA program,” as is done with regular UI.

• To further limit improper payments, the Office of the Inspector General for the DOL recommended states cross match claims against the National Directory of New Hires and with the Social Security Administration prisoner database. In Pennsylvania, an investigation discovered that over 10,000 inmates in state facilities were found trying to apply for unemployment benefits, amounting to over $100 million in fraud with nearly $200 million in fraud once local prisons were added in. Also, states should be required to use the National Association of State Workforce Agencies’ Integrity Database Hub and the State Information Data Exchange System.

• States played a fundamental role in carrying out the PUA program and all UI programs. Therefore, states may choose to consider additional cross checks. Also, as some already have, states may work to build technology to check background identity including if the IP address is location in the state of the filed claim or if the same IP address was uses to file multiple claims in a short time period.

• Since unemployment benefits are subject to income taxation, many victims of identity theft and fraud have been surprised to receive letters or 1099-G forms to pay taxes for benefits they never received. Considering the extraordinary level of fraud over the past year, Congress should do more to better protect these victims of identity theft to ensure they are not liable for penalties or interest to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for not reporting income from benefits that were never received.

Publ. June 16, 2021 (Updated December 20, 2021)
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11 What is ID.me? ID.me. https://help.id.me/hc/en-us/articles/201904874-What-is-ID-me-
President Biden’s failure to enforce federal law at the southern border has led to an historic humanitarian and public health crisis. While the Biden Administration maintains high standards for COVID-19 restrictions for American citizens, like threatening people to “[g]et vaccinated or continue to wear your mask” and keeping federal employees at maximum telework, they simultaneously threaten to risk importing new cases from undocumented immigrants into the U.S. by rolling back use of Title 42. This title has protected Americans from new exposure of COVID throughout the pandemic.

Since President John Adams, public health service commissioners have taken various roles to protect American citizens from the serious threat of disease. In 1893, Congress enacted Title 42, which expanded the authority of the President and the Surgeon General in cases of public health emergencies by allowing them to suspend immigration.

- Under Title 42, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) may prohibit entry into the United States from another country if there is a “serious danger of the introduction” of a communicable disease from the country of origin, in order to protect the “interest of the public health.”
- On March 20, 2020, in response to the public health threat from COVID-19, HHS and the CDC announced a suspension of accepting immigrants arriving from Mexico and Canada under Title 42. The announcement cautioned that “The public health risks of inaction are stark.” Although President Biden has maintained Title 42 for adults, he has exempted families and children. From October 2020-May 2021, CBP has denied entry to 640,000 immigrants under Title 42 due to the risk of spreading COVID-19.

While U.S. COVID-19 cases decrease and vaccination rates increase, COVID-19 remains a threat globally.

- Many immigrants arrive from Brazil, Guatemala, and Mexico, where COVID is rampant. From July 19- July 26, Guatemala had 109 infections per 100,000 people, Mexico had 70 infections per 100,000, and Brazil had 147 infections per 100,000. The U.S. also had 112 infections per 100,000.
- The CDC maintains a level 3 “COVID-High” precaution for travel to Mexico. If Americans are warned against traveling to Mexico, then they should not be forced to admit illegal immigrants traveling from there.
- During the first week of July 2021, 26,000 migrants were detained at an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facility for illegally crossing the border, among whom 7,500 new cases of COVID-19 have been reported, that is about 1 in every 3.5.
- The Biden Administration’s lack of health and safety precautions, transit of detainees between facilities, and low vaccination rates among immigrants pose a danger for spread of COVID in the U.S. Moreover, in March 2021, Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) admitted they were not testing migrant children held in crowded border facilities. These children reportedly remained untested until they were transported inside the U.S, with many testing positive for COVID after the transfer.
As the pandemic continues globally, Congress should support border policies that protect the United States from the danger of spreading communicable diseases. For example, H.R. 471, the Protecting Americas from Unnecessary Spread upon Entry from COVID-19 (PAUSE) Act of 2021, would require Title 42 to remain in effect until all public and federal public health emergencies for COVID-19 end and the CDC health risk level for Canada and Mexico is reduced to level one.14

Publ. July 27, 2021
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Some things in Washington never change, like President Joe Biden trying to take credit for someone else’s work. Despite claiming in late 2020 that, “there’s no prospect that there’s going to be a vaccine available for the majority of the American people before the middle of next year,” the Biden Administration is now trying to claim all the credit for the U.S. vaccine rollout.¹

President Biden and his Administration claim they did not have the vaccine when they came into office and that they were “starting from scratch,” but here are the facts:²

- Despite all the criticism and doubts, Operation Warp Speed (OWS) has been a resounding success. The U.S. was able to approve and distribute the vaccines developed by Pfizer and Moderna before the end of 2020.

- The Trump Administration contracted for enough doses to vaccinate 400 million people – more than enough for the entire U.S. population.³ Some of President Biden’s recent purchases simply exercised options already written into the Trump Administration’s Operation Warp Speed contracts.⁴

- President Biden’s “big goal” of vaccinating 100 million people during his first 100 days in office would have required the U.S. to slow down the pace of vaccinations because Operation Warp Speed was already vaccinating people at a higher rate.⁵

- During President Trump’s last week in office, which included a federal holiday (MLK day), the U.S. averaged 983,000 doses a day.⁶

- On President Trump’s last day in office the U.S. vaccinated 1.6 million people. That exceeded the one million doses per day goal of the Biden Administration by 600,000 doses.

- Even Dr. Anthony Fauci, no friend of the previous Administration, has pushed back against the Biden Administration saying, “We’re certainly not starting from scratch.”⁷

President Biden and his allies have contributed one thing to the vaccine rollout – doubt. A recent Wall Street Journal article highlighted the numerous statements from President Biden and his Democrat allies that undermined public confidence in the vaccine.⁸ President Biden asked in September, “who’s going to take the shot...you going to be the first one to say ‘put me, sign me up, they now say it’s OK…I’m not being facetious.”⁹ It should not be surprising then that a new study shows that 47% of Americans are hesitant to get the vaccine.¹⁰ Instead of trying to demonize the previous Administration and take credit for their successes, the Biden Administration and the Democrats should thank them for the achievements of Operation Warp Speed and focus on continuing the great work they started.


HOLD CHINA ACCOUNTABLE FOR COVID-19

As the United States continues to face the devastation caused by the novel coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19), Congress and the executive branch must act to hold China accountable for its failures and deceptions related to transmission of the disease.

BACKGROUND

In late 2019, a novel coronavirus began significant human-to-human transmission in Wuhan, China.1 Unfortunately, its origin theory has proven elusive.2 Regardless, the Chinese government encountered viral clusters emerging in Wuhan before other governments, and possessed the best opportunity to respond, develop mitigation strategies, and coordinate with nations around the globe.

Rather than immediately alerting other nations to the gravity of the virus, Chinese officials were not forthcoming, ran narratives directly counter to medical evidence, and continued to allow travel outside of the country without necessary safeguards.3 China further attempted to avoid accountability by spreading propaganda that COVID-19 originated from the U.S. military.4

While virtually every nation has been caught off-guard by this coronavirus, China’s failure to communicate honestly and take appropriate measures has directly led to significant health and economic damages to the United States.

Chinese government-run press suggested that China might retaliate against adverse U.S. policies, such as travel bans, by cutting off medical products and prohibiting exports to the United States.5 Unfortunately, the U.S. economy is so reliant on Chinese manufacturing that the threats carry significant weight. Of equal concern is the flood of lethal fentanyl that has entered the U.S. from China as trade relations have liberalized over the last few decades.6 According to Customs and Border Patrol testimony, about 80 percent of fentanyl seized in FY2017 originated from China by international mail.7

China is one of the 196 countries legally-bound by the second edition of the World Health Organization’s 2005 International Health Regulations.8 As such, China has a duty to rapidly and clearly communicate with other nations about conditions that may constitute a potential public health emergency.9 More importantly, China is also expected to work in a collaborative nature with other states in a very short time window.10

In 2001, the United Nations (UN) adopted a resolution noting the International Law Commission’s (ILC) draft text on the responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts.11 While the UN has not formally considered a resolution regarding the ILC’s recommendations, “they have been very widely approved and applied in practice, including by the International Court of Justice (ICJ).”12

The UN Charter permits states to bring disputes before the ICT or other international tribunals.13 The U.S. is also a member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague which was “established in 1899 to facilitate arbitration and other forms of dispute resolution between the states.”14
Due to the principle of state sovereignty, China may not be forced to appear before these international bodies without their consent.

Domestically, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act\(^1\) governs lawsuits against foreign states such as China related to the harms they cause. While there are a few exceptions ranging from economic activity to state sponsors of terrorism, there is currently no exception permitting lawsuits for negligent or intentional conduct of public officials related to a public health crisis.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

The United States has several options to hold China accountable for direct actions resulting in health and economic harms to the United States. Because China will not likely consent to a normal judicial or dispute resolution process, the U.S. must independently ensure that its policy responses are proportional to actual harm caused. Congress may:

- **Redirect America’s Supply Chain Away from China** – The U.S. must strengthen its international alliances and diversify its global supply chain to reduce economic dependency on China. Congress should strengthen multilateral alliances with international partners, particularly with Pacific regional allies, as well as close geographical allies in Central and South America, by reducing and harmonizing trade barriers.\(^16\)

- **Pursue Relief Before International Tribunals** – The U.S. should consider international remedies up to and including action at the ICJ. China is unlikely to consent to such resolutions and will be even less likely to transparently allow independent discovery or investigations into their handling of the COVID-19.

- **Apply Diplomatic Pressure for China to Take Responsibility** – As China fails to take accountability for the damage that its authoritarian regime has caused, the U.S. should consider efforts to remove China from leadership positions at the UN and examine China’s role at the World Health Organization.

- **Combat China’s Internet Firewall** – If China refuses to be transparent about public health issues through official government channels, Congress should evaluate measures to thwart China’s efforts to keep its information systems sealed from the rest of the world.\(^17\)

- **Restrict Travel and Trade** – To avoid further health crises, Congress should consider appropriatetravel restrictions, health screenings and trade limitations until China agrees to honor its international health obligations.

---


9. *Id.* at art. 6.
10 See, Reject Authoritarian Internet Control, House Republican Policy Committee (Mar. 2020),
https://republicanpolicy.house.gov/sites/republicanpolicy.house.gov/files/documents/28%20-
%20Reject%20Authoritarian%20Internet%20Control.pdf.

16 Collectively, the U.S., Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam represent about 40 percent of the world’s GDP, as a start. The Republican Policy Committee has issued previous policy guides on trade with China: See guides entitled Reroute China Supply Chain Dependency and, Respond to Chinese Trade Practices.
17 See, Reject Authoritarian Internet Control, House Republican Policy Committee (Mar. 2020),
https://republicanpolicy.house.gov/sites/republicanpolicy.house.gov/files/documents/28%20-
%20Reject%20Authoritarian%20Internet%20Control.pdf.
In late 2019, a novel coronavirus, commonly referred to as COVID-19, began significant human-to-human transmission. COVID-19 reportedly originated in Wuhan, China, although the precise nature of its origin is still under review.¹

As the virus spread beyond its borders, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) suppressed crucial information, including information about human-to-human transfer, necessary to curb worldwide transmission. As of November 2021, the virus has spread to nearly every country and resulted in more than 254 million confirmed cases and at least 5 million COVID-19 related deaths.²

The House Foreign Affairs Committee (HFAC) Republicans released a report examining the CCP’s cover-up of the virus in September 2020. The report concluded “…it is clear CCP health officials and senior leadership had the information required, at a date early enough, to reduce China’s COVID-19 cases by at least 86% compared to the estimated caseload at the end of February.”³

The CCP’s COVID-19 cover-up very closely echoes the strategy undertaken 17 years ago during the 2003 SARS outbreak. SARS “spread to 28 countries outside of [China], resulting in more than 8,000 cases and 774 known deaths.”⁴ The China Task Force identified eight behaviors that the CCP engaged in to conceal the SARS and COVID-19 pandemics, as shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCP Actions</th>
<th>SARS</th>
<th>COVID-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waited to inform the WHO?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequently hid information from the WHO?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hid their knowledge of the severity of the outbreak?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disrupted press from reporting?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response kept secret until after the Spring Festival travel season began?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited access of outside experts to epicenter of the outbreak?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed the virus was under control?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underreported number of cases?</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, HFAC Republicans found that the CCP “failed to heed” the lessons of the “International Health Regulations (IHR) that govern how countries are required to handle public health emergencies.”⁵ Despite clear violations of international law and regulations referenced in the report, the World Health Organization (WHO) continues to defend the CCP’s handling of COVID-19.

The CCP has a long history of concealing serious information to the detriment of every other country. Until they are held to the standards created because of their past cover-ups, they are destined to continue this deception.
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POLICIES THAT LED TO THE BIDEN BORDER CRISIS

The Trump Administration implemented numerous immigration policies to secure the border and keep Americans safe. The Biden Administration’s dismantling of these policies, lack of enforcement, and open border rhetoric has led to a humanitarian crisis at the southern border. The unprecedented number of illegal immigrants attempting to cross the border will not end unless the Biden Administration works to reverse its actions and change its rhetoric.

- Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas stated, “We are on pace to encounter more individuals on the southwest border than we have in the last 20 years.” In March 2021, more than 172,000 immigrants illegally crossed the southwest border, including 18,890 unaccompanied children—a 100 percent increase over February. Unlike the 2014 and 2019 immigration surges of families, in 2021, 82 percent of the illegal crossings are single adults, many in search of work.
- The flood of immigrants distracts border agents from their national security mission as they provide childcare to thousands of immigrants. Meanwhile, drug smugglers have not taken a holiday. In March, border agents were also responsible for seizing over 54,000 pounds of illegal drugs, include 653 pounds of fentanyl—enough to give a lethal dose to 147 million Americans. Further, cartels are expanding their business model and robbing immigrants of over $14 million per day for smuggling families, minors, and individuals to the border.

The crisis at the border is largely due to the dismantling of four important policies used by the Trump Administration. These policies must immediately be reinstated to alleviate this crisis.

5 Border Policies that the Biden Administration Has Dismantled:

1. Constructing a Border Wall:
   - Proper border security is essential to maintaining a legal and orderly system of immigration. The Trump Administration finished over 452 miles of physical barriers, access roads, lighting, and advanced technologies to secure the Southern border. However, on January 20, 2021, President Biden signed an executive order ending the emergency declaration at the southern border and halting construction of the border wall.
   - By halting border wall construction, President Biden communicated that enforcing immigration law and enhancing national security at the border are meaningless to his administration.

2. Enforcing Title 42 during a pandemic:
   - The Department of Health and Human Services has the authority through Title 42 of federal law to require a medical examination, including a negative COVID-19 test, for all migrants before being admitted in the United States. The Trump Administration used this title during the COVID-19 pandemic to limit the spread of the virus at the border and among immigrants.
   - The Biden Administration, on the other hand, exempted unaccompanied children from this provision. This change has become a green light for minors crossing the border. In fact, children are unable to take any health precautions in their overcrowded holding facilities. For example, on March 23, 2021, in Donna, Texas, 400 children were held in pods made for 250 children.
3. **Using Migrant Protection Protocols (MPPs):**
   - MPPs were enacted in 2019 to allow certain individuals seeking asylum to wait in Mexico for their immigration proceedings rather than granting free entry into the United States. On January 20, 2021, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) suspended new enrollment in MPP.\(^1\)
   - By ending this policy, the Biden Administration loosened limits on the coyotes’ smuggling business and encouraged Central American asylum-seekers to come illegally and dangerously before applying for asylum.\(^2\)
   - Team Brownsville, a volunteer group that helps migrants seeking asylum, describes how this policy is negatively affecting children and parents: Because asylum-seekers may enter and stay, mothers and children are encouraged to make the treacherous journey to the border and then face the trauma of sending their children on with only a hope of reuniting.\(^3\)
   - Republicans, on the other hand, support creating safe and lawful opportunities for families to seek asylum, including MPPs.

4. **Upholding Asylum Cooperative Agreements (ACAs):**
   - ACAs were formed in 2019 between United States and El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala in order to expand asylum capabilities. Under ACAs, the U.S. partners with another country to offer humanitarian aid to asylum-seekers. These agreements allow DHS to use every tool available to provide timely humanitarian aid by sharing the load of asylum-seekers.
   - On February 6, 2021, the Department of State cancelled all ACAs. In this move the Biden Administration eliminated an essential tool for aiding asylees and disrupted relationships with countries in the Northern Triangle. Republicans are prepared to use every tool available to help asylees, including ACAs.

5. **Deterring Illegal Border Crossings:**
   - The Trump Administration used policies prohibiting illegal border crossing and a clear message condemning illegal immigration in order to discourage illegal immigrants from making the dangerous journey to the border. He implemented the “Safe Third Country” rule which encouraged immigrants to apply for asylum in the first safe country they arrived in, rather than trekking through multiple countries to the United States.\(^4\)
   - However, the Biden Administration has reversed this message. The Biden Administration set the stage for amnesty on his first day in office. On January 20, 2021, President Biden sent a bill to Congress, the U.S. Citizenship Act of 2021. This bill would give amnesty to millions of immigrants regardless of if they came legally. It would also give permanent work authorization to minors of H-1B visa holders and remove the requirement for immigrants to claim asylum within one year of arrival in the United States.\(^5\)
   - By proposing this bill, President Biden promised illegal immigrants that they would become a citizen for free if they can get into the United States.

---


CHINA: USING THE BORDER CRISIS AS A FENTANYL PIPELINE

Fentanyl is streaming from China, across our border, and killing thousands of Americans. In 2020, over 93,000 Americans died of drug overdose, including more than 57,000 from fentanyl. Fentanyl and its chemical precursors are primarily sourced and trafficked from China to the United States across the southwest border, according to the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) and the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA).

BACKGROUND

Fentanyl is 80-100 times stronger than morphine. It has been used as both a painkiller and anesthetic and is considered a high risk for abuse and addiction. Widespread abuse and overdose of fentanyl is recognized as an international problem. The figure to the right compares the size of the U.S. penny to 2 milligrams of fentanyl, the amount the DEA states can cause a lethal overdose. In the first eight months of fiscal year (FY) 2021 alone, CBP seized 7,450 pounds of fentanyl, a historic rate that is nearly as much as was seized in all of FYs 2018 and 2019. This amounts to enough fentanyl to cause 1,689,630,200 deaths, or more than 5 times the U.S. population.

Generally, fentanyl found in the U.S. is directly sourced from personal purchase from China or smuggled across the border by Mexican Transcontinental Criminal Organizations (TCOs) and other criminal networks. According to the DEA’S 2020 National Drug Threat Assessment, supply of fentanyl directly from China has decreased, while Mexican TCO’s contribution to fentanyl in the U.S. has increased since 2019. The majority of all fentanyl in the U.S. is now smuggled across the southwest border. In fact, there was a 62% increase in fentanyl seized at the border from 2018-19.

Although fentanyl directly from China has decreased, fentanyl trafficked by Mexican TCOs across the southwest border still originates from China, who is a major source of chemical precursors, drug-related manufacturing equipment, and other related supplies. As the figure to the right shows, China is the primary source of fentanyl trafficked through international mail and the main source for fentanyl-related supplies trafficked into the U.S.
Congress and the Trump Administration took critical first steps to reduce the harmful impact of China’s fentanyl trafficking:

- Under pressure from the U.S., in May 2019, Chinese officials agreed to designate and control fentanyl as a class of drugs. This new control includes investigating fentanyl manufacturers, implementing stricter controls on internet advertisements for fentanyl, and enforcing shipping regulations. According to the State Department’s 2020 International Narcotics Control Strategy Report, because of U.S. pressure, fentanyl directly shipped from China to the U.S. has fallen from 116 kilograms in FY 2017 to less than 200 grams in FY 2019.

- In November 2019 the U.S. partnered with Chinese officials for a joint investigation of fentanyl traffickers which resulted in nine traffickers sentenced for trafficking fentanyl to the U.S. The U.S. has also worked with China for intelligence sharing operations regarding fentanyl flows that has aided the U.S. in targeting high-risk shipments.

- The Department of Justice and the Treasury Department have increased pressure on China by designating Chinese nationals who lead fentanyl trafficking as “Consolidated Priority Organization Targets.”

- Congress enacted the Fentanyl Sanctions Act in 2020. The law enhances the president’s authority to sanction synthetic opioid traffickers from China. It also authorized a 13-member Commission on Combating Synthetic Opioid Trafficking, which is charged with developing strategies to stop the flow of synthetic opioids into the U.S.

- President Trump signed the Synthetics Trafficking and Overdose Prevention (STOP) Act into law in 2018. The law requires CBP to create a rule that instructs U.S. Postal Service to refuse any inbound international packages without advance electronic data. On March 15, 2021, CBP finalized a rule implementing the bill.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

In addition to this progress, more has to be done. To halt imports of deadly fentanyl from China, Congress should enforce border security protections to guard against opportunity for increased drug flow. DEA officials anticipate that Mexican TCOs will continue to obtain supplies from China and have an increased impact on the fentanyl market, so Congress should work now to address the crisis at the border and implement enhanced security measures to stop fentanyl from killing more Americans. Further, the U.S. should continue to pressure China to shut down production and shipment of drug supplies to Mexican TCOs.

Publ. July 21, 2021
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[57] https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/PST045219 and Calculated by RPC staff: 453,592 (mg in a lb) x 7,450 lbs = 3,379,260,400 / 2 mg (lethal dose)


DEFENDING AMERICA IN CYBERSPACE

Cyberattacks can cripple institutions from within without leaving a trace. In May 2021, Americans were left sitting in long lines at gas stations following a Russian-based ransomware attack that temporarily shut down Colonial Pipeline, an East Coast fuel pipeline.¹ This attack is only one of the recent high-profile cyber offensives, which pose a “grave” danger to national security.²

BACKGROUND

- A cyberattack occurs when an unauthorized user accesses confidential information systems, when system integrity is compromised by unauthorized data manipulation, or when system access is broken by blocking authorized users.³ A cyberattack may result in theft or manipulation of intellectual property, confidential plans, or personally identifiable information (PII), to name a few.⁴ These attacks are costly to both the direct and indirect parties involved.⁵ Two of the most dangerous attacks include:

  - **Advanced Persistent Threat (APT):** These attacks use continual and stealth hacking methods to gain access to a system. Once in the system, the goal is to remain inside and undetected for an extended period in order to gain unauthorized information. These attacks are more often carried out against high-value targets due to their laborious nature. They are often, but not exclusively, launched from foreign sources.⁶

  - **Ransomware:** This is malicious software designed to encrypt data files in order to prevent use of data. Then, the cyberattackers require a ransom in exchange for decryption. This ever-evolving technology has been used against governments and critical infrastructure organizations. In 2019, ransomware attacks cost the global economy $11.5 billion and are projected to cost $20 billion in 2021.⁷ The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the U.S. Secret Service provide resources on preventing and addressing ransomware attacks.⁸

- Cyberattacks threaten U.S. critical infrastructure and are growing in sophistication. There are 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by CISA “whose assets, systems, and networks…are considered so vital to the United States that their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination thereof.”⁹ These sectors span across healthcare, manufacturing, financial services, government, transportation, and others that impact Americans every day. Each of these sectors is assigned a federal agency to serve as a partner within the federal government, known as a Sector Risk Management Agency, with the goal of ensuring security and resiliency.¹⁰

- Cyberattacks by foreign adversaries are a threat to national security. China, Russia, Iran and North Korea represent the most active foreign adversaries with the most sophisticated technologies and techniques. China and Russia consistently demonstrate their willingness to launch attacks on public and private sectors in the U.S. to serve their national interests.¹¹

  - China notably leverages “increasingly sophisticated” cyberattacks against the U.S. in order to steal data, intellectual property, or PII.¹² The U.S. Intelligence Community’s 2021 Annual Threat Assessment reports, “China presents a prolific and effective cyber-espionage threat, possesses substantial
cyberattack capabilities, and presents a growing influence threat.”

For example, China was attributed with a July 2021 cyberattack against the Microsoft Exchange server which resulted in theft of trade secrets, intellectual property, and other information from several companies and organizations.

Russia views cyberattacks as a tool to deter opponents, control escalation, and prosecute conflicts. According to the 2021 Annual Threat Assessment, “Russia continues to target critical infrastructure, including underwater cables and industrial control systems.” Notably, the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service launched a cyberattack against SolarWinds in 2019, which allowed hackers to spy on the U.S. Government and private companies at an unprecedented scope, scale, and level of sophistication. The full impacts of the attacks are still being assessed.

The U.S. Government works to defend America from threats in cyberspace:

- **U.S. Cyber Command** (CYBERCOM) is the Department of Defense’s (DoD) unified military command for cyber operations against American adversaries.
  - CYBERCOM began full operation in May 2010. Its goal is to “direct, synchronize, and coordinate cyberspace planning and operations to defend and advance national interests.” CYBERCOM is directed to secure military capabilities in cyberspace by securing DoD information systems, supporting cyberspace operations, and defending against cyberattacks.
  - CYBERCOM’s Cyber Mission Force (CMF) unit was established in 2012 to execute missions and coordinate operations. CMF consists of 133 teams which were fully operational by May 2018.

- **The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency** (CISA), within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), is the U.S. home base for defending against cyber threats and collaborating with the private and public sectors to secure critical infrastructure.
  - CISA is responsible for securing ‘.gov’ networks as well as COVID-19 supply chains and elections.
  - CISA coordinates security efforts with trusted partnerships in public and private sectors. It is at the center of collective defense of critical infrastructure in the U.S. CISA is responsible for helping both private and public sectors to understand and manage cyber risks.

### POLICY SOLUTIONS

Congress and security leaders must work to preserve the integrity of U.S. critical infrastructure in the complex domain of cyberspace in order to preserve national security. Congress should conduct oversight and assess the needs of DoD’s and DHS’s efforts to defend the U.S. from foreign and domestic threats in cyberspace.

- The Government Accountability Office (GAO) highlights four major areas of vulnerability across the federal government that need improvement, including: (1) establishing and implementing a comprehensive cybersecurity strategy and performing effective oversight, (2) securing federal systems and information, (3) protecting cyber critical infrastructure, and (4) protecting privacy and sensitive data.” Cyber and information security has been included in GAO’s annual *High-Risk List* report since 1997 including the most recent report from 2021.
- The federal government does not have uniform, defined standards of cybersecurity across the federal government. Congress could establish a uniform standard. Congress could also evaluate current cybersecurity requirements across the government to ensure the requirements are simple and unified, so legislators can properly provide oversight.

Cybersecurity of federal information systems is governed by the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), which gives DHS explicit operational authority for implementation and to set requirements for breach notification for federal agencies. Additionally, the NIST Framework serves as a voluntary set of risk-based best standards and practices to improve cybersecurity. https://www.cisa.gov/about-cisa
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Id. Federal and private sector computer systems are becoming increasingly interconnected with third-party vendors, suppliers, business partners, and customers. This growing connection has expanded the potential for attackers to find exploitable vulnerabilities.
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RESPOND TO CHINESE TRADE PRACTICES

Amidst escalating trade tensions between the United States and China, Congress should engage in efforts to support businesses seeking alternatives to imports from China. The United States should actively engage global trading partners to quickly develop new international supply chains.

BACKGROUND

According to World Bank data, average Chinese tariffs across all goods have fallen from more than 32 percent in 1992 to 2.5 percent in 2019. Even with such a radical reduction, China’s average tariff rate across all goods remains higher than that of top industrialized nations.

China also remains the top source of U.S. imports ($435 billion in 2020) and third-largest export market ($124 billion in 2020). More importantly, China is the second largest foreign holder of U.S. Treasury securities (at $1 trillion as of September 2021), behind Japan.

Tensions between the U.S. and China have increased due to several key issues: The U.S. trade deficit with China, theft of U.S. intellectual property, and Chinese industrial subsidization.

Following a United States Trade Representative (USTR) investigation regarding Chinese policies on technology transfers and intellectual property, the U.S. imposed 25 percent tariffs on $34 billion of Chinese goods in one trade action and then $16 billion of goods in a second action. China responded with increased duties on U.S. goods, which prompted further U.S. tariffs.

Chinese Trade Policy in a Historical Context

To fully understand the current dispute between China and the U.S., Congress must view trade tensions between China and the United States as symptoms of a clash between a modern superpower and a nation seeking to reclaim its dominant global status. For most of modern history, the Chinese Empire (221 BC-1912 AD) governed by various dynasties was arguably the most powerful nation in the world. The ascendance of Western powers—particularly the United States—is a relative historical anomaly.

After Britain’s defeat of China in the First Opium War at the end of the 19th century, China’s self-described “century of humiliation” began. The period would lead China into wars, subordination to Western powers, and political upheaval. The fall of China’s standing in the world is central to the Communist People’s Republic of China’s founding narrative. Matt Schiavenza, a former contributing writer for The Atlantic, sums this mythology succinctly:

Long the world’s pre-eminent civilization, China fell behind the superior technology of the West over the centuries, an imbalance that finally came to a head with the loss in the Opium Wars. This begun the most tumultuous century in the country’s—or any country’s—history, one that featured an incessant series of wars, occupations, and revolutions and one that did not end until the victory of the Communist Party in
China's 1945-49 civil war.  

The “century of humiliation” fuels China’s ambition to reclaim its former glory. The China Dream “captures the intense yearning of a billion Chinese: to be rich, to be powerful, and to be respected.”

**The Modern Challenge**

Ambition to reclaim former glory led to the creation of the Made in China 2025 program. The objectives of the program are unambiguous:

China 2025 sets specific targets: by 2025, China aims to achieve 70 percent self-sufficiency in high-tech industries, and by 2049—the hundredth anniversary of the People’s Republic of China—it seeks a dominant position in global markets.

Chinese tactics to achieve these objectives do not—and will not—align with Western notions of free trade and open markets. China will use government subsidies, continue to heavily employ state-owned enterprises, and pursue intellectual property acquisition by any means necessary to catch up with—and ultimately overtake—Western technological and industrial advantages.

Because China views Western technology as a primary contributor to the “century of humiliation,” it will not likely act as a good-faith trading partner when it comes to intellectual property protections and competitive fairness.

As China depends on trade to accomplish its grander objectives, it must either trade with the United States or replace billions in American demand for Chinese products. China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), also referred to as China's "trillion dollar plan," seeks to do just that by dominating global trade. The BRI is an attempt to rebuild the ancient Chinese trade infrastructure known as the Silk Road which established trade networks throughout Asia and even reached into Europe.

By issuing low-interest loans to help nations modernize various land and maritime infrastructure, China is creating a major trade network throughout Africa, India, and Asia. More importantly, it has the power to leverage indebtedness of BRI countries in exchange for trade concessions. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, “Overall debt to China has soared since [BRI’s launch in] 2013, surpassing 20 percent of GDP in some countries.”

China has also taken action to militarize its trade routes through the South China Sea by conducting missile tests, developing military bases, and engaging in island building in an attempt to lay claim to contested territory between six sovereign nations. Approximately one-third of global maritime trade flows through the South China Sea.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Whether through multilateral or bilateral trade agreements, the United States should seek to aggressively open superior trade routes throughout the nations covered by the BRI. Rather than simply noting China’s regional ambitions, the United States should seek to be as competitive as possible on the global stage. This will undoubtedly require measures beyond proactive trade policies such as:

- Streamline regulations to ensure that domestic industries experience as little operational disruption and additional costs as possible, while complying with various environmental, labor, and health safeguards.
- Provide strong incentives for private-sector innovations in cyber-security and encourage technological dissemination across domestic and allied industries.
• Accommodate domestic and allied industries seeking to move supply chains away from China and build them domestically or in allied countries.

Publ. 2020 (Updated Nov. 18, 2021)

1 Tariff rate, applied, weighted mean, all products (%), The World Bank (2021), Tariff rate, applied, weighted mean, all products (%) - China | Data (worldbank.org).
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REDUCE RELIANCE ON CHINESE SUPPLY CHAINS

Congress must address U.S. dependency on goods and materials sourced from China that pose serious economic and national security risks.

BACKGROUND

Global economies are interconnected, interdependent, and complex.¹ Congressional review of the United States’ reliance on China for sourcing critical goods is overdue. In a historical context, China aims to quickly transition from the “World’s Factory” to the dominant global power.²

Since the U.S. supported China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China has emerged as the world's second-largest economy.³ The U.S. is currently a net importer from China. In 2020, China accounted for about $435 billion in imports,⁴ representing the United States' largest supplier of goods and our third-largest trading partner overall. Moreover, China was the second largest foreign holder of U.S. Treasury securities as of September 2021.⁵

Figure 1. U.S.-China Trade in 2019⁶

In 2017, the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) published their 16th report on China’s WTO compliance. The USTR report concluded the U.S. “erred” in supporting China’s inclusion to the WTO in 2001, as “it is now clear that the WTO rules are not sufficient to constrain China’s market-distorting behavior.”⁷

Furthermore, the report found that China failed to revise “hundreds of laws, regulations, and other measures” to
China’s trade weaponization poses a direct threat to national security. In 2018, FBI Director Christopher Wray stated, “No country presents a broader, more severe threat to our ideas, our innovation, and our economic security than China.” The 2017 National Security Strategy of the United States designated China as a strategic competitor engaged in “economic aggression.”

The Trump administration encouraged foreign allies to ban imports of certain products from Chinese-backed company Huawei based on security concerns. Unfortunately, global partners have been reluctant to support such a ban. In response, a May 2019 editorial by state-run press agency Xinhua stated that by “waging a trade war against China, the United States risks losing the supply of materials that are vital to sustaining its technological strength.”

Rosemary Gibson, Senior Advisor at the Hastings Center, testified before a U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission hearing in 2019 that U.S. dependence on China for medicine posed security risks, stating, “The centralization of the global supply chain of medicines in a single country, whatever country it may be, makes it vulnerable to interruption, whether by mistake or design.” Following threats from China to restrict access to medical supplies during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Congress enacted the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, which required reporting and public disclosure of U.S. medical supply chain risks.

In 2019, the USTR published a list of products of which China supplied 75 percent or more of U.S. imports in 2018. Top products in this list included “cell phones, laptop computers, video game consoles, certain toys, computer monitors, and certain items of footwear and clothing.” Products such as pharmaceuticals, select medical goods, rare earth materials, and critical minerals were not identified in the USTR lists.

Other sources of potential supply chain vulnerability include:

- **Pharmaceuticals** - Despite widespread reports of high percentages of U.S. active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) imports from China, a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) official testified to Congress in 2019 that the FDA “doesn’t know whether Chinese facilities are actually producing APIs, how much they are producing, or where the APIs they are producing are being distributed...[nor] have information that would enable us to assess the resilience of the U.S. manufacturing base, should it be tested by China’s withdrawal from supplying the U.S. market,” due to insufficient data.
  
  - Although India sources about 45 percent of the U.S.’s over-the-counter drugs, about 75 percent of its ingredients are sourced from China, according to the American Enterprise Institute.

- **Rare Earth Materials** - The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) reports that China supplies about 80 percent of rare earth compounds and metals to the U.S. After China, the U.S. is the second-largest producer of rare earth materials. Rare earth materials are critical to the production of a wide range of electronic components used in both consumer and national defense applications. Scandium and yttrium, both which are used to make various metal alloys, are two examples of the 17 rare earth elements. According to USGS, the U.S. was 100 percent import-reliant on foreign nations for scandium and yttrium supplies. China was the largest source of yttrium to the U.S. in 2020 (94 percent of yttrium compounds), and one of the four highest-listed sources for scandium.

- **Electronics and Information Technology (IT)** – China sourced an estimated 60 percent of U.S. imports of information, communication, and technology equipment in 2018. Separately, much of America’s $90 billion annual IT budget is spent on outdated, legacy technologies sourced from China. A report from the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission found that the federal government’s top seven IT providers sourced over 51 percent of its materials from China since 2012, constituting a risk to national security.

- **Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)** - China supplies about 48 percent of PPE to the U.S.
Shoes and Apparel - The U.S. relies on overseas sourcing for about 99 percent of shoes. China accounts for about 70 percent of that amount, according to the Footwear Distributors of America. Furthermore, the American Apparel and Footwear Association estimates that China supplies about 40 percent of all U.S. clothing. While U.S. imports from Vietnam continue to grow, Vietnam imports up to an estimated 60 percent of its raw materials for the garment industry from China.

Other Products - A 2019 Quartz report found, based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau, that China sources over 90 percent of the following supplies to the U.S.: electric blankets (99 percent); video game consoles and umbrellas with a telescopic shaft (98 percent each); plastic artificial flowers, non-plastic artificial flowers, electric toasters, thermoses, garden umbrellas, and iron or steel-based cooking appliances and plate warmers (97 percent each); portable radio players and tape recorders (96 percent); and baby carriages and strollers (95 percent).

POLICY SOLUTIONS

The U.S. must strengthen its international alliances and diversify its global supply chain to reduce economic dependency on China. U.S. leadership on the global stage will empower the United States and its allies, not China, to set the rules of the road. Congress should strengthen multilateral alliances with international partners, particularly with Pacific regional allies, as well as close geographical allies in central and south America, by reducing and harmonizing trade barriers.

About one-third of global maritime trade flows through the South China Sea. As territorial disputes over sea control between China and U.S. regional allies continue, Congress must recognize secure access to the South China Sea as a critical economic and national security priority.

Congress may consider directing U.S. statistical agencies, such as the Census Bureau, the Department of Commerce, the U.S. International Trade Commission, and the Bureau of Economic Analysis “to review methodologies for collecting and publishing…detailed supply chain data to better document the country of origin” for imported goods.

As Congress considers implementing reporting requirements on sourcing and countries of origin, Congress must also recognize that imported goods from countries like India, Taiwan, Vietnam, and other partners may contain raw materials sourced from China.

Congress must conduct oversight to assess whether the tax code may unintentionally penalize or discourage domestic production. In doing so, Congress must also support reforming costly labor laws that place U.S. manufacturing at an economic disadvantage.

Congress may also consider establishing a National Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) Strategy to secure the federal government’s technology products and services.

Countering China’s ambitions to dominate the technology sector is essential to U.S. economic and security interests. Congress should examine U.S. participation in existing multilateral arrangements to identify opportunities to reduce China’s international influence.

Currently, the U.S. is party to the Wassenaar Arrangement, a voluntary 42-member international export control agreement on conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies. The Arrangement seeks to mandate controls to prevent digital weaponization by repressive regimes. Notably, China is not a member to the Wassenaar Arrangement.

Unfortunately, the Wassenaar Arrangement contains certain problematic requirements which unintentionally undermine strategic interests. The “intrusion software” provision, for example, requires complex licensing approvals on cybersecurity information sharing and development. Congress must take action to reform the Wassenaar Arrangement, which has broad, bipartisan support.

Separately, Congress must conduct oversight of the WTO and consider opportunities to hold China
accountable for its noncompliance with WTO requirements. 38 Currently, WTO membership enables China to impose trade sanctions on U.S. goods. 39

- Finally, western allies established a system to bar the sale of sensitive military technologies to the Soviet Union during the Cold War. Congress may consider a similar alliance to limit “key strategic imports” from China. 40

Pub. 2020 (Updated Nov. 22, 2021)
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In 2016, the Obama administration transferred remaining U.S. oversight of the Internet’s “address book” to the multistakeholder-led Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Despite ceding U.S. oversight, adversarial nations such as Russia and China continue to pursue their own censored alternatives to a free and open Internet.

BACKGROUND

The Internet is a complex system of decentralized, yet interconnected, networks.¹ The Internet is organized using Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, which are a series of numbers that identify the computers that house information and resources. The domain name system (DNS), often referred to as the Internet’s “address book,” provides Internet users with a simplified system that uses words rather than numeric IP addresses. To access the website of the U.S. House of Representatives (www.house.gov), or the House Republican Policy Committee (republicanpolicy.house.gov), for example, users search words, rather than a complex arrangement of numbers.

The United States created and developed the Internet and has supervised it since its inception. In 1998, pursuant to a directive from President Bill Clinton to privatize and internationalize the DNS, the U.S. Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) delegated authority to ICANN under a contract to coordinate certain policies governing the DNS.² ICANN is a non-profit organization consisting of over 160 foreign countries, including Russia and China, as well as private organizations. ICANN is headquartered in Los Angeles and subject to California law.³

Transfer of Internet Oversight from the U.S. to ICANN

The NTIA maintained its contract with ICANN until September 2015.⁴ On September 30, 2016, the Obama administration transitioned full oversight and responsibility of Internet domains to ICANN. Critics of the transfer argued that ceding the U.S. Government’s remaining oversight of ICANN would also cede First Amendment protections over the Internet.⁵ In 2015, the House passed the Domain Openness Through Continued Oversight Matters (DOTCOM) Act by a vote of 378-25.⁶ The DOTCOM Act would have retained NTIA oversight until ICANN reported complying with certain certifications. In 2016, a Texas judge blocked a last-minute attempt by four U.S. states to force NTIA to retain its ICANN oversight.⁷

Advocates of the transfer to the ICANN multistakeholder model countered that retaining limited U.S. oversight would exacerbate authoritarian nations’ attempts to seize Internet control.⁸ In 2012, for example, Russia, China, and other adversarial nations supported transferring Internet control to the United Nations’ (UN) International Telecommunications Union (ITU), citing concerns over perceived U.S. control and influence. The vote failed due to the U.S. and three allied dissenting nations.⁹ In its dissenting opinion, the U.S.-led delegation asserted that “the United States continues to believe that internet policy must be multistakeholder-driven [that] should not be determined by member states, but by citizens, communities, and broader society.”¹⁰ In 2016, former NTIA Administrator Strickling testified before Congress that blocking the transition would be a “gift to Russia” and other authoritarian regimes.¹¹
Authoritarian Nations Pursue Alternative “Independent Internet”

Unfortunately, terminating the U.S. contract with ICANN has not deterred adversarial nations such as Russia and China from continuing to aggressively pursue alternatives to the Internet. According to Robert Knake who worked on the ICANN transfer, 2019 marks “the beginning of the end” for the open Internet, as China, Russia, and other authoritarian nations will continue to “establish a separate root system for their share of the internet.” Mr. Knake notes that adversarial nations can “simply replicate the root zone file from the ICANN controlled root, providing the exact name resolution as the domain name system that ICANN manages.”

Russia has particularly escalated efforts to develop alternatives to the free and open Internet.

- **Creating a new, alternative “BRICS Internet.”** In November 2017, one year after the full U.S.-ICANN transition, Kremlin press secretary Dmitry Peskov told state-sponsored propaganda news outlet RT that President Putin “had approved a plan” to create an “alternate” and “independent Internet” for BRICS nations – Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa – by August 1, 2018 to “shield them from ‘possible external influence,’” particularly U.S. influence. If a separate and independent “BRICS Internet” is successfully developed, it would pose an existential threat to the free and open Internet, as the U.S. and allies may be cut off from over half of the world’s Internet users.

- **Blocking Russians’ Access to the current Internet.** In May 2019, Russia passed a broad internet censorship law, often referred to as the internet sovereignty law, or the “online Iron Curtain.” The law requires Russian internet service providers (ISPs) to route information traffic through state-sponsored exchange points, effectively creating its own DNS. It also authorizes the Kremlin to disconnect Russia from the world wide web “in an emergency.”
  - Russia’s internet sovereignty law builds off of previous internet censorship efforts, such as a March 2019 law authorizing Russia to impose fines on actors deemed by the government to be spreading “fake news” and demonstrating “blatant disrespect” toward state authorities.

- **Disconnecting from the Internet and testing a Russian alternative.** On December 29, 2019, Russia claimed it successfully disconnected from the global Internet and tested its own alternative “without ordinary users…noticing [the change].” Post-U.S. oversight attempts by ICANN to assuage Chinese Communist Party concerns have also yielded little results. China, ranked by Freedom House in 2018 as the “worst offender of internet freedom” for the fourth year in a row, has progressively implemented the world’s largest series of policies to enforce domestic seizure of Internet information flow, referred to as the “Great Firewall.” According to Mr. Knake, ICANN’s efforts to establish “more instances of root servers [within China],” for example, has “done little to slow Chinese ambitions to break from the global internet. The reason is simple – a global internet that is open and free is not compatible with a Chinese state that views openness and freedom as a threat to its stability.”

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Although the United States has no current statutory authority over the Internet’s DNS, Congress may consider options to conduct oversight of ICANN’s governance of DNS that may have economic or national security implications.

Domestically, Congress must reject legislation and regulations which mirror those taken by authoritarian nations around the globe seeking to stifle individual speech and freedom of the press. For example, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) released a proposal to impose civil and criminal penalties on actors who “knowingly disseminat[e] false information about when and how to vote in U.S. elections” for the “explicit purpose of undermining” voter turnout. The proposal directly marks government exercising control over private U.S. social media organizations over political disagreement about policing information disseminated by users on their platforms.
Congress must consider the similarities between Sen. Warren’s proposal and the Russian law passed in March 2019, which imposes punitive damages to punish what the government decrees to be considered “fake news.” Other laws which curb online freedoms, such as banning popular encrypted devices, should similarly be viewed with skepticism.

Furthermore, the U.S. should aggressively seek to expand international access to U.S. goods and services. A globally competitive United States creates consumer pressure on authoritarian regimes for access to information, services, and products that reflect America’s values. This effort requires proactive trade policy measures such as:

- Streamlining regulations to empower private sector innovations in cybersecurity and encouraging technological dissemination across domestic and allied industries; and
- Accommodating domestic and allied industries seeking to move supply chains away from China and build them domestically or in allied countries.
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The United States faces the most diverse range of serious threats than at any point in our history. Every domain of warfare poses new challenges to America’s military competitive advantage. Protecting the country from these threats is the first duty of the government, and each requires the United States to maintain the most lethal, agile, and robust military in the world.

BACKGROUND

Adversarial nations like Russia and China continue to intimidate their neighbors and rewrite international norms to America’s detriment. Iran and North Korea continue efforts to exert covert influence and destabilize operations in the Middle East and Asia. ISIS and al Qaeda are under pressure and, though they have lost most of their physical territory, they continue to pose a threat.

In addition to these global threats, America’s defense capabilities face federal policy headwinds as well. Years of inadequate and delayed budgets during President Barack Obama’s tenure combined with increased deployments and operations created a military readiness crisis. During President Obama’s tenure in office (FY2010 to FY2016), Department of Defense spending adjusted for inflation declined by 23 percent. According to Mackenzie Eaglen of the Marilyn Ware Center for Security Studies at the American Enterprise Institute, lack of military readiness due to funding constrictions explains the many years military training fatalities outpaced deaths in combat. Despite efforts from Republicans in Congress, defense spending as a percent of gross domestic product remains at historic lows.

DOD Outlays as a Percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) FY1953-FY2025

Source: DoD spending as a percent of GDP compares DoD outlay, both discretionary and mandatory, from the National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 2020 (Table 1-7) and projected GDP from OMB’s Economic Assumptions for the FY 2021 Budget.
Peace Through Strength

As President Ronald Reagan stated in March 1983, “We maintain our strength in order to deter and defend against aggression—to preserve freedom and peace.”7 In that spirit, former President Donald Trump released the National Defense Strategy in 2018 prioritizing competition with other global powers to address threats from Russia and China.8 To restore military readiness and maintain our competitive edge, senior commanders have testified that the Pentagon budget must grow by 3 to 5 percent above inflation through 2025.9

With the support of Congressional Republicans, the Trump administration worked to restore readiness and began making key investments in the 21st century capabilities—like hypersonics, 5G, Artificial Intelligence, missile defense, and a modernized nuclear deterrent—America will need to maintain its competitive edge.

Russia and China are aggressively modernizing their militaries. Russia planned to spend $28 billion in 2020 to modernize its nuclear triad in addition to investing in six new strategic weapons systems. China is on track to build a 420-ship navy by 2035 that will be the world’s largest.10 According to former acting Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan, “Accounting for purchasing power and the significant portion of our military budget going to pay and benefits, today, China’s defense spending approaches that of the United States.”11

American Troops Deserve the Best

Former Congressman Mac Thornberry (R-TX), who was ranking member of the House Armed Services Committee, has said, “It is morally wrong to send men and women out on missions, even routine patrols, without the best equipment, the best training, the best support that our country can provide.”12 According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), America’s military has begun thirteen of the past eighteen years under a continuing resolution (CR). Since 2010, our troops have had to contend with wasteful and inefficient stopgap funding for 39 months.13 The Navy has calculated that they wasted $4 billion between 2011 and 2017 as a result of the CRs.14 This, together with successive years of addressing global threats with inadequate budgets, contributes to a fatal readiness crisis in America’s military.

The Military Times found that while total aviation accidents fell for the first time since 2013’s budget cuts, military aviation deaths hit a six-year high in 2018.15 While Congress may have arrested the readiness crisis, it “cannot undo decades of degradation in just a few years.”16

A Strong Economy Depends on a Strong Military17

American economic prosperity and our national security are critically linked. A strong, vibrant economy is critical to produce the revenues necessary to fund our military. Economic growth and innovation ensure that our military technology stays ahead of authoritarian, directed economies like China’s that can force a whole-of-nation effort against us.

A strong military is also an essential prerequisite to a healthy economy and to our quality of life. Since World War II, the rules-based international order created and maintained by the United States has benefited peoples around the globe and none more so than Americans here at home.

American’s military power also guarantees freedom of navigation in the sea and in the air for the United States and its allies. It also serves to maintain fair, enforceable international rules that give American companies and workers a fair chance to compete.

A deteriorating military adds fuel to China’s narrative that America is a nation in decline so that Asian nations would do better to enlist in China’s alternative economic and military order. If China sets the rules for much of the world’s economy, America will feel the consequences in its pocketbook as well as to its security.
POLICY SOLUTIONS

Provide Sufficient and Timely Funding
To maintain our competitive edge, our military requires sufficient funding to execute the National Defense Strategy. Because of the outsized damage CRs can do to military readiness, Congress must return to regular order appropriations in both the House and the Senate.

Embrace Ongoing Fiscal Reforms
Congress must conduct oversight of Pentagon processes and practices to ensure taxpayer resources are being used effectively and that the Department of Defense (DOD) is agile, maintains its competitive edge, and supports our troops and their families. Since 2014, Republicans have led the way in dozens of reforms including streamlining acquisition statutes and regulations, an updated military retirement system, and improved health care system, a sustainable commissary benefit, an overhaul of the UCMJ, and a major shakeup of the Pentagon’s bureaucracy and business processes.

Audit the Department of Defense
The Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990 requires annual financial audits of federal agencies' financial statements. This is a law the DOD has struggled to comply with until recently. Republicans held the DOD accountable, and the DOD completed its first-ever agency-wide financial audit in FY2018. It completed a FY2019 audit in January 2020. While the DOD received an agency-wide disclaimer of opinion, DOD is on track to receive a clean audit opinion in the next 10 years. Congress should use the audits as the foundation to drive additional reforms across the DOD.
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Ensuring a safe, effective, and reliable nuclear deterrent is the military’s top priority and the cornerstone of America’s national security. However, Russia and China are making significant investments in developing and deploying new nuclear weapons, even as America’s nuclear arsenal ages.¹

BACKGROUND

America’s land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), submarine-launched ballistic missiles, and bombers form America’s nuclear deterrent also known as the “Nuclear Triad.”² The Nuclear Triad ensures America’s ability to deliver a “decisive response, anywhere, anytime” in the event of a catastrophic first strike by an adversary.³

The United States built most of these weapon systems in the 1980s. As such, many have been extended well beyond their service lives. Even with extensions, these systems will reach the end of their service lives between 2025 to 2035. This leaves little time to get modern replacement systems online, and no margin for error. The United States must make significant investments over the next 20 years to modernize the deterrent, but at no point is the cost expected to be greater than 7 percent of the DOD budget.⁴ As Ash Carter, President Obama’s Secretary of Defense said, “It's not an enormous part of our budget, but it is a critical part of our budget.”⁵ Former Secretary Mattis put it more succinctly, “America can afford survival.”⁶

China and Russia

China and Russia are rapidly modernizing their own nuclear arsenals. China is investing in long-range bombers that could make it one of three countries in the world with a nuclear triad. China is also building out a robust arsenal of missiles designed to deny the United States and our allies access in the Indo-Pacific. Russia spent more than 10 percent of its military budget on nuclear modernization every year since 2011.⁷ In 2018, President Vladimir Putin announced six new strategic weapons systems. Five of them are nuclear capable.⁸

Low-Yield Weapons

The U.S. recently deployed new low-yield nuclear weapons to reinforce America’s nuclear deterrent. Opponents of these weapons, including many House Democrats, argue that they are destabilizing and increase the potential for nuclear war.⁹ In reality, they are a deterrent to Russia’s dangerous “escalate to de- escalate” theory that calls for the use of Russian low-yield weapons in a limited attack, betting that the United States would not respond disproportionately with one of our high-yield weapons. These new low-yield weapons deter the threat of limited first use because the United States would be able to respond proportionally.¹⁰ President Obama’s Defense Science Board recommended deploying new low-yield weapons because, according to Dr. Mark Schneider, “it plugs a major hole in our current deterrent capability at virtually no cost.”¹¹

Missile Defense

Republicans have championed strong missile defenses to protect the American homeland as well as to protect our partners and allies. While rogue nations like North Korea and Iran develop missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons to the United States, robust layered missile defense capabilities are critical to our national security. For
regional missile threats in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East, the United States has pursued capabilities that will protect our deployed troops, partners, and allies from near peer and rogue nations alike. The U.S. continues to work with Israel in the cooperative development of missile defense capabilities which are essential to their safety and security. In addition, a robust missile defense research and development effort must address emerging threats from hypersonic weapons, cruise missiles, and other novel systems under development. Missile defense is a critical part of America’s deterrence calculus.

**Withdrawing From The INF Treaty**
The United States completed withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in August of 2019. The INF Treaty was established in 1987 and led to the elimination of U.S. and Soviet ground-launched cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,500 kilometers.\(^{12}\) Beginning in 2008, the Obama Administration raised concerns that Russia was testing missiles that could fly to ranges banned by the treaty. By 2014, the Obama Administration concluded that Russia had violated the treaty, “the most serious allegation of an arms control treaty violation that the Obama administration…leveled against Russia.”\(^{13}\) Congress took action repeatedly to hold Russia accountable, but Russia refused to return to compliance.\(^{14}\)

While Russia was testing banned missiles, China was developing their own arsenal of missiles unconstrained by the INF treaty. According to the US-China Commission, “Over the last two decades Beijing has built up a formidable missile arsenal outside the limits of the [INF Treaty].”\(^{15}\) Prior to INF Treaty withdrawal, the United States had no comparable capability due to INF restrictions, which put “the United States at a disadvantage and place[d] our forces at risk because China is not a signatory.”\(^{16}\)

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**
Congress must authorize sufficient funding to create effective deterrents to a catastrophic attack. In the 1960s, DOD spent approximately 17.1 percent of its budget on the Nuclear Triad. In 1984, during the peak of the last modernization effort, DOD spent 10.6 percent of its budget on the project. Former President Trump’s fiscal year (FY) 2021 Budget Proposal called for $28.9 billion, or 3.9 percent of the total national defense budget request, on nuclear modernization. His proposal would spend 7 percent of the DOD budget at its peak. President Biden’s FY 2022 Budget Proposal calls for $27.7 billion for nuclear modernization.\(^{17}\)
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Currently, federal regulations are estimated to cost American businesses and consumers over $1.9 trillion annually. The Obama Administration alone issued over $890 billion in new regulatory costs. The Trump Administration took action to reduce this burden by eliminating $198.6 billion in regulatory costs, which average $1,546 for every American household, and waiving restrictive regulations during the COVID-19 pandemic. Unfortunately, on his first day in office, President Biden abandoned the path to reducing red tape and cemented a return to increased burdensome government regulations, despite the many harmful consequences on Americans.

- **Revoking the deregulatory and transparency efforts of the Trump Administration.**
  > President Biden’s Executive Order 13992 revoked numerous executive orders from the Trump Administration, such as: the order reducing regulation and regulatory costs, also known as the one-in, two-out rule; the order improving the transparency of agency guidance, which provides clarifying information for these regulations; and the order enforcing those reforms. The regulatory cost caps put in place by the Trump Administration largely served to limit the overall burden of regulations, since this burden is estimated to slow economic growth by 0.8 percent per year, amounting to over a trillion dollars of lost output in the last decade. For example, this slowing of economic growth between 1980 and 2012 amounts to a loss of $13,000 for every American. The most partisan revocation is likely on the order improving transparency of agency guidance, which was previously supported on a bipartisan basis. Agency guidance, not just regulations, affect Americans in their everyday lives, such as the Biden Administration order requiring individuals to wear masks on all public transportation.

- **Incentivizing agencies to inflate benefits of regulations to promote political interests.**
  > The Biden “Modernizing Regulatory Review” memorandum reaffirms Executive Order 12866 from the Clinton Administration, which watered down the Reagan Administration cost-benefit analysis standard of benefits needing to “exceed” costs, to simply having the benefits “justify” the costs. The memorandum states the review process should fully account for and maximize regulatory benefits that are difficult or impossible to quantify. Therefore, this encourages benefits to be inflated while neglecting to assess costs in the same manner, giving even more power to the regulatory state. Additionally, the memorandum explicitly states that these changes should serve to “affirmatively promote regulations” that advance the Biden Administration’s vaguely articulated political goals, such as social welfare, racial justice, human dignity, and equity.

- **Congress should reclaim its lawmaking power from federal agencies.**
  > Over the years, Congress has continued to delegate its lawmaking authority under Article One of the Constitution to federal agencies. The legislative branch should fully restore its lawmaking authority, while the executive branch performs its proper role of enforcing these laws. Congress should also support additional oversight and transparency of existing regulations by requiring retrospective review of regulations to determine if there is evidence that the benefits of the regulation continue to outweigh its costs and that it accomplishes Congress’s intended effect.
Numerous harmful regulations were waived under the Trump Administration during the COVID-19 crisis, such as allowing doctors to provide telehealth services to Medicare patients to provide flexibility to healthcare providers. COVID-19 Emergency Declaration Blanket Waivers for Health Care Providers. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. February 19, 2021. https://www.cms.gov/files/document/summary-covid-19-emergency-declaration-waivers.pdf


"We’re drowning."1 "I’m broke. I’m eating from the food pantry."2 "We are having everything cut out from beneath us."3 While one may guess these are quotes from tenants struggling to pay their rent, these are actually quotes from small landlords who had to shoulder the burden of missed rental payments since the eviction moratorium was established in 2020 at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In response to the strain the pandemic put on renters and landlords, Congress appropriated more than $46 billion in aid through the Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) programs, but only a small percentage of this aid has been disbursed.4 Despite obvious problems with the disbursement of ERA funds, numerous Democrats advocated for extending the moratorium again, even after the Supreme Court struck down the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) order halting evictions on August 3, 2021.5 Rather than exacerbating the burden on small landlords, Congress should address the mismanaged ERA programs, as Republicans have advocated for months, to distribute the previously-approved aid to those most in need.6

- **The eviction moratorium kept renters in homes while punishing millions of small landlords**
  - The CDC order halting rent payments did not erase the financial problems of the renters. Instead, it shifted the financial burden of months of missed rental payments to the landlords, who may then be unable to pay their mortgage, property taxes, or other expenses.
  - Despite public perception, nearly 20 million of America’s 48 million rental units are owned and managed by individuals rather than larger property owners, and more than half of back rent is owed to smaller landlords.7
  - As of early September 2021, about 8.2 million households are behind on rent, amounting to over $14 billion.8

- **The moratorium had numerous harmful ripple effects that hurt tenants.**
  - While the order temporarily prevented evictions, it was not a rent exemption. Renters will have to pay landlords back for any missed payments in addition to any fees, penalties, or interest that have accumulated due to these missed payments.
  - Many landlords have cited that without rental payments, they are unable to keep the rental properties in good or even safe condition for tenants, leaving them in a state of disrepair.9
  - Due to missed rental payments, landlords may raise rent on other tenants to recoup losses or fire employees who work at the rental properties if they lack the funds to pay them.10
  - Some landlords resorted to keeping properties vacant out of fear of a tenant not paying and being unable to cover expenses, which could lead to housing shortages.11

- **Little recourse has been given to landlords.**
  - The CDC order simply required tenants to attest that they cannot make rental payments without proof, allowing for tenants to miss rental payments even if they are able to pay them.12
  - While the ERA programs are intended to provide aid to renters and landlords, tenants with overdue rent must be willing to apply for funds or co-sign a landlord’s application, which landlords cite numerous tenants have refused to do while the eviction moratorium was still in place.13
Further, since the ERA program requires landlords in some states who accept even partial funds to not evict for a certain period of time, many landlords are forgoing accepting the aid, arguing that it prevents them from potentially removing problematic tenants.  

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Rather than continuing to compound the pain on America’s renters and landlords, Congress should improve the existing ERA programs by ensuring the aid already allocated for renters is disbursed in a more efficient manner without exposing it to waste, fraud, and abuse. Further, funds should be targeted to paying off overdue rent owed to landlords, rather than forward looking rental assistance or other uses. Enacting H.R. 3913, the Renter Protection Act of 2021, would help accomplish these objectives.

Publ. September 30, 2021
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THE DANGER OF MANDATING ESG DISCLOSURES

On May 20, 2021, President Biden signed an Executive Order titled “Climate-Related Financial Risk,” that creates a framework for a whole-of-government approach to incorporate environmental “risks” into financial regulation and supervision.¹ On the 2020 Presidential campaign trail, President Biden supported requiring public companies to disclose details related to not just environmental, but also social and governance (ESG) “risks” to their operations and supply chains.² These ESG “risks” include a broad range of nonfinancial factors, such as carbon emissions and diversity quotas, that some believe companies should address when disclosing a company’s financial performance to investors and regulators.

Prior to the signing of the Executive Order, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) had already made this initiative a top priority by creating a Climate and ESG Task Force, inviting public comment on climate change disclosures, and launching a new page on its website focused on the latest information on ESG investing, among other steps.³ When SEC Commissioner Hester Peirce compared ESG assessments developed by private boards to The Scarlet Letter, she noted that they are being used as a weapon to publicly shame certain businesses.⁴ This shaming often targets businesses not politically favored by Democrats and has led to billion dollar lawsuits, lack of access to capital, and the booting of board directors.⁵ This all has the effect of fewer companies choosing to go public, leading to fewer investment opportunities for everyday Americans.

- **Democrats want to reshape the mission of the SEC to impose their political agendas.**
  - The SEC’s mission is to protect investors; maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets; and facilitate capital formation. Democrats are reshaping the SEC’s mission by exploiting securities laws to advance their liberal social agenda by imposing burdensome regulations.⁶
  - While Commissioner Allison Herren Lee has argued disclosures on climate risks should be mandated by the SEC, issues related to environmental quality are under the jurisdiction of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and beyond the SEC’s statutory authority. Federal securities laws are relatively narrow in scope, and Commissioner Elad Roisman has admitted that, “if I were to use the securities laws to pursue my own environmental and social vision for the world, I would be subordinating the SEC’s mission to my personally held objectives.”⁷

---
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• **Establishing universal ESG metrics would be complex and invite bias.**
  - In recent years, most companies have voluntarily chosen to provide information to their shareholders on non-financial, ESG topics, without being required to do so by government mandate. For example, 90% of S&P 500 companies voluntarily published sustainability reports in 2019.\(^8\)
  - As SEC Commissioners and other experts have noted, matters that fall under the category of an ESG risk are often subjective and evolving.\(^9\) This is reflected in the seven different ESG standard-setting organizations that create voluntary reporting frameworks, each containing different disclosure topics.\(^10\)
  - Depending on the approach chosen, the metric could favor certain companies over others based on subjective, moral judgements rather than financially material information that is currently required. For example, Tesla could be one of the highest or lowest ESG-rated automakers, depending on if the standard focuses on its environmental rating or its workers’ rights rating.\(^11\)
  - Certain disclosure requirements may be deemed relevant for some companies and not others depending on the nature of the business, but mandated disclosures creating a one-size-fits-all approach would create enormous and inequitable compliance burdens for companies.

• **Wall Street is fueling and profiting off the ESG movement.**
  - While investors are exhibiting increased demand for ESG funds, the movement is increasingly being fueled by Wall Street, where fund managers and consultants are looking to line their own pockets whether it is in the best interests of investors or not.
  - The profit is driven by larger fees charged by fund managers for ESG funds compared to the other broader funds. For example, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) solely focused on ESG investments have 43% higher fees than passive index ETFs, although they are not more expensive to run.\(^12\) The fee difference could amount to over $1 million for a firm managing a $2 billion ESG fund.
  - The interests of Wall Street are also reflected in the increased lobbying efforts in favor of ESG issues by investment managers, such as BlackRock, which put $68 billion into ESG products last year.\(^13\)
  - Fueled by pecuniary interests, unions, public pension funds, and activist investors are coordinating to change companies’ behavior toward political issues and reshape capitalism in America as we know it.

Congress must conduct oversight of the Administration and SEC’s actions to ensure Democrats in Washington are not pushing their social agenda through an inappropriate vehicle such as securities laws. Instead of broad government mandates, companies should have the freedom to utilize voluntary metrics best-suited for their specific business and the interests of their shareholders.
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Democrats often advocate for sweeping government overhauls to housing, education, border security, and other matters that they would not personally choose to impose on their own families.

President Biden’s $2.3 trillion infrastructure proposal would authorize the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to establish a program to award grants and tax credits to local governments that eliminate exclusionary zoning laws, which limit areas to certain types of land uses such as single-family homes.¹

Under the proposal, local governments are enticed by HUD to allow apartment buildings in neighborhoods which are currently restricted to single-family homes.

The Fair Housing Act protects an individual’s right to buy and rent housing where they please, regardless of race or ethnicity.² Passing President Biden’s proposed reform acts in contrast to the law by allowing Washington bureaucrats to dictate where and how people live.

Affluent communities with the tightest zoning laws have little need for federal assistance and are, therefore, unlikely to participate in such government social engineering initiatives, undermining the stated goal of such programs.³ President Biden, for example, reportedly lives in an exclusive, four-acre lakefront home where there is “no public housing, affordable housing, or rentals that accept housing vouchers.”⁴

This proposal follows Biden’s 2020 campaign pledge to reinstate an Obama-era rule called Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH). Under AFFH, Washington bureaucrats could override local single-family zoning regulations across the U.S., forcing suburbs to allow apartment buildings and other large developments.⁵,⁶

It is critical that American families of every race, creed, and background maintain the option to live wherever they choose. This is even more apparent as families flee America’s Democrat-run cities that have descended into repeated riots, violence,⁷ lawlessness,⁸ and chronic homelessness.⁹
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Accumulation of federal regulations over the past 30 years is estimated to cost the United States economy trillions of dollars annually, diverting resources from the financial industry and other regulated entities.\textsuperscript{1} The Federal Government must adopt open data and regulatory technology (RegTech) solutions to harmonize onerous requirements and reduce compliance costs.

**BACKGROUND**

Federal regulations have accumulated over many decades, leading to “duplicative, obsolete, conflicting, and even contradictory rules.”\textsuperscript{2} Less than one percent of federal rules receive a regulatory cost-benefit analysis\textsuperscript{3,4}, which serves as “the primary analytical tool to inform specific regulatory decisions.”\textsuperscript{5} In 2014, the former Director of Regulatory Policy at the American Action Forum stated, “The most significant regulatory burdens do not arise merely because of a single rule. Rather, businesses and individuals must confront the cumulative effects of a variety of regulations issued by different agencies across separate administrations.”\textsuperscript{6}

The 2008 recession demonstrated that fragmentation across the U.S. financial regulatory apparatus threatens the growth, stability, and oversight of the economy.\textsuperscript{7} Consequently, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has issued systemic modernization recommendations on its annual *High-Risk List* report every year since 2009.\textsuperscript{8} Currently, the financial services industry consists of “more than 13,000 banks and credit unions, payment companies, insurance companies, wealth and asset managers and financial market utilities that process transactions, payments and move money across domestic and international markets.”\textsuperscript{9} As Figure 1 shows, U.S. financial institutions must comply with multiple overlapping federal and state regulators.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Modernizing the financial regulatory structure requires reforming federal information management practices through open data policies. Currently, most financial regulators “do not use data standards to organize the information they collect from regulated entities,” and rely on antiquated, paper-based documentation and inconsistent reporting.\textsuperscript{12}

In a 2017 report to the President, the Department of Treasury recommended congressional and executive action to reduce “critical” regulatory overlap and duplication in the financial sector. The Treasury Department’s report
called on financial agencies to adopt a standardized data field known as a Legal Entity Identifier in order to identify the regulated entities that report to them.\textsuperscript{13}

Modernizing the Federal Government’s regulatory structure requires reforming federal information management practices through open data policies. The Data Foundation defines “open data” as “the idea that information should be both electronically-standardized and freely-available.”\textsuperscript{14} Open data generally features three main pillars: 1) Standardize data in open formats; 2) Publish or share the data to ensure it is accessible; and 3) Use – or leverage – the data to inform public and private decision-making.\textsuperscript{15}

In 2013, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) released a memo recognizing open data as “a valuable natural resource and a strategic asset to the U.S. Government, its partners, and the public…[which] strengthens our democracy and promotes efficiency and effectiveness in government, but also has the potential to create economic opportunity and improve citizens’ quality of life.”\textsuperscript{16,17} In 2018, the President’s Management Agenda featured open data under cross-agency priority (CAP) goal #2, “Leveraging Data As a Strategic Asset.”\textsuperscript{18}

The U.S. Congress has continued efforts to modernize federal information management practices by enacting two major open data laws: The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act (DATA) of 2014,\textsuperscript{19} and the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking (or the “Evidence Act”) Act of 2018.\textsuperscript{20}

- The DATA Act, the first national open data law, requires Treasury and OMB to establish government-wide data standards of federal spending data. This data is published in a public database at \textit{USAspending.gov}.
- The Evidence Act required federal agencies to publish and provide public access to government data assets in a machine-readable format to the public. The law also established the role of Chief Data Officers (CDO) across federal agencies to implement and oversee data governance requirements.

In December 2019, OMB issued the “Year-1 Action Plan” of the first government-wide Federal Data Strategy. The Federal Data Strategy seeks to incorporate the goals and requirements of the Evidence Act and the President’s Management Agenda CAP #2.\textsuperscript{21}

Australia’s experience in leveraging open data to reform its regulatory compliance regime may be instructive to the United States. A 2006 report found that, “regulatory compliance [requirements] cost Australian business tens of millions of dollars,” and diverted resources from core business activities.\textsuperscript{22} In response, the Australian government established the Standard Business Reporting (SBR) system to ease regulatory compliance burdens.\textsuperscript{23} SBR is administered on a voluntary basis and is considered by some to be the “gold standard” of regulatory modernization efforts.\textsuperscript{24} Under the SBR system, multiple regulatory agencies operate under a streamlined reporting process with a similar taxonomy. To date, SBR has reduced the number of unique reporting terms across reporting forms “from almost 35,000 to less than 7,000 unique terms,”\textsuperscript{25} saving regulated entities a projected $1 billion (in Australian dollars) in compliance costs from 2016 to 2017.\textsuperscript{26} 97 percent of the $1 billion is estimated as savings to small businesses.\textsuperscript{27,28}

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

To streamline reporting mandates and reduce compliance costs, Congress should consider policies supporting an open data framework like the Australian Standard Business Reporting model.\textsuperscript{29}

Additionally, on September 24, 2019, Congress reintroduced the Financial Transparency Act with bipartisan lead sponsors.\textsuperscript{30} If passed, the bill would likely become the first domestic U.S. RegTech law.\textsuperscript{31,32} The Financial Transparency Act would, in part, encourage the modernization of financial regulatory filings in a similar manner to the DATA Act for federal spending data. The measure requires eight financial regulatory agencies to establish uniform data standards for regulatory reporting and to post the information online in a publicly accessible format.\textsuperscript{33}
In a 2018 hearing before the House Oversight & Government Reform Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Affairs, the President of the United States, speaking through the Department of Treasury, argued for 

**United States Department of the Treasury, A Financial System That Creates Economic Opportunities for Banks and Credit Unions (June 2017).**

In a 2018 hearing before the House Oversight & Government Reform Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Affairs, the President of BITS (the technology policy division of the Bank Policy Institute) testified that the financial services industry is “heavily regulated,” with “nine independent Federal regulators, three self-regulatory organizations, and 50 State banking, securities, and insurance agencies,”
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The eight federal agencies are the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), CFTC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Federal Reserve, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Federal Housing Finance Agency, and the National Credit Union Administration.
As inflation continues to exceed economists’ expectations month after month, Larry Summers’ prediction that President Biden’s stimulus could “set off inflationary pressures of a kind we have not seen in a generation” is being realized.\(^1\) Inflation is known as “the cruelest tax,” as former Chair of the Federal Reserve Paul Volcker previously noted, since it hurts those on fixed incomes, such as the poor and elderly, the hardest.\(^2\) After Democrats have already approved a record amount of spending this year, the last thing Congress should be doing is spending trillions more.

- **Americans are feeling the pain of inflation across more goods and services.**
  - Despite officials attempting to assuage concerns for months, a survey conducted in October found 88% of Americans were worried about inflation.\(^3\)
  - Further, another survey conducted in November had 56% of respondents saying inflation was causing them financial strain with an additional 32% saying it will become a problem if costs keep going up.\(^4\)
  - Inflation stems from an increase in the general price level across a large basket goods and services over time, rather than a rise in prices of just a few items or a temporary change.\(^5\)
  - While prices were rising for only a few items earlier this year, such as the price of gas and used cars, the increase in prices is now being reflected across nearly everything Americans buy, particularly as the rise in energy costs ripples through the economy.\(^6\)
  - As inflation continued to spread across the economy in October, prices climbed higher for things such as gas, which was up a whopping 58%, and used cars, up over 31%, compared to the year before.\(^7\)

- **As price increases persist, inflation should no longer be called “transitory.”**
  - While arguments that inflation was just “transitory” may have been reasonable earlier this year when larger-than-normal price increases had only lasted a few months, that argument no longer holds weight.
  - The consumer price index (CPI) has now been rising at a rate above 2% year-over-year since March, hitting a 39-year high of 6.8% in November.\(^8\)
  - The personal consumption expenditures price index (PCE), the Federal Reserve’s preferred measure of inflation, also hit its highest level in 30 years in October at 5% year-over-year.\(^9\)
  - After 6 months of CPI running above 5% compared to the year before, Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell conceded he would retire his use of the term “transitory” in describing inflation.\(^10\)

After months of climbing prices, Democrats must recognize that their reckless energy policies of shutting down the Keystone XL pipeline and stopping new oil and natural gas leases on federal lands in conjunction with
oversized federal spending bills that pay Americans to not work will only worsen inflation and supply chain woes. Americans cannot afford for Democrats to throw more fuel on the fire by exacerbating price increases with their reckless tax and spending spree and more Green New Deal policies.
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When a politician in Washington claims something is “paid for,” it is wise to be wary. By engaging in practices that purposefully mislead the public, it is no wonder Congress’ approval rating was at 21 percent in October. President Biden claims the Build Back Better plan is fully paid for and will even reduce the deficit, but in reality, it is full of budget gimmicks. See more below on how these budget gimmicks are concealing the real cost of the Democrats’ plan.

Only Partially Funding New Programs

- Congress often doesn’t fully fund new, permanent federal programs for 10 years, although bills are scored in a 10-year window. This creates a fiscal cliff where the total cost of the programs appears smaller but pressures Congress to come back years after the program was created to shore up funding.
- The Build Back Better framework creates a new long-term federal program funding preschool for all 3- and 4-year-olds but only funds the program for six years.
- The framework also creates a new long-term federal program subsidizing childcare. This program, like the universal preschool program, only includes funding for 6 years.

Making Tax Credits Temporary

- Similarly, by making a tax credit temporary, the total cost seems smaller than extending a tax credit for 10 years. This will create pressure on Congress to extend the credit in the future when it expires.
- The Build Back Better framework expands the child tax credit without work requirements for only one year, which the Tax Foundation estimates would cost $1.6 trillion if the expansion were extended for 10 years.
- The framework also extends the expanded earned income tax credit for one year, while a 10-year expansion is estimated by the Joint Committee on Taxation to cost more than $135 billion.
- The Affordable Care Act premium tax credits will only be extended for four years under the framework, making the cost total over $300 billion if extended over 10 years.

Considering the budget gimmicks employed in the Build Back Better Framework, it would be foolish to say that it would reduce the deficit. The framework only truly funds new programs for a couple years, but Congress will be expected to fund it in perpetuity, which will certainly increase the deficit. Just as budget gimmicks were used to hide the true costs and inflate the benefits of the Affordable Care Act, among numerous other pieces of legislation, Americans should heed the saying “fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me.”

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Budget gimmicks erode public trust, and rather than continuing to mislead the American people, Congress should stop the deceitful practices. Further, reforms to the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) scoring should be considered to allow for more transparency of a bill’s true cost. For example, CBO should treat all temporary provisions consistently, since Section 257 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985...
allows new spending programs over $50 million to be treated as permanent in the baseline, which makes an extension of the increased spending level appear costless. Other reforms, such as H.R. 638, the Cost Estimates Improvement Act, would require CBO to include the effects of servicing the debt in cost estimates, allowing for a better understanding of the true cost of a bill.
Democrats’ socialist $4.3 trillion reconciliation bill\(^1\) will harm the economy for generations to come.

- **President Biden’s budget proposal estimates U.S. GDP growth will drop to 1.8% annually by 2024\(^2\) without accounting for the economyshrinking effects of the Democrats’ tax-and-spend spree.**
  - A Penn Wharton Budget Model projects the $4.3 trillion bill will shrink GDP by 4%, while expanding the debt by 8.9%.
  - If spending continues beyond the 10-year window, the GDP will shrink by 4.8% while the debt will expand by 16.4%.\(^3\)

- **Americans will pay for Democrats’ plan with both higher taxes and the “hidden tax” of inflation.**
  - The Joint Committee on Taxation projects Democrats’ tax hikes will hit middle-income Americans after just a few years, despite President Biden’s promises.\(^4\)
  - The Tax Foundation estimates the tax proposals alone will reduce long-run GDP by 0.98%, eliminate 303,000 jobs, and reduce the after-tax incomes of 80% of taxpayers.\(^5\)
  - Inflation is already at 5.3% and will continue to spiral due to increased spending.\(^6\) It is sure to wreck havoc on elderly and low-income families with fixed incomes who will spend a larger percentage of their income or diligently saved money on costlier goods and services.

- **Democrats’ so-called “environmental justice” policies – such as fining energy suppliers that do not meet certain clean electricity levels, increasing fees for drilling on public lands, and establishing a natural gas tax – will lead to higher energy costs, job losses, and continue to hit the pocketbook of American families.**
  - Punishing domestic energy suppliers compromises national security by boosting the manufacturing and energy development of foreign adversaries such as Russia.
  - Subsidizing solar panels and electric vehicles also boosts foreign adversaries like China, who supplies 80% of the world supply of critical minerals used in these products.\(^7\)
  - Job losses are inevitable as energy sector jobs in oil, gas, and coal are eliminated in favor of green jobs. When some European Union countries attempted similar energy policies, they saw major job losses among energy sector workers who were unable to transition to new jobs. For example, Spain’s wind industry subsidies eliminated 2.2 jobs for every new green energy job.\(^8\)
  - The natural gas tax will affect thousands of everyday items.\(^9\) This includes up to a $242 increase in yearly energy costs per family\(^10\) and astronomical increases to pork, beef, and dairy products.\(^11\)
The reconciliation plan will expand subsidies to the affluent.\textsuperscript{12}

- It provides grants of up to $82,000 to buy new houses to individuals making over $200,000 a year.
- It provides $450 billion in subsidies for parents to send their children to government approved child care centers. The provision caps child care costs at 7% of a family’s income and taxpayers will pay the rest. For example, based on child care costs in D.C., a family with two children and an income of $140,000 – 1.5 times the median income – could receive $33,000 per year in child care subsidies.\textsuperscript{13}
- It provides paid family leave for up to 12 weeks capped at 85% of average wages for any family care. It also provides grants for private companies who already have those programs to cover the cost of paid leave.\textsuperscript{14}
- Expanding child tax credits will allow a family earning $400,000 to receive up to $8,000 a year.
- The electric vehicle tax credit of up to $12,500 will primarily benefit the wealthy, since nearly 80% of the tax credits were claimed by Americans making more than $100,000.\textsuperscript{15}
- The bill also awards grant funds and aid toward taxpayer-funded community college, including to illegal immigrants.\textsuperscript{16}

Taxpayers will be forced to subsidize union membership.

- Under this spending spree, employees who pay full union dues, including funds for political lobbying, are given a $250 above-the-line tax deduction.
- On the other hand, employees in non-right-to-work states who are required to pay union agency fees, which do not include political lobbying, do not receive a deduction.\textsuperscript{17}
- Nearly 90% of American workers are not in a union.\textsuperscript{18}
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INTEREST ON THE DEBT

As of March 15, 2021, the U.S. gross national debt stood at $28 trillion, $4.5 trillion higher than it was the year before and the highest level in our nation’s history.\(^1\) Earlier this year, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) projected the federal government would spend $303 billion just servicing our debt, which we have already surpassed by adding nearly $400 billion in 8 months as the debt continues to grow.\(^2\) To put this in perspective, one day of interest payments could purchase 80 million COVID-19 vaccine doses (assuming $20 per dose) or could cover the purchase cost of Major League Baseball’s Seattle Mariners at $1.6 billion.\(^3\) Even more troubling, if interest rates return to levels we have seen in recent history as we take on more debt, the amount of money we waste on just interest payments could approach $1 trillion annually.

As the federal debt grows, we will be forced to spend more on interest payments than for Social Security benefit payments.\(^4\) While interest rates are currently low by historical standards, the sheer size of our debt has led to record interest payments.\(^5\) As shown below, if the Federal Reserve had to raise its interest rate target to combat rising inflation, the U.S. government could start spending more to service our debt than we do on Medicare, Medicaid, and more.

Interest Payments on the Debt at Current Rates
- Currently, the federal government is paying a rate of less than two percent to service the federal debt.\(^6\) Despite historically low rates, the federal government is projected to spend more in 2021 on net interest payments than on K-12 education, federal law enforcement activities, and veterans benefits and services, just to name a few.\(^7\)
This interest amount is excluding the deficit impact from the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act or any other major supplemental spending packages that Democrats may pass in 2021.

### Interest Payments on the Debt at 3.5% Rate
- If interest rates rose to 3.5 percent, which is the 20-year average, the federal government would spend over $700 billion servicing the debt, more than we are expected to spend on Medicaid or Medicare in 2021.\(^8\)

### Interest Payments on the Debt at 5% Rate
- While interest rates have been low by historical standards, if interest rates rose to 5 percent, where they were as recently as 2007, net interest payments on the debt level held by the public at the end of 2020 would be over $1 trillion, more than the federal government spends annually on everything but Social Security.\(^9\)

Clearly, a small increase in interest rates could quickly lead to debt service crowding out other important national priorities. Congress must take immediate action to address the federal debt as the COVID-19 crisis subsides, rather than continuing to increase the deficit to spend on unrelated political priorities. *(See also the RPC guide titled “Confront the Federal Debt.”)*\(^10\)
Democrats are leveraging their slim congressional majority and White House control to secure permanent political power. Under the guise of “democracy reform,” Democrats’ “legislative” priorities would restructure Congress to suppress party opposition and destroy American democracy as we know it.

Restructuring Congress – the First Step to Single-Party Rule

- Rescinding Minority Procedural Rights – According to Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA), the Democrats’ 117th Congress rule changes “enable[es] the most significant power grab in the history of Congress, leaving our constituents’ voices shut out of the real lawmaking progress” and “disregards rights of the minority at all levels…that will have lasting consequences for our institution.”
  - Limiting the Motion to Recommit (MTR) – Democrats gutted a centuries-old tool dating back from the first Congress to prevent bills from being amended on the floor in a bipartisan manner. This change comes in response to Republicans successfully using the MTR eight times in the last Congress.
  - Voting by Proxy – Despite every Democrat voting in person for Speaker Pelosi, including one with COVID, the rules permit Members to stay home, cast votes on ten other Members’ behalf, and extends remote Committee proceedings. This consolidates Democrat leadership influence by sidelining rank-and-file and minority Members from participating in negotiations.
  - Creating New PAYGO Exemptions – Allows the Chair of the Budget Committee to waive rules requiring bills to pay for themselves if the Chair decides the bill is pandemic-related or designed to combat climate change. This subjective power makes it easier to pass deficit-busting partisan priorities.

- Blocking Reading of Bills – Democrats are denying Americans the opportunity to hear what is in their partisan proposals by declaring bills “considered read.” This is meant to keep citizens in the dark by preventing the clerk from being able to read the bill aloud on the House floor.

- Eliminating the Filibuster – Removes the Senate 60-vote threshold for passing legislation that is being filibustered, eroding the Senate’s role as a deliberative body. In 2020, the Senate Democrat minority used the filibuster 327 times to block legislation. By eliminating this rule, Democrats could ram through a partisan progressive agenda and squash the voice of the minority. Politico reports Democrat leadership has considered a filibuster “carve out” plan to ram through portions of H.R. 1 and other voting reform legislation, for example.

- Reinstating Earmarks – Incentivizes Democrat leadership to buy off support for their partisan agenda across their slim majority, further consolidating their power.

Restructuring the Country – Cementing Democrats’ Absolute Power

- H.R. 1 – This progressive priority wish list represents a Democrat power seizure by nationalizing elections and imposing institutional advantages for Democrat campaigns. As Sen. Cruz (R-TX) stated, H.R. 1 would “[change] elections forever so Democrats never lose.”
Ranking Member Rodney Davis (R-IL) released a list of the “Top Ten Most Egregious Provisions of H.R. 1” that prioritized the interest of politicians over the people in February 2021.11

- Establishing D.C. and Puerto Rico Statehood – Frustrated by the equal representation of rural and smaller states, H.R. 51, the Washington D.C. Admission Act, would secure two Senate seats and a seat in the House of Representatives for Democrats. Democrats may similarly consider statehood for Puerto Rico to ensure permanent Democratic rule. The leftist group Indivisible describes this strategy as a top priority to “Fix the Senate” and “Save Our Democracy.”12 (RPC has released a D.C. statehood policy brief, entitled “D.C. Statehood for Democrat Rule.”)13.

- Ranking Member James Comer (R-KY) states, “D.C. statehood is all about Speaker Pelosi and liberal democrats consolidating their power to enact radical policies nationwide like the Green New Deal, packing the Supreme Court, and eliminating the filibuster.”14

- Executive Order Overreach – With the stroke of a pen, President Biden expanded administrative state power to an historic level, by signing more Executive Orders (EO) in his first two weeks of office than President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his first month.15 These EO’s carry the force of law over matters of climate change, immigration, education, and energy, with no congressional input. These EO’s have already cost thousands of U.S. jobs. (RPC has released two new policy briefs on regulatory overreach, entitled “Biden’s Return to Hyper-Regulation,” and the “Congressional Review Act”).16

- Court Packing – Democrats are considering a radical restructuring of the Supreme Court following the successful confirmation of Justice Barrett. In 2020, Democrats incorporated “structural court reforms” in their party platform.17 The Biden Administration’s proposed Judicial Review Commission represents a blatant political power grab to influence Court rulings and destroy our system of checks and balances.

As Thomas Jefferson stated in his First Inaugural Address in 1801, “bear in mind this sacred principle, that though the will of the majority is in all cases to prevail, that will to be rightful must be reasonable; that the minority possess their equal rights, which equal law must protect and to violate would be oppression.”18 If successful, Democrats’ institutional reforms will entrench their permanent single-party rule and impose the permanent oppression of those who disagree.
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“We all make mistakes, but most of us don’t make mistakes with billions of dollars of other people’s money.”¹ As federal spending and the national debt continue to rise, the amount of federal improper payments grows with it. These payments represent systemic government waste and mismanagement of taxpayer resources.

BACKGROUND

Improper payments are defined as “any payment that should not have been made or that was made in an incorrect amount, including an overpayment or underpayment, under a statutory, contractual, administrative, or other legally applicable requirement.”² According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), “the federal government is unable to determine the full extent to which improper payments occur and reasonably ensure that actions are taken to reduce them.”³ Since 2002, a series of laws have established and expanded requirements for agencies to identify, measure, prevent, and report improper payments within their programs. Despite these requirements, GAO estimates that government-wide improper payments have totaled over $1.5 trillion since 2003.⁴

Due in part to historic spending during the COVID-19 pandemic, federal improper payments rose to a conservatively reported $206 billion in FY2020.⁵ This represents an increase of about $31 billion from a total $175 billion in FY2019, according to figures released by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).⁶

The five highest reported root causes for improper payments in FY2020 include: insufficient documentation (over $105 billion, an increase of more than $31 billion from FY2019); inability to verify eligibility (about $32.5 billion); administrative or process errors made by other parties (about $22 billion);⁷ administrative or process errors made by state or local agencies (about $13 billion); and program design or structural issues (about $14 billion).⁸

Select Transparency and Accountability Concerns:

- GAO has been unable to render an opinion on the Federal Government's consolidated financial statement since 1997, due in part to the government's inability to adequately account for and reconcile its financial activities.⁹

- OMB ceased publishing the total amount of federal improper payments on its website in 2017, focusing only on program-by-program amounts at individual agencies.¹⁰

- According to GAO, “OMB's new guidance [on improper payments to federal agencies] does not specifically direct agencies to include COVID-19 relief funding with associated key risks as part of their improper payment estimate methodologies.”¹¹

- Although the federal government reported $206 billion in improper payments in FY2020, this estimate generally does “not include estimates related to the reported $1.6 trillion in fiscal year 2020 budget
expenditures to fund response and recovery efforts for the COVID-19 pandemic.”

- Nearly 38%, or nine of 24 Chief Financial Officer Act agencies, were noncompliant with the six improper payment criteria required under federal law – with the six criteria requirements shown in the table below – in FY2019. This was an improvement from FY2018, where half of such agencies reported as noncompliant. However, compliance does not necessarily imply accurate reporting.

- A lack of sufficient reporting prevents a full account of government-wide improper payments. Since 2010, agencies with any program reported as noncompliant with any of the six required criteria must submit a plan to Congress to resolve its noncompliance. Agencies who are noncompliant for three or more consecutive years are required to notify Congress and submit a proposal for reauthorization or statutory change to bring that program into compliance.

**Big Errors Across Big Government**

Of the conservatively reported government-wide total of $206 billion in improper payments in FY2020, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) alone reported over $134 billion, or about two-thirds (65%), of that reported total. HHS recently released FY2021 figures at the time of this guide, with a reported $153.86 billion in improper payments. HHS’s noncompliance with the six improper payment criteria required under federal law for FY2020 is shown below.

**HHS’s Noncompliance Reporting Table [with the Six Required Criteria] for Programs That Are Susceptible to Significant Improper Payments, FY2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Published an Agency Financial Report (AFR) or Performance Accountability Report (PAR)</th>
<th>Conducted a Risk Assessment</th>
<th>Published an Improper Payment Estimate for CY</th>
<th>Published a Corrective Action Plan</th>
<th>Published Reduction Targets in CY AFR and Met Reduction Targets set in PY AFR</th>
<th>Reported an Improper Payment Rate of &lt; 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medicare Advantage (Part C) (a)</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Partially Compliant</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medicaid</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Partially Compliant20</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHIP</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Partially Compliant21</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advance Premium Tax Credit (APTC)</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foster Care</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Partially Compliant</td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CDC Disaster Relief</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office of Head Start (OHS) Disaster Relief</strong></td>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
<td>Noncompliant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HHS Inspector General. In FY2021, HHS did not report improper payment rates for two high-risk programs, TANF and Foster Care. HHS “believes it does not have the authority under the Social Security Act to compel states to report [TANF] error rates,” and did not report Foster Care after pausing on-site eligibility reviews due to COVID-19.
Select federal programs reporting high improper payment rates include:

- **Medicare.** Medicare (Fee-for-Service, Part C, and Part D) reported an estimated $43 billion in improper payments in FY2020. Although this represented a slight decline from $46 billion in FY2019, HHS recently reported a substantial FY2021 increase to about $50 billion in improper payments. Moreover, GAO reports “improper payment rates do not yet take into account the potential for improper payments that may result from inappropriate use of flexibilities given to providers and patients during the COVID-19 public health emergency. These flexibilities included…the use of program waivers for telehealth services and waivers of a number of provider enrollment requirements, such as certain background checks.”

- **Medicaid.** Although some federal programs reduced their improper payment rates in FY2020, other programs – such as Medicaid, which covers an estimated 77 million low-income Americans – rose, driving the higher rate of the federal government’s total erroneous payments. Medicaid improper payments rose from $57 billion to $86.49 billion in FY2020, an increase of nearly $30 billion from FY2019. This stark increase accounts for 21%, or one out of every five Medicaid payments. Recently, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Service (CMS) reported a staggering $98.72 billion in Medicaid improper payments in FY2021, again representing 21.69%, or one of five Medicaid expenditures. Medicaid’s significant increase can be largely attributed to the CMS reintegrating its Payment Error Rate Management (PERM) rotational eligibility reviews on states, which it had ceased to perform following rule changes from the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion, and therefore did not report improper payment rates. According to CMS, the primary root causes of Medicaid’s improper payments are insufficient documentation and eligibility errors.

- **Unemployment Insurance (UI):** In 2021, the Department of Labor (DOL) Inspector General (OIG) reported to Congress an estimated $87 billion in improper payments, representing 10% or more of UI expenses, with a “significant portion attributable to fraud.” Further, DOL permitted state workforce agencies to suspend their improper payment sampling efforts for the final quarter of the [UI] program year to reduce the burden on program resources responsible for processing” benefit claims and implementing new COVID-19 related programs. Three new CARES Act programs that provided federally funded unemployment benefits – the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance, the Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation, and the Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation programs – were “excluded from the UI program improper payment information as they were not in existence for more than 12 months as of the reporting period. These three programs comprised approximately $195 billion, or 69 percent of the total $281.8 billion unemployment expenses” for 2020, as the chart demonstrates. “As such, DOL’s improper payment information is reflective of only $22.6 billion, or 8 percent, of total unemployment expenses reported by DOL.” Therefore, although “DOL’s [total] reported UI improper payment rate of 9.17 percent is compliant with” federal law, it is likely actually “higher than 10 percent,” which would be noncompliant.

- **Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC).** The EITC, which regularly reports one of the highest rates of improper payments every year, reported $16 billion in improper payments in FY2020. This accounts for 23.5%, or nearly one-quarter, of every EITC payment. Inability to verify eligibility was the leading root cause, accounting for 94% of EITC improper payments. The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration’s (TIGTA) audit also reports that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) does not verify “the majority of EITC claims by taxpayers whose previous EITC was denied.” Furthermore, the IRS has requested relief from
mandated reporting of erroneous refundable tax credits on the basis that they should not be considered “payments.”  

IRS Noncompliance with IP Reporting Requirements for the EITC, ACTC, and AOTC Programs for FY 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improper Payment Requirement</th>
<th>Source of Requirement</th>
<th>Provided by the IRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report an improper payment rate of less than 10 percent.</td>
<td>PIIA</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TIGTA review

**Small Business Administration (SBA) COVID-19 Relief Funds (CRF).** On November 31, 2021, the SBA OIG reported “serious concerns” over $3.7 billion in improper payments through the COVID-19 Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) program. The OIG largely attributed the errors to SBA’s failure to conduct pre-award recipient eligibility through the Do Not Pay System, as required by federal law. The Do Not Pay System is the federal government’s centralized source to assist agencies with pre-and post-award eligibility by pulling certain records from various federal databases.

- According to GAO, SBA has impeded efforts to evaluate the EIDL and the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) by failing to provide timely data and documentation “of its plans for testing, including estimates of improper payments and error rates” since June 2020, despite telling GAO such testing was planned. The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 "requires SBA to respond" to GAO requests “within 15 days (or such later date as the Comptroller General may provide) or report to Congress on the reasons for the delay.”

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Congress must utilize its legislative and oversight authorities to safeguard the integrity of taxpayer resources. At a minimum, Congress must review root causes to determine appropriate actions to reduce improper payments. Actions Congress may consider include, but are not limited to:

- Reduce payments to ineligible deceased recipients. Amending the Social Security Act would enable the Social Security Administration to share relevant death data to appropriate federal agencies and other administering entities;

- Facilitate government-wide data standardization by establishing a common taxonomy and information sharing by reforming the Computer Matching Act, the Do Not Pay System, and the National Directory of New Hires;

- Review statutory limitations to data sharing between federal, state, and local agencies; and

- Explore enforcement mechanism options to compel agency compliance with improper payment requirements under federal law.

In March 2020, President Trump signed the Payment Integrity Information Act into law. The law consolidated the various existing improper payment laws within the U.S. Code. It also created a working group consisting of federal agencies and non-federal partners, such as state governments, to develop strategies to address root causes of improper payments.

Promoting accountability and program integrity requires transparency across the Federal Government. The GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 required the development of a federal program inventory and quarterly reporting on performance management. According to GAO, such an inventory list would help agencies identify significant savings, but to date no such inventory exists. In January 2021, Congress passed the Taxpayers Right-to-Know Act into law, which builds on efforts to promote transparent accounting of programs by requiring public agency disclosure of performance metrics and financial data across certain federal programs. It also requires the disclosure of essential budgetary information and links to relevant GAO and Inspectors General reviews.

2 The Payment Integrity Information Act, Pub. L. No. 116-117.


4 *GAO-16-554, Improper Payments: CFO Act Agencies Need to Improve Efforts to Address Compliance Issues* (2016), https://www.gao.gov/assets/680/678154.pdf. While federal data on improper payments is generally unreliable, not all improper payments represent a loss to the government: Roughly 10% of improper payments are considered underpayments, while about 90% of improper payments are overpayments. These figures are based off of data from OMB’s website, which is no longer available.


6 In FY 2019, GAO found that about $74.6 billion, or 42.7 percent, of the government-wide improper payments estimate was reported as a monetary loss. According to OMB Circular No. A-136, “monetary loss” represents an amount that should not have been paid and in theory should or could be recovered. OMB acknowledges on its website that “the American citizens deserve to know that their hard-earned tax dollars are being spent as efficiently and effectively as possible by the Federal government. Although not all improper payments are fraud, and not all improper payments represent a loss to the government, all improper payments degrade the integrity of government programs and compromise citizens’ trust in government.” GAO-20-344, *Payment Integrity: Federal Agencies’ Estimates of FY 2019 Improper Payments* (March 2020), https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/705016.pdf and OMB, Payment Accuracy, *FAQ: What is an Improper Payment?* (2020) https://paymentaccuracy.gov/faq/

7 For example, health care provider, lender, or any organization administering federal dollars.

8 OMB, *Supra*, at 5. Note: data may be incomplete due to failure to report. For comparison, FY2018 root causes were reported thusly: The five highest reported root causes for improper payments in FY18 include (note: data may be incomplete due to failure to report): Inability to verify eligibility (about $40.8 billion); insufficient documentation ($40 billion); administrative or process errors made by state or local agencies ($21.5 billion); administrative or process errors made by other parties ($19 billion); and administrative or process errors made by federal programs (over $12.77 billion). OMB, Payment Accuracy, *Payment Accuracy 2018 Data Set*, http://paymentaccuracy.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2018-Dataset-7-18-2019.xlsx.


13 The Payment Integrity Information Act consolidated all federal improper payment laws. The six requirements agencies must follow to be compliant with PIJA are: 1) published an Agency Financial Report (AFR) for the most recent fiscal year and post the AFR and accompanying materials on the agency website; 2) Conduct a program-specific risk assessment (if applicable) for each program or activity susceptible to significant improper payments; 3) Publish improper payment estimates for all such programs and activities; 4) Publish programmatic corrective action plans in the AFR; 5) Publish and meet reduction targets for each program susceptible to significant improper payments; and 6) Report an improper payment rate of less than 10% for each program and activity for which an estimate was published.


15 For example, at least one agency Inspector General “reported inaccurate amounts for identified and recaptured improper payments in its” annual financial report (AFR) in FY2019. However, “the IG reported that the agency was compliant with the IPERA criterion for publishing financial information in a [performance and accountability report (PAR)] or AFR.” GAO, *Supra* at 6.

16 GAO notes that “the federal government’s ability to understand the full scope of its improper payments is hindered by incomplete, unreliable, or understated agency estimates; risk assessments that may not accurately assess the risk of improper payment; and agencies not complying with reporting and other requirements” of federal law. Other concerns include, but are not limited to, unreliable or underreported estimates, inaccurate risk assessments, thresholds for improper payments in high-priority programs, noncompliance with federal law, and other considerations. GAO, *Supra* at 6.

17 *Supra*, at 2.

18 *Supra*, at 5.


20 Id. HHS OIG did not qualify Medicaid or CHIP as either partially compliant or noncompliant with this criterion in its report, stating, “As permitted by OMB OMB Circular A-123, Appendix C…HHS did not report improper payment target rates for Medicaid and CHIP in FY 2020. HHS resumed the Medicaid and CHIP eligibility component measurements in 2019 and reported the second updated national eligibility improper payment...
estimates in FY 2020. Since HHS uses a 17-state, 3-year rotation for measuring Medicaid and CHIP improper payments, the publication of reduction targets will occur in FY 2021 once HHS establishes and reports a full baseline, including eligibility.”

21 Supra, at 24.
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32 Id.

33 Pub. L. No. 111-352. The law also required OMB to create a single, comprehensive website to house this information, which was published in limited capacity in 2013 and is now largely defunct. https://obamaadministration.archives.performance.gov/s3fs-public/files/Federal_Program_Inventory_Fact_Sheet_.pdf.

34 The DATA Act (Pub. L. No. 113-101) and the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act (Pub. L. No. 115-435) represent such examples of recently enacted law that need to be fully implemented. See also Demian Brady, Nat’l Taxpayers Union Foundation, Taxpayers Right-to-Know Act Would Ease Completion of an Inventory of Federal Programs, 2020, https://www.ntu.org/foundation/detail/taxpayers-right-to-know-act-would-ease-completion-of-an-inventory-of-federal-programs.
“...In questions of power then, let no more be heard of confidence in man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution.” – Thomas Jefferson.

The Constitution establishes the nation’s capital as a district, not a state. Unfortunately, Democrats refuse to “bind down from mischief” in their pursuit of political power. Instead, Democrats support a nationally unpopular strategy to secure single-party rule by admitting the U.S. capital as a state. Congress must oppose H.R. 51, the Washington D.C. Admission Act, which would cede portions of the District of Columbia to the new state of Washington, Douglass Commonwealth.

A 2021 Rasmussen poll found D.C. statehood is unpopular with 55% of Americans.1 Previous polls suggest this opposition is historically consistent, with about 55% opposed in 1989 and 1992.2 According to FiveThirtyEight, major drivers may be Americans’ opposition to changing the “makeup of Congress” and rejection of establishing a state in the seat of government.3 A record number of Democrats have cosponsored D.C. statehood in the 117th Congress.4

According to Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Jim Jordan (R-OH), “the Federal Government would be entirely dependent upon the new state of Washington, D.C., for water, for utilities, for infrastructure, communications, even police and fire services. By virtue of this relationship, this new state would have incredible power over the other states.”5

- The Constitution and the Founding Fathers established a District to house the Federal Government
  - Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 of the Constitution establishes a neutral district under the exclusive authority of Congress. This allows the nation’s representatives to meet, debate, and vote on equal ground.
  - In Federalist No. 43, James Madison warns of the consequences of statehood in the nation’s capital, “not only the public authority might be insulted and its proceedings interrupted with impunity; but a dependence of the members of the general government on the State comprehending the seat of the government, for protection in the exercise of their duty, might bring on the national councils an imputation of awe or influence.”
  - The 23rd Amendment grants D.C. three electoral college votes in presidential races, the equivalent of the least populous state. The Congressional Research Service reports that residents of the White House would remain residents of the District of Columbia under H.R. 51, not the Douglass Commonwealth.6 Although the bill authorizes expedited consideration to repeal the 23rd Amendment, a successful repeal requires passing a constitutional amendment.7

- D.C. Statehood breaks historic precedent to balance partisan power.
  - The U.S. “hasn’t admitted new states since 1959, and the admission of Hawaii and Alaska that year was designed to balance what was at the time one new Republican-leaning state with one Democratic state. The D.C. and Puerto Rico statehood movements are naked attempts to enlarge the Democrats’ Senate
“Even after the Civil War, states were often admitted two-by-two in Noah’s Ark fashion to preserve political equilibrium...In 1888, Democrats proposed admitting four states — Montana and New Mexico were presumed to favor Democrats, Dakota and Washington were counted in the Republican column.”

In 2009, Congress debated adding a House seat in Utah to balance political representation by adding a D.C. House seat.

- **D.C. Statehood breaks historic precedent to balance partisan power.**
  - D.C. Democrats would secure two U.S. Senate seats and a seat in the House of Representatives as a new state. Democrat pro-abortion, gun control, and electoral reform interest groups claim statehood as a priority to secure political victories.
  - The District is not currently self-sustainable. In FY2020, D.C. requested $15.5 billion from Congress, and local revenue sources only account for half of D.C.’s funding sources.
    - “Taxpayers nationwide currently foot the bill for the D.C. courts, unfunded pension liabilities, and the care and custody of D.C. prisoners. The District also receives other subsidies from the Federal Government, including $45 million for the improvement of D.C. public school system.”
    - Democrats appear to acknowledge statehood fiscal challenges in the bill text. H.R. 51 would continue federal funding for these many services, including employee benefits, agencies, and college tuition assistance, until the commonwealth certifies that it is prepared to take over the authorities and responsibilities to conduct its affairs. Non-Democrat voters living in other states would therefore continue to fund the D.C. Democrat priorities they oppose.

- **Democrats are not motivated by representation for D.C. residents**
  - If H.R. 51 was enacted, the new Washington, Douglass Commonwealth state would replace Rhode Island as the geographically smallest state in the Union, with the third-lowest population count. It would also be the sole state with no rural population. Establishing statehood based solely on population size disregards other cities and counties – such as Los Angeles County, CA, Harris County, TX, or New York City, NY – with a population higher than D.C.
  - Congress has more precedent to secure state representation for D.C. residents by returning the land to Maryland and Virginia. The Alexandria Retrocession of 1846, for example, reversed Virginia’s cessation of land located south of the Potomac River to D.C.
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4 214 House Democrats are cosponsors of H.R. 51 at the time of this brief.
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"After Republicans swept the congressional elections, “Democrats worried that Republicans might admit only two Republican states, so they agreed…Congress would admit one Democratic state (Montana), and three Republican ones” with Washington and the split Dakota territories, admitting New Mexico in 1912. https://newsadvance.com/opinion/editorial/bring-back-the-state-of-franklin/article_45cfba83-fd2a-58e1-a15e-3bb177be8d35.html and https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/9/18/20863026/dc-statehood-george-floyd-puerto-rico-statehood


https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-116hhrg37974/html/CHRG-116hhrg37974.htm

https://www.worldatlas.com

Currently, there are about 712,000 residents in the District of Columbia. Wyoming has the lowest population count, with about 580,000 residents. https://www.statista.com/statistics/183497/population-in-the-federal-states-of-the-us/

https://thedweek.com/articles/922278/case-against-dc-statehood

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW ACT

Congress has allocated considerable power to the Executive Branch by delegating rulemaking authority to federal agencies. With the stroke of a pen, President Biden expanded the administrative state’s power to an historic level, by signing more Executive Orders (EO) in his first two weeks of office than President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his first month. These EO’s carry the force of law over matters of climate change, immigration, education, and other areas. Congress has the authority to overturn federal agency rules through a disapproval resolution under the Congressional Review Act.

- Currently, the Congressional Review Act (CRA) is the most significant tool Congress has to counter agency rules which run afoul of congressional intent.
  - For a regulation to be invalidated by the CRA, the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives must pass a joint resolution of disapproval either signed by the president, or override the president’s veto, within 60 legislative days of the rule being transmitted to Congress.
  - A total of 17 resolutions of disapproval have been enacted under the CRA, 16 of which passed in the 115th Congress.

- The CRA requires federal agencies to submit a copy of a rule to Congress and the Government Accountability Office (GAO) before the rule can take effect. The CRA’s expedited procedures only become available once Congress receives the rule from the agency.
  - According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), it is unlikely a court would compel an agency to submit a rule to Congress under the CRA, due to the law’s provision on prohibiting judicial review.
  - Congress may seek an opinion from GAO on whether an action meets the definition of a rule, and therefore should have been submitted. If GAO determines an action should have been submitted, Congress can proceed with consideration of a joint resolution of disapproval.

- Senate Republicans can force a vote and send a message to the American people.
  - Fast Track to Senate Floor: A discharge petition signed by 30 senators can fast track consideration of the joint resolution from committee to the floor. This is effective after expiration of a 20-calendar day period after a final rule is received by Congress. Once a joint resolution reaches the Senate floor, any senator can require a vote on a motion to proceed to consideration.
    - For example, Senate Democrats passed a successful CRA vote on a Department of Education rule during the 116th Congress, despite being in the minority party. However, President Trump vetoed the resolution.
  - Rules for consideration in the House: “The CRA also provides expedited procedures that govern the consideration by either the House or Senate of a disapproval resolution received from the other chamber.” When the Senate initiates the process, the joint resolution would be held at the desk in the House. The House may choose whether to take up the measure for consideration.
    - According to CRS, “if either chamber rejects a CRA disapproval resolution on a major rule, it could have the effect of putting a regulation in force sooner than would otherwise be the case.”
House Republicans may also consider introducing a joint resolution of disapproval to expose overreach and the harmful actions of the Biden Administration.¹eight
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³ FDR held the previous record for Executive Orders. https://www.npr.org/2021/02/03/963380189/with-28-executive-orders-signed-president-biden-is-off-to-a-record-start
⁶ The joint resolution of disapproval must be passed with identical text. Veto overrides require a 2/3 majority of Congress.
⁷ Notably, the 16 resolutions of disapproval from 2017-8 took place under the Trump Administration, when Republicans held the majority for both chambers of Congress. Prior to the 115th Congress, the only successful CRA enactment to overturn a rule was in 2001. Congress has introduced over 200 joint resolutions of disapproval under the CRA pertaining to more than 125 rules. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43992.pdf
⁸ https://harvardlawreview.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/vol_122_the_mysteries.pdf. Further, the CRA is generally only effective to invalidate regulations when one political party takes control of both the White House and Congress and seeks to reverse rules promulgated towards the end of the prior administration. See House Republican Policy Committee policy guide, 116th Congress, entitled “Create Congressional Accountability for Major Rules.”
¹⁰ According to a 2018 GAO report, 25% of “economically significant” regulations did not comply with the CRA, due primarily to agencies’ failure to observe the 60-day effective date delay for congressional review. GAO-18-183, Federal Rulemaking: OMB Should Work with Agencies to Improve Congressional Review Act Compliance During and at the End of Presidents’ Terms (2018), https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/690624.pdf.
¹¹ https://www.crs.gov/Reports/IF11096?source=search&guid=713580bceac64fab8a933e5476a7b2&index=0 According to CRS, “Because the CRA’s special procedures are not triggered until rules are submitted to Congress, if an agency does not submit a rule to Congress, this could potentially frustrate Congress’s ability to review rules…Furthermore, because the CRA contains a provision barring judicial review, most courts have declined to review claims challenging an agency’s failure to submit a rule, making it unlikely that courts would compel an agency to submit a rule under the CRA even if it met the definition of rule.” https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43992.pdf
¹² https://www.crs.gov/Reports/IF11096?source=search&guid=713580bceac64fab8a933e5476a7b2&index=0
¹³ CRS specifically lists “drawing attention to a rule” as an advantage of the CRA. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43992.pdf
¹⁴ Generally, if the motion to proceed is successful, the CRA disapproval resolution is subject to 10 hours of debate, with no amendments. “Should a majority of the Senate make a nondebatable motion to proceed to consider the disapproval resolution, debate is limited.” Under certain conditions, a joint resolution of disapproval cannot be filibustered. Notably, “unlike the regular legislative process, the CRA disapproval mechanism is available in the Senate only during certain statutorily specified time periods.” https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43992.pdf
¹⁶ Further, the “House could take up the received Senate measure, should it choose to do so, under its normal parliamentary mechanisms without having a companion resolution submitted in the House.” https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/R43992.html
¹⁸ The CRA does not authorize fast track procedures for committee and initial floor consideration in the House. “In every case in which the House has considered a CRA disapproval resolution on the floor, it has done so under the terms of a closed special rule reported by the Rules Committee and adopted by the House...When considered under the terms of a special rule, the House minority leader or [a] designee is guaranteed the opportunity to offer a motion to recommit the joint resolution, with or without instructions.” When a measure is considered under the terms of a closed special rule, no floor amendments are in order. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43992.pdf. Unfortunately, House Democrats passed expansive rules overhauling institutional minority procedural rights in the 117th Congress, particularly the motion to recommit. The House rules eliminate MTRs with instructions, and time for debate on the MTR.
“Never allow a good crisis to go to waste.” When President Obama’s former chief of staff Rahm Emanuel said this, it became the rallying cry for Congress to abuse the budget process. Repeatedly Congress tucks in billions of unrelated spending projects in every supplemental appropriations bill, which have averaged more than one per year over the past decade. For instance, in the supplemental for Hurricane Sandy relief, Congress boosted salaries for the FBI, among other agencies not handling disaster mitigation. These supplementals contribute to runaway deficit spending, which leads to either steep tax increases, less spending power due to inflation – disproportionately hurting the poor and retired – or leaves our children and grandchildren to foot the bill.

- **Supplementals have evaded budget limits.**
  - Due to concern over the rising debt, Congress passed the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, establishing deficit limits over a six year period. More recently, the Budget Control Act of 2011 established limits on discretionary spending for fiscal years 2012 to 2021.
  - Although normal supplementals are subject to these budget limits, Congress created a loophole for itself by allowing supplemental spending to be designated as “emergency” spending, exempt from budget limits.
  - Consequently, almost 92% of supplemental spending from 1991 to 1999 was designated as emergency spending and eluded budget limits. The total cost of supplementals in 2020 alone ballooned to over $3 trillion.

- **Congress abuses “emergency” designations to spend beyond what’s permitted.**
  - When Congress designates the supplementals as “emergency” spending, the bills circumvent budget limits even if the funds in question are not targeted to the emergency.
  - The CARES Act, which evaded budget limits on relief for the COVID-19 crisis, included $75 million for the National Endowment for the Arts and another $75 million for the National Endowment for the Humanities. These are just two of many examples of funding intended to be included in regular appropriations bills.
  - Supplementals occasionally include budget cuts in other areas but rarely offset the cost of the entire bill. Therefore, America is borrowing and paying interest on this money.
  - While disasters and other emergencies are difficult to predict, Congress should act responsibly by limiting emergency spending to the crisis at hand and not use the crisis as an excuse to spend further on unrelated political priorities.
  - Congress should also budget for actual emergency spending in advance by setting aside “rainy day”
funds in the twelve regular appropriations bills passed each year, just like the average American is required to do with their own budget.


2 Appropriations Status Table. Congressional Research Service. https://crsreports.congress.gov/AppropriationsStatusTable

3 Pub. L. No. 116-136
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10 Pub. L. No. 113-2

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Opportunity Zones are economically distressed areas where new investments receive preferential tax treatment.\(^1\) They have generated billions of dollars of new investments in communities that have historically experienced limited access to capital and significant economic difficulties.

These zones were created in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which was signed into law by President Trump on December 22, 2017.\(^2\) The Department of Treasury designated 8,766 individual census tracts across all 50 states, six territories, and the District of Columbia as Opportunity Zones.\(^3\)

- **Opportunity Zones give access to capital to people who need it.**
  - In 2014, Black and Hispanic small business owners were more likely to be turned down for bank loans than business owners from all other racial groups, facing rejection rates of 53.4% and 39.3% respectively.\(^4\)
  - Based on recent Census data, Opportunity Zones have an average poverty rate of nearly 28%.\(^5\)
    - 57% of residents are non-white minorities. 23% are Black, and 26% are Hispanic.
    - Median family income is, on average, $47,316, and 21% of adults in Opportunity Zones lack a high school diploma.
  - Opportunity Zones, on average, have higher poverty rates, lower median incomes, higher minority population shares, and a higher percentage of adults without a high school diploma than other low-income areas not designated as Opportunity Zones.\(^6\)

- **Opportunity Zones have spurred economic development of designated communities.**
  - Qualified Opportunity Funds, which are required to hold 90 percent of their assets in Opportunity Zones,\(^7\) raised $75 billion in private capital in 2019.\(^8\)
    - An estimated 70% of this invested capital, or $52 billion, would not have been invested without the tax incentives.\(^9\)
  - Housing values in Opportunity Zones increased by 1.1%, leading to an estimated $11 billion increase in wealth for the 47% of residents who are homeowners.\(^10\)

- **President Trump increased job opportunity in Opportunity Zones.**
  - On August 24, 2020, President Trump directed agencies to give preference to Opportunity Zones when locating federal facilities.\(^11\)
    - Executive orders under previous administrations instructed federal agencies to grant priority consideration to central business districts.
    - These districts often comprised wealthy urban centers that were not in need of federal investment, at a cost to the taxpayers.
  - Bringing federal facilities to Opportunity Zones will also increase job opportunities to residents of these areas.
5 Ibid
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THE FUTURE OF FANNIE AND FREDDIE

The familiar phrase “those who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it” often falls on deaf ears in our nation’s capital. Once again, this phrase rings true as Democrats advance socialist policies that will put Fannie and Freddie, the government-backed mortgage giants, at a higher financial risk.

BACKGROUND

The Federal National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae”) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”) were once private enterprises created by Congress. During the housing crisis in 2008, they were bailed out by U.S. taxpayers and put into conservatorship by the Federal Housing Finance Administration (FHFA), which guarantees investors who buy the mortgage-backed securities will receive the principal and interest even if the borrowers default. Despite one of the stated goals of conservatorship being to prepare for eventual exit, Fannie and Freddie remain in conservatorship after more than a decade, keeping the taxpayers on the hook for potential losses.

- **The Biden Administration is politicizing FHFA.**
  - On June 23, 2021, the Supreme Court ruled in *Collins v. Yellen* that the President has the authority to remove the FHFA Director, overturning the historical structure that only allowed the director to be removed before the end of their five-year term for cause. Less than 24 hours after the decision was issued, President Biden removed FHFA Director Mark Calabria from his post.
  - Although the Supreme Court decided that the president has the authority to remove the FHFA Director, it is clear the motivation of the suit was a political and blatant effort to oust the Director of the independent federal agency so Biden could more easily push his woke housing agenda.
  - President Biden made this decision despite the fact he voted to make FHFA an independent agency to take it “out of politics” back in 2008.

- **Fannie and Freddie’s exit from conservatorship looks farther away than ever.**
  - Over the past few months, the Administration has been working to reverse actions former Director Calabria took to reduce the risk of the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) during his tenure.
  - Under the leadership of Director Calabria, FHFA made the decision to require Fannie and Freddie to hold more capital so they could operate in a safe and sound manner if released from conservatorship and to reduce the risk to taxpayers, who would have to absorb potential losses of the GSEs in another crisis.
  - This decision put the GSEs on a stronger financial footing not seen in years by successfully reducing the leverage ratio of the GSEs by 75 percent and limiting their footprint, as seen by their increased net worth. This was also while overseeing the largest annual increase in homeownership among Black Americans.
Acting Director Sandra Thompson, Calabria’s replacement, swiftly changed the course of the GSEs by amending the capital framework and suspending certain restrictions on the GSEs’ risk taking.9

Acting Director Thompson noted she believes it is FHFA’s duty to ensure that all Americans have equal access to affordable housing. In her quest to achieve this goal that is not part of FHFA’s mission statement, she is abandoning FHFA’s actual stated mission that FHFA should ensure the regulated entities operate “in a safe and sound manner to serve as a reliable source of liquidity.”10

The Biden Administration is setting the stage for another housing crisis.

Throughout history, the government has used Fannie and Freddie to concentrate the risk of its housing policies and set up conditions for a record level of mortgage defaults.

For example, in 1968, the government took Fannie off budget and created Freddie in 1970 to fund a massive expansion of government subsidized housing. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) program expanding the National Housing Act temporarily ended in 1973 in scandal when it contributed to the further deterioration of many city neighborhoods and left Fannie effectively insolvent by the early 1980s.11

In the early 1990s through 2008, Fannie and Freddie were forced to take on risky loans after banks were pressured by the Clinton Administration using a provision in the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act to make subprime loans under the objective of “affordable housing.”12 In order to meet HUD’s goals, Fannie and Freddie had to continuously reduce their mortgage standards.13

New research shows that mortgage risk rose steadily leading up to the 2008 housing crisis when the GSEs accounted for roughly 50% of the mortgage market, indicating their integral role in the crisis.14

Allowing the GSEs to buy riskier mortgage loans will incentivize banks to make it easier to buy a home, which will increase demand for housing or more expensive housing. Yet, this will not lead to lower housing prices or an improved housing supply, which is already under strain from high building material prices and labor shortages.15

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Fannie and Freddie should be released from conservatorship and returned to private ownership to ensure the taxpayers are not expected to finance another bailout if another housing crisis were to occur. To meet that goal, Fannie and Freddie must hold sufficient capital to absorb losses. In addition, Congress and the Biden Administration should not be incentivizing borrowers to buy more expensive homes than they are able to afford by increasing the GSEs’ footprint and enabling further risk taking, which proved to be disastrous in the past.